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He spake of trees from the cedar tree

that is in Lebanon even unto the hyssop

that springeth out of the waU - he spake

of beasts and of fowl and of creep

ing things and of Lshes.'-ir Kings iv. 33.
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MEMOIR

1 am in hamony with aU that is a part of thy harmony,
great. Universe. For me nothing is early and tothing late

that is in season for thee. AU is fruît for me which thy
seasons bear, 0 Nature 1 From thee, in thee, and unte. thee
are all things. Il Dear City of Cecrops 1 " saith the poet;
and wilt not thou say, Dear Citv of Gad-"'

ERRATU M

p. i5o, fine 3. fOy 1873 read 1893

ALLEN was born at Alwington, near'-

Kingston, Canada, on the 24th February

1848. His father, J. Antisell Allen, sometime

schole of Trinity College, Dublin, was the

son of Jonathan Allen of Killaloe, County

Clare, an Irish barrister of some repute, who

married his- cousin, a daughter of joseph

Antisell of Arborhill, Tipperary. On taking

holy orders, Mr. Antisell Allen settled for
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1 am in 1harmôny with all that ie a part of thy harmOny,
great Universe. For me nothing is early and nothing late
tha is in season for thee. AU lis fimit for me wlùcâ tày

seasons bear, 0 Nature 1 From thee, in thee, and unto, thee
are all things ' - «I Dear City 'of Cecrops 1 " saith the poet;
and wilt not thou say, "Dear City of God."'

MARCUS AURELIUS (iv. 23).

For love we earth then serve we all;
Her mystic secret then is ours.'

GEORGE MEREDITH:
'The Thrush in February.1

CHARLES GRANT BLAIRFINDIE

ALLEN was born at Alwington, near

Kingston, Canada, on the 24th,,, February

148. His father, J. Antisell Allen, sonàetime

scholar of Trinity Co1legeý Dublin,- w-as the

son -of Jonathan Allen of Killaloe, County

Clare, an Irish barrister of. some repute,. who

married his cousin, a daughter of joseph

Antisell of Arborhill, Tipperarý. - On taking

holy orders, Mr. Antiseil Allen settled for
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a time in London, and left for Canada in

1840, where his first charge was at

Christieville, in the Province of Quebec. He

finally became incumbent of Holy Trinity

Church on Wolfe Island, Lake Ontario, in

1848.- This followed on his marriage with

Charlotte Catherine Ann Grant6~&only
daughter of Charles William, fifth Baron
de Longueuil, to whose memory, on his

death in 1848, his widow had caused that

church to be erected.

The title of Baron de Longueüil was

bestowed by Louis XIV. in 1700 upon one
Charles le Moyne de Longueüil for dis-

tinguished services in camp and court in

Canada. Francis Parkman, the eminent

historian of the French in the New World,

speaks of le Moyne as 'founder of a family,

the most truly eminent in Canada.' The

succession of the Grants to the title came

through the marriage of Marie Charles

Joseph, Baroness de Longueuil in her own

right, with Captain David Alexander Grant

ï-
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of Blairfindie, whose ancestors had fled to

Canada after the battle of Culloden in 1746.

The eldest son, Charles William, fifth

Baron de Longueûil, married Caroline,

daujhter of General Coffin of Nova Scotia,

in z78i, and had as issue Charles I n,

the sixth Baron, and Charlotte, mother of

Grant Allea,

One of Grant Allen's sisters, Mrs. Maud

Fergusson, says ïn a letter'to me,'ý&There

was much protesting blood in usey General

Coffin, the father of three sons, one of

whom became a general, and the other

two admirals, sacrificed his property on

his refusal to submit to Americau rule after

the War of Independenceý and in jacobite

times the Grants of Blairfindie were «agin

the Government.' My friend, Mr. J. Me

Bulloch, has furnished me with some parm

ticulars concerning that family, and makes

reference to, Colonel Allardycés 'Historical

Papers of the jacobite Period' (printed by
the New Spalding Club, 1895). În which
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occurs mention of the adhesion of the

Grants to the Stuart cause. In the list of
heritors who in the latter part of October

z699 (exactly two hundred years before

Grant Allen's death) gave bonds 'for their

peaceable behaviour,' the name 'John Grant
of Blairfindie and his men' is included.

But their descendants were 'out in the '45,'
and, after Culloden, four sons of the laird

of Blairfindié, whose house was burnt by
the Crown, escaped the axe by flight, pro-

bably by way of France, to Agnerica. Yet
the Government had 'scotch'd the snake,

not kill'd it,' since in a Report on the

Highlands sent by one Lieutenant Ogilvy
to Henry Fox in 1750, mention is made of

'John Grant, brother to Blairfindie in Glen-
livett,'?as 'listing men for the French
service.' The Lieutenant adds: 'I shall do

my best endeavour to get proof against
him so that I may apprehend him.'

It is pretty certain that David Alexander

ia wsee efo oe of the



American refugees. That some of the fugi-

tives remained on the Continent is proved

by letters from an Abbé, Peter Grant of

Rome, in 176o->765, to his relatives, which

are quoted in Sir William Fraser's privately

printed 'History of the Grants.' The Abbé

had a 'nephew' who called himself Baron

de Blairfindie, and who was Colonel of the*

Legion Royale of France in 1774.
To. the majority of readers, genealogies

are as dry as logarithms. But, in these

days, when the doctrine of heredity is in

the air, the clues to a man's ,physical and

mental constitution are sought for in his

ancestry and surroundings. Irish on the

father's side, and Scotch, with admixture

of French, on the mothers side, showing
in his features a striking resemblance to

the de Longueüil type, Grant Allen was

well-nigh as pure-blooded a Celt as, in

the subtle blending of European races, is

possible. Therein is the key to his wônder-

ful versatility; alertness, and power of easy,

GRANT ALLEN 5
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rapid pamge from e subject to anotherý

qualities: perilous enough, if unchecked,

but which in him were, happily, usually Conm

trolled by the scientific spirit. Bgt, as
a u a QbMr. Clement Shorter remarks in an incisive

articý,e in theý «Bookman,' December z899,
lit should not be necessary to, emph

,ýj the Celtic element in Grant Allen, because
he was always insisting upon it himself,

and because he dîd more than any- one else

to popularise the theory of the Celtic
element in literature first pýopounded bjr
Renan and Matthew Arnold.' The spirit

'411 of inquiry which made every field of obser-i
vation fruitful to'himself and to his fellows

was inherited from his father, himself a
lover of living things, and still, in his now

advance age, an eager student of their
-and ways.

works Thence came, likewise,

the spirit-of gentleness and of sympathy,

which, in the father, expl s his Ïevolt
against the damnatory clauses êf the

Athan Creed, the reading of which,
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being then compulsory, involved' his resigm

nation of the incumbency of Holy Trinity.

That was in ir85z Mrs. Fergusson suggests
enthat G inherited his artistic

(by *hich is probably' meant >his

of harmony and colour, for he could

not draw), from his mother,' who is de-

cflbed as «a woman of great strength and

nobility of charactexý of wide and cultivated

d, honourable and generous, and

possessed of great business capacity,' the

complex parentage expl ing his manym

sidedness.' EiÙerson says, «Whoso would

be a man ,emust . be a Nonconformist' and

rebel and heretic.are one in temperament,

because each is opposed to, the existing

order of things; and the Jacobiteý the

Ioyast,ý and the broad- ded theologian

who Ment their blood produced in Allen

a man whose life-note was révolt, As he

sung-,.ým one of his finest poems-

If Uâs- tbat be am the order of Cd,

Revoh is a part of the orderI'
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In many respects his boyhood was envim
A

able. It was spent amidst scenes

full, free play to that love of Nature which

was to, have brilliant and accurate ex-

pression in groups of charming essays.

Parts of Wolfe Island- and of Howe Island

belonged to his.family, and there, gamongst

these and other of the Thousand isle.%

he found happy hunting-ground for flower,

and bird, and insect. '.Something of the

gla-mour of childhood,' he, says, « surrounds

the region still in eyes; sweeter flowers
jet blow there than anywhere else on this
ýUp

prosaic planet; bigger fish lurk among the

crevices bluer'birds flit between the honey

suckle; and livelier squirÏels gambol upon_----

the hickory trees than in any other cases

of this oblate spheroid. I see the o Q
Mies and the ladies' slippers still by-- the

reflected light of tenuyear-old memories.'

Mrs. Fergusson records her impressions of

a kind, delicate, thoughtful, elder brother,

extremely gentle t6wards all living a-
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tures, and showing quite early an intense

interest in all plants andý! im-s. -I rem

member that he used to set me to watch,

birds for him, when he was, I suppose, at

his lessonsi and pride if 1 could find the

first 'I hepatica or «« sa-guinana " for h

(plants corresponding wîth the snowdrop

and violet as harbingers of a Canadian

spring),, I can still remember how delightm

ful it was to, be told by him of the habits

and nests of the golden oriole, the humming

birds, and about the great green moths

and curious stick ïnsects.' Never, as his

sistees, remarks im' ly, robust enough to

enter lûto, the 1 rough, games of boyhood, he

cultivated no physical exercises, save that
of g-a necessity in the long Canadian

winter, whose dreariness and monotony of

whiteness chilled his bones. Outside h*s

mble.%. fishing appears to have been his

sole diversion, a plea in its favour being, as

he said to, one of his sisters, that it -'gave

him, time toi thinke»
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Uiqtil the family left Canadc% the father

was tutor to his sons. He tells me that

'Grant began Greek six weeks beforie he

was seven years of age. He commenced

*ting a book, as he called it, at the same

ageO His mother saw him one day very

busy at hîs little table; and 'on her asking

him what he was doing, he said, Oh»
mother, 'I am writing a book où War or

Peace; which shall it be and this is the

chapter on Peace." As ^a very little child,

he would ask the most thoughtful %ues»

tions, making me wonder what was pass

ing through his mind.'
j-1

If his boyhood was enviable, so was his

school life and training, since it ministered

to a temperament which was cosmopolitan.

Pride of descent and, more than that,

hatred of oppression, go far to explain

his Celtic sympathies, but the world

was his country. Of patriotism, which,

in nghteous spleen the abuses

sheltered under the name, Dr. Johnson
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defined as « the last refuge of a scoundrel,'

Grant'Allen speaks as 'one of those lowýst

vices which most often masquerade' in

false garb as a virtue.' Of course, he had

in his mind that spurious,- aggressive form,

whose motto is my country, right or

wrong;' but the explanation of his fre-

quent disclaimer of patriotism in any form

îs to be sought in. his %colonial birth, his

mixed dèscený and his education in

erica, France, and England, all inimical

to. the fostering of national sentiment, and

to the love of any fatherland. And ' that

had the inevïtable result of keeping him'out

of touch with those inherent tendencies in

the mass of men to which the persistence

of race-feeling is due.

When he was thirteen years old, the

family removed to Newhaven, Conn., Where

he and an elder brother, who prede-

ceased him, were pla'ed under the care of

a tutor from the neig»ouring College of;e,-'

Yale. The next movéý 'for the education

mm 0
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of the children,' as his father tells me, was

in 1862 across the seas to France, where

he was sent to school at the College

Impériale, Dieppe. Then, about a year

before, his parents' return to Canada, he

was transferred to King Edward's School,

BirminÏham.,ý His progress and promise

justified an effort on the part of his family

to give him a university training, and in

Michaelmas term, 1867, he matriculated at

Merton Collegýî,.ý_Pxford. There he won

the Senior Classical Postmastership (the

technical term for Scholar at Merton),

which was tenable for five ears, and

carried with it a stipend of j£8o per

annum. In the teeth of many difficulties,

as will be seen presently, he gained a first

class in- Mods. in Trinity Term 1869, and

a--second class in-Greats in Trinity Term

ir87o, returning for a day or two -in -1871 -to

take his B.A, when he removed his name

î from. the College books. So far as the in

tellectual inheritance into which he entered
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goes, he was hàppy in the time of his

arrival. The current of ideas gave impetus

to thoughts and speculations vihich were

carrying him in the same directioa, Bem

tween the ïssue of Hçàrbert Spencers « Prinm

ciples of Psychology' (1855) and 'Principles

of Biology'-- (1864), therë had appeared

Darwin's Origin of Species (1859) and

Huxley's 'Man's Place in Nature' (1863).

In i86o the « home of lost causes,', eeâs

Matthew Arnold calls his beloved Oxford

(Preface to « Essays in Criticism had

nessed another defeat, when Huxley

opposed the fact of the common descent

of man and ape to the rhetorîcal fictions

of Bishop Wilberforce. Alfhough the agita

tion had died away, ît left a wholly changed

atmosphere in which the freest thought

could breathe. And the enthusiasts of that

time, to whom the doctrine of Evolution

appealed as a philosophy including man

body, soul, and spirit,' within the laws of

unbroken causation, had some w Lrrant for,
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belief in the triumph of a faith to, whi

a generation later, the, recrudescence

of superstition ha,%,,, in the swing of the

human pendulum, gîven a temporary check.

Philosophy and Science, which Allen treated

as one, were his first loves; and throùghout

his life, however much cômpelled to consort

with a m'ore' frivolous mistress, he made

her, more often than not the servant of

her rivals. His attitude, as will be shown

presently in the interesting reminiscences

contributed by his friend - Professor York

Powell, Was then one of unqualified âdhesion
to the aith as it in Herbert .9

is pencer. And'

with some modifications hardly affecting the

fundamentals of that faith, his attitude rem

unchanged to the en-d. Of courseý

appreciation of the writiýýs of Spencer,

Darwin, and other authorities came the

more readily to a youth viho, brought toi

the study of them a number of factswhich

he had côllected since the days he

roamed about the 'Thousand Isles," facts
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whose significance those revealedO

d, moreover,- having, from his earliest

boyhood dismissed, if he ever held it, all

belief in the supernatural, his was no

sudden conversion, but the orderly develop

ment of a *nd attuned to the new evanget

Twenty years after leaving Oxford, he gives

this as the conclusion of the whole matter of

the Gospel according to Herbert Spencer':

Know yourself, and your ow place in the

universe about you. Fear no phantomsï

but face realities. Understand your own

ýÈody., and the light- cast upon it by the

analogy of other bodies. Understand your

own Mind, and the light cast upon it by

the history and evolution of other minds.

Understand the phenomena, organic or

inorganiç, physical or psychîcal, by which

you are surrounded, and the laws to, which

they severally co'form. Understanci the

Society of which you are a member, and

learn from like analogies the ongm and

functions of its various p So, in your



a 100 0capacity as an inalvidual, will you govern

your own path through the world aright

so, in your capacity as parent, will you

produce and bring up better units for thé

composition of the Society in future; so,

in your capacity as citizen, will you help to

mould the State, of which you are a part,

to ultimate coiiformity with Truth and

justice. In contradistinction to all the.

preachers of Faith-that is to say, of conm

tented and uncritical Ignorance - Mr.

Spencer stands forth as the preacher of

Knowledge. And though his own contrim

butions to it are endless-for he is a born

generaliser, and evèn his conversation

consists, mainly of geheralisations-yet his

one greatest addition to the world's stock

may aptly be summed up in the phrase he

himself prefixes to the published Iiit of his

works, «'The Doctrine of F-volution." He

alone has taught us the orderly developm

ment of - the cosmos as a wholeý and of every

one of its component parts, in accordance

16 MEMOIR -OF
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with a single universal law of synthetic

development.'

Life had been smooth saïling for AU...

up to the time of his settlement at Oxford,

Soon after this, changes in famàily circumm

stances threw him on his own efforts,

since resources, outside the Postmaster-

ship, he had none. So he earned a little

-money, in the usual fashion, by coaching.

h more chivalry than prudence, he had

given hostages to fortune b an early
"hich, if it called forth

mamage, w is

devotion, and brought out his noblest

quailties, crippled his energies, and made

life a terrible struggle. For, very soon

after the marriage, his wife was stricken

ith paralysis, rendering her totally helpffl

less for two years, when the end came.

Whether from the standpoïnt of health or

economy, Oxford was no place for a poor

man wîth an invalid companion and henceý

Allen flitted, as circumstances demanded or
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London, now at the seaside, going up to

Oxford only within the limits of residence

necessary for securing his degree. In a

letter wfitten on New Yeaes Da'y i87o to

Mr.' E. B. W. Nicholson, now Bodley's

Librariam, he says:

Waterloo House, Victoria Street, Ventgor.

My coming up to, Oxford next term is not more

doubtful thain usual; that is to say. the betting is not more

thain io to, i against it. When a man has no money, and

cant make any anyhow, he finds it.difficult to, rnake up any

very definite plan for the future. If 1 can find money to

pay my railway fàre, 1 always go up ; if not, 1 borrow a

penny stamp and write for a grace-term. I am reading for

next May. 1 sball not put off -one day beyond my first

chance. So that 1 have only five months to read for Greats.

But 1 wM have my -shot then or never. 1 am much too,

poor a man to, waste any more time on an unproductive

place lüte Oxford. If you are resoived, 1 am ten time more

so. All 1 want is'a degree. 1 go in for no feâowship.. As

soon as 1 get the two letters, and as good a cla as I can

anaPýe, 1 sball get an easy ma;tership, where there is lots

of work and very poor pay, and subside into obscurity.

YOU wM doubtless by this time have discovered that 1 am

in a bad our this evening. 1 have been reading Livy

all evening ; and as I have only the Oxford text and no

dictionary, I have scarcely done anything. 1 have to, get
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through five books in a fortnight, so 1 am rather riledé-

Yours Davidically, Jonathan caly, and Pythiadnmoiiically,

GRANT ALLEN.

(Note.-Mr. Franklin Richards tells me that Allen did try

for a feJIovzship. in z872.)

Alleds -first-known appearance in print
îîwas in the pages of -the 1 Oxford University

Magazine and Review,' of which only two

numbers, December 1869 and January i87o,

were publishedS 'Mr. Franklin Richards

and Mr., Nicholson were joint editors of the

first number, to which Allen contributed a

dainty little poem entitled ' Two Portraits,'

repnnted in 'The Lower Slopes' under the

tîtle Forecast and Fulfilment.' For the

second number he and Mr. Nicholson were

responsible, and additional interest attaches
7

itself to, the contents, as evidencing Allen's

bent and versatifity. He contributed an

article on The Positive Aspect of Com

Munism a poein entitled In Bushy Park'

(reprinted in 1 The Lower Slopes') and a

short stoz7; « Mr. Josiah P. boolittle''
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Electioneering Expen*enS% which,

sprightly style, tells how Josiah P. Doom

littleý of Hitchcocksbury University, U.S.A.,

outwit,&,cd a corrupt election committee.

The « Radical of the Period,' as Allen styles

himself in a letter to Mr. Nicholson, wherein

he regrets that he caft snare no more

time for the magazine, justifies his title in

the article on Communism. But it has

touches of the Philosophical Radical

the better sense of the recognition of

evolution in politics. A sentence or two

bearing on this may be quoted

does not imply the cessation of pTfm;R-

just as it does not either imply the absolute perfection of

verninent It might be so if any purely theoretical scheme

of politics could be siiccessfully carried ont into

but, as in real -lifé we have to, deal with c si ' 1 ly

physical and moral conditions, it is absurd to, suppose we

shall ever reach a state of perfection beyond which it wM

be impossible to devise any ovement, C will
have îts defects and its checks; it wM find its reformers

and its conservati'vms; ît ýwi1l never seem to, have been

-ON till after ît has been replaced bv some still
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izm_ to evâs of which we

can now bave no OUA it wal be OWY
when it has ceased to exisv

by the poem-one of many
w

at this and confided to the

care of Mi. Franklin Richards, or circum

lated in manuscript-interest centres in the

as showing ens early predilection

for-narrative as vehicle for his vielym In
lobl"m COf papers he slides

into the fa iliar and the personal;
aie

-mDung, as it were, on the edge of

the dramatic presentment of things, as

in Hoo«s most serious verse we hear

the jingle which, unchecked by the theme,

would rattle with a pun. Hénce it would

see.. that Allen was driven into fiction

much as a duck is dnven into

He was- never a member of the Union,

which involved a certain detachment from

some men of his years; but there was'no

lack of 4% aN of talks and debates «de
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notably those of Mr. Franklin, Richards,

where he met Mr. Nicholson, and also of

Mr, Bromley, where he met Mr. York

Powell, now Regius Professor of Modem

History in the University of Oxfordý who,

to the great advantage of this M

has been good enough at request to

send the followmg

'MY dear Clodd,-Here are sc>îne scraps

that Itager in memory touching G., &

The first e 1 met him was in Brom-m

leies rooms in 1809- 1 believe. He was, of

course, wholly unlike the average British

undergraduate, and it was his ple ure to

accentuate the différences with a kind of

defiance, quiet but real, of the onventions

that the P stine worships. He was never

afraid of being himself ; he was not

to seem grotesque if he -chose. This- was

almost incredible ongmality in the under-

graduate of the seventîes and Of

course. he talked,,ý onenIv. but we all did
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that, and confidently, as most of us did,

upon the many -questions that interested

us-theologic,» phïlosophiç, social,, politicalO

He was of the most «Iadvanced" e of

the sixties, and I think he was that to the

end. The bent of his mind was logical,

orderly, accepting only the appeal to

reason, but at the same time can*ng (too

much, as I thought) for completeness of

systelm." At first he struck one a little fil.

unpUeassa ntly perhaps, for he v!ould never

allow a man to think he agreed with him
lu

if he didn't, and so he used to state his

Ow position very shar ly and irrevocably

but one soon got to see through the con»

fident doctrinaire the kindly, gentIeý gener-m

ous, and sympathetk friend and comrade,

o could differ without bitterness, and
lm--Id treat any honest and unselfish belief

he did not hold himself aÈ; wrong certainly,

but never as discreditable to the holder's

heart, though he must often have considered

our crude theories as dam aging to any trust
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in the soundness of oùr heads. I remember

he was interested in raw joy in Bû chner,

the fash*onabIeý populai matenalist of the
once or twic

day, and e w dîscussed

Comte but we neither of us gave him, the

position that the preceding generation had

allowed him, and when a man could read

Darwin and Spencer we both felt there was

o ' n further need for such as him. 'When

Allen got hold of Spencer 1 dont know

exactly, I think as early at least as '69,

but he was a whole-souled disciple. He

had naturally a bent toward dogmatic, and

he welcomed the comprehensive Èystem

that at once satisfied his scientific bent,

his love of logical, order, and his desîre

for completeness of theory. I remember

many arguments over Spencer both in the

seventies and later. When Richard Shute,

philosopher friend, got to know Allen,

they often argued grandly, Shute- taking

the extreme sceptical position and

mz wittüv and vizorousIv. and Allen defendm
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îng the whole Spencerian stronghold with

boundless ingenuity and tireless perseverm
îà

anceý the rest of us putting in a query

or a word or ýt of encouragement or

deprecation whenever we got a chance. 1

remember, too, solitary walks and talks

with Allen, especially about the river

below 'Oxford, and above it in the fields

by Godstow, after he had taken his degree.

He was a great lover of the quiet, soft,

meadowy landscape of the Thames valley,

and he often used to refer to a stray rêmark

of mineý made one superb summer afterm

noon at Iffley, that I doubted after all

whether the Tropics were inore lovelý,"

and would say that his tropical experiences

had decided him, that they were not. He

had a keen eye for the character and

make' of landscape, but he could never
i 
.lu

draw a line, and I don't remember him

ever attending to any but local colour *n

the scenery. I think he saw nature as a

naturalist rather than as a painter.



re -me- mbe-r--be-- * ted -

wife-a gentle, quiet, soft-speakîng wornan,

in poor health e-ven then in the early -4ays

of their wedded life-and noticing the tenm

derness and care with which he anticipated

hèr wishes, and -spared her all fatigue or

trouble, while it was delightful to see how

she, appreciated in her silent, grateful way

his- affectionate attention and guardianship.

'The last scene of the early pre-jamaican

days of Allen at Oxford was a jolly oyster-à

lunch that he gave' at the Mitre. There

were a lot of men there, for he made it a

kind of farewell féast to, all his Oxford

friends. Esme Gordon, the lad he -had been

coaching " for a time, was there, and there

was a strange mixture of riding, reading,

and rowing men, all for the hour united

happily -ï e n Allen's glad hospitality. Every

one was struck with the originality and

success of this innovation of an oyster.-

lunch at Oxford, but I don't -remember it

being imitated. Oxford undergraduate and
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--ba-chefor life îs excessýytly goyerned by

routine, and shuns even new forms of

feasting unless they are réga'rded as re

quired by fashion.

After his second most fortunate marm

riage and long stay in j alca we used

often to meet, ànd I found him, a far happier

man than I had ever known him before,

but as kindly, as keen, as clear-wheaded,

-and as enthusiastic and zealous for rem

for'-Ms in ethic and politic as ever. He

had learnéd a lot in the Tropics he had

thought out a valuable thesis on colour-

sense; he was- on the way to several dis-

coveries in botany; he was full of energetic

plans for the future. His conversation was

as delightful as ever, more full of ins1;ý' !i4
widened by experience, but still steadfast

to orthodox Spencerism, and definitely radim

cal. In his accent, his attitude, his looks,

his judicious parcelling of his time, his wise

care for the future, his humane and ceasem

less care for others,*his pleasure m* talking
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and walking, his love for, Swinburne's

Poems and Ballads," and his reverence

for Spencer and Darwin, he was still ess'enm

tially the same man I had parted from early

in the seventies with so, much regret when

he left England for j aica, and the same

he remained in all essentials to the lest.,

I learned a lot from him always. The

phlegmatic dulness and self-satisfaction of

the "average Englishman," who hates' to,

think at all save when at business -on bus'

ness matters, and in everything else give.ý»

full swing to prejudice and custom, refusing

to believe that any forèigner can ever

(save perhaps in the matter of sauces, or

piano-playing, or sculpture) teach him any..

thing-the vulgar dulness of such an one

exasperated his clear Gallic mind, and he

would gibe and mock at the shams we Eng-

lish profess to believe in and are pleased to

occasionally do public homage to, (especially

in our Il cant newspaper phrases ") in a most

amusmg andeffective way of hîs,,own. He
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Jl
was determined whenever he had the oppor,«

tunity to speak out and plainly attack the
j,ý O'S

tyrannous and stupid conventionalities; that

are allowed to do theîr worst to choke

healthy life in England. d it ïs a satiSM

faction to me to know that he had his knife

deeplinto many of them before he died. His

kindness was delicate and unfailing, and I

and mine have often experienced it; he was

really pleased to do a friend a service, and

he could spend time and take trouble in

such a case ungrudgingly.

«When Grant Allen died I had knowi ffim

for thi years without a shade of différence

ever arising between us, and certainly he was

one of the best and truest friends a man

could have-generous, fair-minded, and un

forgetful of the old comradeship; so that

though he was always able do w to the

last to make new friends, I do not think he 1îý

evér lost one of his old friends, save those

whom -death too soon removed. I do not

-Qàup hnw -Qilr'h m
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Pathetic, enthusiastic nature as Allen's can

have passed through the worl&without in

fluencing those he came in contact with1J
very definitely for thé better. His patience

affection, and practical wisdom in facilig the

inevitable with a brave politeness made one

ashamed of onés own lesser troubles, and

helpéd one to meet the dîfficulties, in ones

own path. Few men I have known well

have cared more for the essentials than

Grant Allen. Truth, Justice, Pity, Love,

Gratitude, and Sympathy were to him

throughout his life real things to be upw

heldat all hazards. His Faith was always

great his Hope was continually and won

derfully sustained his Charity was invIn

cible.

I must leave other people to speak about

his fiction and his study of the natural

sciences The first I could not, save in the

short stories, appreciate; the latter skille7d

specialists'must finally appraise; but it is

impossible to, avoîd noticing its ingenui

.j
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its basis of research (often long and hard),

the clear and pleasing style in which

the arguments are given. His folklore-

studies, though I think he was a little apt

to, recognise fewer factors than I should

hay.e postulated, deserve most careful attenm

tion, so -suggestive .and so ingenlous are

their hypotheses and conclusions. He had

the keen, quick, fearless mental temper

and the acute memory so often associated

with the power of making scientific dis-

coverié_sý I consider that he was among the

first to really expose the weak points of

the Teutonic School of early English history,

and to, show that pre-Teutonic elements

must be fully acknowledged and their forces

allowed for by every historian of these

islands. Hl*s' historical wrîting was dis-

tinguished by many of the qualities that

mark the best work of je R. Green. He

possessed the historic imagmation; he could

see whât -had been impossible in the past

and s mere bad guessing -en the part of
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moderns; he could frame reasonable hypo.

theses, good working theories; he was not

easily diverted from his track by arguments

based on "lauthorityy» or prejudice- or

rhetoric. He was a born teacher, an extu

cellent and painstaking *nstructor, ilever

sparîng himself, remindful of his own

difficulfies in learning, and careful to exm

pl things clearly that could be explained

clearly, and to acknowledge that there were

things that as yet were not capable of

satisfactory explanation, His little Anglo.

Saxon Britain 32 marked a7, distinct advance

when it came out, and conneéted the bookm

cm agalli with the spade-man in the task

of interpreting the early days of Teutonic

colonisation in Britain. Of his verse, I

admire the faithful and polished Attys

translation above the rest, Hîs guideffl

books seem, to me both fresh and excellent,

truly educational and admirably practical.,

« There are certain favourite spots in the

Isis meadows and banks, certain oft-trodden
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walks near Dorking, a hillside in Walesý, that

will always be associated in my mind with

Grant Allen. I used to think he talked best

in the open air, and that the fireside was not

his real coign of vantage. The walk was the

crown and pinnacle of his day, the pleasure

to look forward to and to look back on;

every copse and hedgerow was a living

museum to him, every roadside or field

corner a botanical garden. He loved obm

serving far better than reading, and he never

âhrank from thinking things out as far

as he could. Hence there was perpetual

interest in his talk and life. But if he

had been blind and unlettered I should

have loved him and respected h*m, for he

was ever a close follower of Truth, and

walked in noble companionship with

Pity and Courage.-Yours faithfully,

Fe YORK POWELL,'

Mr. Andrew Lang, who did not meet him,
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and generous tribute paid to the Lemory

oz nis friend in the Daily News' three days

-after his death: 'Allen told m how heî
found scratched on an ancient pane of glau

in the window of his rooms a Z-mýYMM9
mediSval The Latin I have

lime,f0rgýtten, but the sense was, «« 'Why tarriest
a,thou ? what makest thou hereý at Oxford?

He caused a wire grating to be Placed over

the pane, outside, that ît might not suffer

from the casual pebble of regardlessyoutIL

Perhaps not many undergraduates would

have taken so much trouble?' Mr. Bow- Al
man, the bursar of Merton, favours me with

the following interesting note on this

matter zi,
71,

The wke Vmting to which u refer has long ago dis-

appeared, if it ever existed. -The old distich painted on an

pane of glass in a window in Mob Quad ran-

Oxoniam quare venisU ? prSmeditare-

Nocte dieque cave tempus c prave.

This bit of gim was broken into by some young

Vandal a few yean back, and the piecem% roughly put*toge*ers

are nowmmy ss is
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The 111 own lingerees qu came

0 and leavmg Oxford «-with a

decent degree and nothing much else m

particular to, brag about,' he 1 took perforce'

as he had to his friend Nicholson,

to that refuge of the destituteý _the trade of

00 Laster. In his "Sign, of the Ship.9

"LongmaWs Magazine,' December i8qq,

Mr. T M-- g says: « Others have W" -9à Of

Mn en' genius, the most rs-atti bem

yond companson, of any man in our agè.

Had he been -able to devote himself entirely

to physical science, as he desired, it is not for

me to conjecture what he might have added

to the sum of human knowledge. But h
at ical, and

edu Okford had been cl

he was an unendowed student of his favourite

theme& He had to live -by pen, and by

work he could not live.' In eWs

word,% " to teach n, and Greek verse

at Brigbton College.. Ch AM".am College,
l:MReading Graminia School, successively, was

the e-x-b ely uncongenial task
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upon me by the chances of the untverse,

Between his engagements at Ch -tenlham

and Re nz he was up at Oxford in :[872

as tutor to the sous of Lord Huntly, and it

was then that he met his future wifé, Miss

Ellen jerrard, at the house of her brother-inm

law, Mr. Franklin Ri s, then

of Trinity College. The union to which that,

meeting led was charged with a quarter of

cz a century of unalloyed happ* ess for hus-

band and wife. During that long 'time,

Allen, never in robust h U4 was often
lîî

pro WIL serlous illnesý% ted,
il A

in the earlier years,_ by privation, em-

bittered by struggle, but the, heart

and helpful hand of his wife su,-,

1-,-- through it And when The Woman

"Yno Did' -- was was the

inscription: To dear cWife, to I

have dedicated my twenty happie# years,

edicate also this brîef of a less

fortunate love.,

The eeting with Miss Jerrard was a case

î
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-aof what Allen calls that di a vmest and

deepest of human intuitions, love at first

t' (« F Hfine in Love; with other Essays

on more exact Branches of Science,' p. 7)0

But to declare that I.Pve was another

matter: AlleWs affairs were at a low ebb;

Miss Jerrard was- portionless (had she

been dowered, that would have been a

fatal bu, since declared that he

would never m a wýman who had

money), sô he possessed his soul *n

suc-h patience as the heart allowed,,

But in the spnng Of :1873 an offer of

marriage had warrant in virtue of his

successful, candidature for the post of Proffl

fessor of Mental'and Moral Philosophy at

the neçyýIy-founded Government ' College *

Spanish Town, Jamaica, and in jpne of that

year, before the honeymoon had ended, he

and Mrs. Allen left England. judging from

the few examples that survive, his letters

from, jamaica are the- fullest that he ever

&-- jede He was not a great lettermwriter,
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The larger number which have been sent to,

me, or which are in my possession, are brief

and personal; hence the small space filled

by illuminative material, so far as lefters 90)
in this memoir. The explanatîon of their

sparseness is that time is money.' In a

short note from Algeria to Mr. Edmund

Ji Gosse, Allen says: I am so often ill that

moments fit for writing'are too precious -to

be used for anythîng but bread-winning.' He

gave a jocular turn to this view of the

matter one Whitsuntide at Aldeburgh. The

party included three philologists, Canon

Isaac Taylor, Professor Rhys, and the late

Dr. Richard Morris, and one day the talk

fell on the number of words used in their
IÎ

common avocations by country working folk.

Professor Max Müller was cited as authority

for the statement that some agricultural

labourers have not three hundred words in

their vocabular7' ('Lectures on Language,'

i. 3o8). Allen at once challenged this,'and

in his measured, sonorous tones, rlm*g, as
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was ever his wont, his lîttle platyscopic lens

between finger -and thumb, began recounting

all the th gs, and all the parts of things, with

which a peasant has to deal évecry day. Ere

the list was hàlf through, Allen had wellm

nigh reached the stated limit, when he

suddenly called out, 'Look here, you fellows,

my, priceis two guineas a thousand words,

and Vm not going on any longer.'

Letters, except when composed with an

eye on"the printer, are of the highest value,

because the ter comes before us in unm

dress; putting on "no s*deý' as the phrase

goes. In Allens case, however, the lack of

letters is of less moment because of the

personal, familiar element which pervades

all his work, bringing him into direct touch

with his readers. « I like your essays,' saîd

Henri III.- to Montaigne.- Then, Sire,

you'Il like me. ý I am my essays,." So might

Grant Allen have replied.

In the letters written to his mother-in-law

there are some ïnteresfing passages about
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the coloured - population of jamaica, and

about the College which had, as its chief oý

ject, their education. It will be remembered

that he is writing seven years after the negro
î rebellion, in the suppression of which

Governor Eyre took so prominent a part:

ïï îý
The negroes'. under Sir John Grants administration, are

contented and peaceable. It seems that before the rebellion

the whole political. power in the Island was entirely in the

hands of the planter class. How that ch-Lw still regard the
negroes 1 have had plenty of opportunity of-observing already;
and though you know 1 have no exaggemted sy pathy with

blacks, yet 1 must say the way they are regarded by the whites
is simply shameful. You know how E'glish magistrates have

decided in cases between employer and labourer, even whenp'
no distinction of race embittered the class feeling, and you can
imagine what planter justice was like when dealt out to
negroes. Besides this, the laws between master and servant

ýjL were so bad that servants found it almost impossible to claim
their wî a Court of Law; and consequently the wages
were perpetually mi arrear for weeks together. At Lut the

negroes. rebelled, but only, says Sir John and Judge Ker (Who
was here at the time), when human nature could stand- it no

longer. Then came the Commi' tc,
ssion, e which 1 need not

recapitulate, and then Sir John Grant was sent out as an
absolute autocrat-the old representative Government was

abolished, and the whole power vested in the Governor, who
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Cis responsible only to'the olonial Office The

negroes are deeply attached to the new system; they speak

of the Governor as « Papa Grant.' The whites, of course, are

all up in arms against him, but nobody Mifilds them. Their

newspapers are bÉilliant specimens of uneducated vituperation,

Chadwick [the Principal of the College] and I will come in for

lots of it as soon as *e get started, But to resume: the

negroes, say those who know best, are never pugnacious;

they only rebel when they are absolutely driven to it: but as

long as they are kindly treated and have justice dealt out to,

them, they lie contentedly under mango-trees, and dont care

a brass farthing who governs them. In z83o ihe Island must

have been quite as advanced in all material civilisation as

England was at that time; now, it is as much a ruin as Greece

or Egypt. Everywhere one sees splendid houses going to

decay, solid bridges falling- to pieces, deserted canef!eldsý or

coffée plantations, overgr with aloes and cactuses, in

short, one vast sheet of dèsolation. It would be happy if one

could set off against all this any improvement in the condition

of the negro, but 1 see no différence between his condition

here after forty years of freedom and his condition in South

Carolina before the war-intellectually and morally I mean, of

course. The country is fatally fertile. A negro earns nine
. illin a week by labour which even as a Communist 1

consider easy ; of this he spends two, and saves seven. After

a few weeks of work he has done enough for the quarter, and

lies by in absolute idieness, mental and bodily, till he has spent

his savings. But 1 am wandering from the persona! question.

The CoUege opens defmitelyon the 2md Sept. (1873).
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Of the prospects of this College Allen

never spoke hopefully. Located in the old

Governýaent building,% it was laid on am-

bitious lines, whereas, to quote his words

y ars aftgr, 'it should have been run as a

Board School.' Three months afte-r it was

4! >, started, he wrote as follows to Mrs. jerrard.

The general prospects of the College look very black. On

Frîday last we were to e intending students who

entered their names for next term, but only two, boys pre.

sented iem;elves, and they were both so, ignorant that we

had to tum them7away; so we shall have to go on for another

three months with our original three. One of these (they

are all quadroons) is a solitary boarder, and occupies to him-

self a d mujLjrof sîxteen cubicles, a large study, and a dinîngý-

hall with six long tables. Fortunately, the idea that it is lonely

doég net yet seem to have penetzlted his peri 1 had

hoped that a good number of fellows might have come at the

New'Year, but we have been disappointed, and 1 am now

incfined to give up all hopes of our success. A new Governor

is coming out early in February, and it seems probable that

soon -after. he comes he ýwM inquire into, the state of the

College, and finding it a failure, breakup, the whole affai

In that case Judge Ker assures us most, positîvely that we

shall be no losers, and tha care will be taken t,,oprovide for

Our lui tcrests in some way or other. 1 confess 1 was of

opinion tw very lately that if time was given to see how it
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turned ,out people would begin sending their sons by twos

and threes, but 1 fear now that it is hopeless. The people

don't want educatiou, and wout take it eve à if ît îs lîterally

given away to them. 1 should not be surprised if you were to

see us home again by next june.

As the sequel shows, the College was not

abolished till 1876, Allen, in the meantime,

succeeding to the Principalship on the death

of Mr. Chadwick.

In the same and in other letters some per-

sîstent. illusions about the tropics are dealt jy'
îî:with

w-
We take our ideas of the Tropics from the hothouses at

Kevýi, just as though a West Indian took his ideas of English

dwellinehouses from a picture of York Minster. Tropical

sceneryAn its g)id*ary aspect, is English, scenery minus the

green grass, the hedgerows,ý the smgeg birds, and the

idealisable rustic or genuîne Hodge. But in these, mountains 17

behind us (some six miles off) it is pretty much what one sees

it in pictures, after due allowance for the violent

exaggeration of artists, who e vrxywu see thlngs of extra-

ordinary colours (eg.'purple sea) invisible to ordihary folks.

My own private =lnc;>Dgon, as a mere 16u&m,, is that there is

no more colour 'in the tropics than in England, only there

aia"t so many people to tell one a tropical picture is over.

coloured.
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Speaking of the flora, he says: « The fruits,

of which one hears so much, are stringy and

insipid the flowers don't grow; and the

"tropical vegetation.l' is a pure myth. As
à,

for the fauna, he was wont to, remark that

there were fewer dangerous and venomous

creatures in the tropics thaii in the British

Isles 1

There are relics, unfortunately, or the

most part, only in fragmentary form, of

correspondence on philosophical subjects
between him and -inmlaw, Mr.

his brother

Franklin Richards., A few extracts from

one of these letters bave interest as con-
zî

taining the germs of the treatise on « Force

and Energy' (first printed for private circula-

tion in 1876, and published in enlarged form

in i8W), and also as indicating his course of
ZoÏ reading:
ïï

You say, You must remember that

Evolution is not a philosophic system; it is
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yet reached." The word 1 have wave-l*lled

suggests the idea that you are on the lookm

out for a Cartesian or Leibnitzian à priori

intell *ble system. For such, I at least

have long ceased to look. Your remarks

in the review of Fraser (ï.e. of his edition

of Berkeley seem. to show that you

also have 'done the same, though here

you object to Evolution for not being such

an Explanation of the universe as you

believe impossible, I mean Explanation

in ïts popular sense-something rendering

the universe more intelligible and Il à priori »

cognisable, as distinguished from a sub

sumption of individual facts under a single

ultimate law or synthesis of laws. I cannot

quite understand your standpoint. In your

purely scientinc. capacity you seem to be

a Positivist (in -the best interpretatïon of

the word), while in your metaphysical phase

you seem, to be hunting -for a selfmevident

cosmos-formula. I should agree with you

thàt Evolution is not an ultimate philo-
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Fm àsophic SySie ni, but probably on différent

grounds. Herbert Spencers second volume

of Psychology ought to have been the

first of the series. In the system *hich 1

am evolving for myself (for every man
"must" make his system, good or- bad),

I begin with analysis of everything down

to the empirical ego (G. A.), his sensations'

and ideas. 1 then build up from these

the other egos, human and anial.,'- in a

sliding scale of intelligence, 'and I then

proceed to Matter as an unknowi substram

tum ; after which I get to the law of

Evolution,, though' I differ frôm H. S. as

to its statement, especially as 1 regards
ici 0 ntegration of, matter -and dissipation of

fôrceý" for which I would substitute 'Il con-

centration of attrâctiv and dissipation of

repulsive energies,," But' that field is too

wide for rapid treatment. To return, surely

you would a-Ilow such a creed as I have

ed out to be i «'philosophic system,'l

whether right or wrong. I find no such
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break between metaphysics and my -

concrete sciences as you do. Analysis

leads me down to, the ego. Thence I

build up other egos and the nonwego.

Finally, I get to the uniformities observed

in the non-ego. I have already worked

out the greater part of this scheme on

paper. Berkeley, Hume, Mill, and you

have sufficiently done the analytical part-

for me, and 1 frankly acknowledge its

necessity. In the beginning of my "Philom
t

sophy of History" (I fear an abortive book,

or one requiring many years for its develop-

ment) I have worked out the second step-

the existence of other egos. In the- -paper

I sent you the other day J have started

from self and the other egos, and worked

out the existence of-the non-ego.,, Granted

which last I accept in the main H. S.'s

statement of its laws as phenomenally

known. So that, whether I am right or
lit

wi- Ong) I at least "have" a system, which

is thoroughly consistent throughout. I
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know, of course, where you will find the

flaw in it-at the first introduction'of any-

thing beyond the emplrIcally known,

namely, the other egos, and there lm

mi-List for the present agree to er.

will, h0wever, pay you one compliment thât

you are the «I only man who, has ever

seen that- the real question was as to the

existence of other inds; that another

mind is an idea transcending consciou

just as much as matter does. There I am

wholly with you. By all means, let us be

pure individual egoists, or let us be transm

figured realists; but dont let us h

between as mere idealists, transcen

consciousness, to, prove (or to ffl.ccept

without proof) other m s, and refusing

to transcend to prove matter., That was

the strong point I clutched at when 1

wr Ir-, ce My first paper on Ideali and I

have never seen it grasped by anybody

else except you.

«With respect to my correction of H. Sib
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in the of attractive and repulsive

force, I believe it is a real and important

dîscovery, but one of which I shall never

be able to make any use, because, like

ail my discoveries, its only a ««glimpse..'9

Every day, in - ev science I know anyi-

1--hing of, I am cat glimpses," but I

dont know enough to artîculate them.

Some day some other fellow will find

them all out and be a great man. I tried

to articulate this one to Fisherý but he
vmerely e back that he didn't under.,

stand meý and didn't much believe in

ular physics treated «là prion'," ýl7

s'hall try to state it to you., (Then follows,

an ouwne of the theory of 1 two PO
in the unîverse, of opposite nature to one

another force and energy. Of these,

force is attractive., or «laggregative"; and

e n- e repulsive, or disiunctive," the action

of these pu cuz roducing that alternate

of phenomena which we observe

in the 1.1. ïverse around u& The theory
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IDmet with adverse criti from ast&

M: lbbut eds faith in it as

Co ic dyn S mmain, ajr

His son tells me- that in the course of

his, 1 fatal illness, he said, c I ýwant, no

memorial'over remaîns; tell those who

care for anything that 1 may have done to

buy a copy of " Force and Fnergy."

The letter continues: I have been

reading a great deal lately. 1 have done

a good deal of Merivale, whom I find

ably dry and wîmung in philosophic com-

prehensiveness of view. With the earlier

part I read CSsar (B.G. I haveWt the B.C,,),

and with the later I a m Tacitus.

When 1 have finished him, I mean to read

Gibbon whom, I am am to say

have never yet 4ckled. I have also, gone

m for -a couýrse of Comte, whose . vulgar

,and ignorant dogmatism, co itradîcted at

ICVCKY turn by the results of later
* L% -n 04-ANhas gïven me a great for1

1 find in almost every case., afike



Astronomy, Physics, (especially Acoustics

and Optics), Physiology, and Sociology,

he is bitterly adverse to the only 1p investiffl

gations which seem to me worth makîng.

I must read more Physics. I have also

been engaged in dissecting a couple of

brains and spinal cords (one of 'them a IÏ
hanied murdereils) which our doctor got

îfor me. (So, you seeý I a m not idle, but

the thirst for truth still impels me.. When

there ever a chance of, its being suffiffl

Jentlyslaked?) Our doctor is no anatomist, 4
and less of a physiologist, but I only wanted

ocular demonstration of what I had

already learned from diagrams. It is d

work, and I felt indisposed to eat

dinner the three days. I was engaged on

it. I mean, if I can, to, borrow Maudsley's

Physiology and Pathology of Mind from

the Public Library in Kingston, so as to

follow out facts while they are fresh.

ugh the term. I have been lecturing

on the Senses, with special referénce to

J
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Pleasure and Pain, and on the AEsthetic

otîon, which seems to me a part of

the--;same subject. 1 find it very useful,

as forcing one to formulate onës latent

ideas, and I' think I shall te another

rejiciend p'aper on the question as soon as
1Y

I have finished the Analysis of Poetry

which I have now in hand, and which

proves a tough cùstomer, needing much

revising and recasting.

P.S.-In spite of *hat 1 have wrinen
î f about Comte, reading him has done me
ïï

some good, and I have5ertainly gained a
4F clearer idea of what he calls l'hiérarchieî

des sciences." Have you read Schopente

hauer? If not, do. You will like him.'

Probably that philosophers 'Die Welt
Ar als Wille und Vorstellung' îs responsible

for the poem called « Pessi *Sm; whîch in

a subsequent letter Allen sent to Mr.

Richards, and which is printed in 'The

Lower Slones.'
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The foregoîng extracts show how omnime

vorous was his taste in reading, and n

at van"ety of fields he browsed. Further

hints of this are given in a letter to Mr.

Nicholson, under date of igth Septembee

iM 1 spent the latter part of my three

,Years in alca on Anglo-Saxon and

Early English History,' and in the Introm

duction to his translation, of the « Atti S

(1892) he says « It is now nearly twenty

years ago that I read Catulluss maste'-

piece with class of 'students in an

abortive li ttle Government College in
ob

Spanish Town.' One of his original

axioms, full of suggestion, and h the

souoçon' of paradox wherewith so much

that he said was flavoured, was, « You

must never let schooling interfere h

education' (see «Eye versus Ear,' in

'Post-Prandial Philosophy,' p. ir2g). He

practised what he preached. Unwavenng

as he was "in the fundamentals of the faith

delivered to in his undergraduate days,
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the area embraced by that faith was so

vast that he had as little need as desire

to- transcend it. He agreed with Goethe

that 'man is born not to solve the

problems of the universe, but to- find out
Q_ where the problem. begins, and then to

restrain himself within the limits of the

comprehensible.' The thirst after know-w

ledge and the zest to apply it were

insatiate in him to the end of his days

he was as a boy at school, as throughout

his life he remained a boy at heart. And

the fruition, of his three years in jamaica

is seen in all his after-work. He came

back W*th a store of facts of surpassing

importance for his'scientific treatises and

fugitive essays; and of materîals for his

more typical stories, notably 'The Reverend

John Creedy,' In All Shades,' and 'The

Devil's Die.' As he remarks in a paper

jq on « Tropical Education'.

The Tropîcs are the norma of nature-the way things
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the comirnon condition of the whole world during by far

the greater part of its entire existence. Noeonly are they

stili in the strictest sense the biological headquarters; they

are also the standard or central type by which we must

exp

and animal ('Science Mi ArcadI p. 23).

whenever 1 meet a cultivated man who knows his

Tropics-and more particularly -one who has known hîs

Tropics during the formative period of mental developmentt

say from eighteen to, thirty-4 feel instinctivelY that he

p certain keys of man and nature, certain clues to

the problems of the worid we live in, not po-s-s-e-s-s-e-d- in any-_

thing like the same degree by the mere average annual

output of (Word or of Heidelberg. 1 feel we ta 1
t

like Fre%. ether-we of the Higher Brotherhood,

who have worshipped the sun, 1praesentiorem deum,' in his

own nearer temples (Ibid. p. =)48

Whîle Allen was in jamaica, the deepenm

ing impression which the 'Synthétic Philom

sophy' made on him impelled him to

address some verses to Mr. Herbert

Spencer, which were published twenty

yeais afterwards in 'The Lowér SlopeÈ!

TÔ these Mr,,,, Spencer made the following

acknowledgment which with subsequent
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extracts from certain of his' letters, he

courteous1y permits me to print

38-QueenIs Gardens, Bayswater, W.
zoth Dec. z874.

My -dear Sir, - Your letter and its enclosure are so un-

usual in theïr kinds, that or'dinary forms of response seem

-ely appropriate. FitJy-to acknowledge so strong an

of sympathy is a task for which 1 find myself

quite

Naturally, à is grateful to me to find, here and there, one

who recognises the meaning and scope of the work to

which 1 haýe devoted'my life-the more grateful because

there are few who have the breadth of view for seeing

more than the particular applications of ýhe doctrine of

Evolution. Excepting only my friends, Professors Huxley

and Tyndall, and my American friends, Professbr Fiske

and Professor Youman (Editor of the «Popula Sdence

Monthlyl I know none, personally, who have from, the

,,Iieginuing séen the general purpose which run through

the System of Synthetic Philosophy. Apart from other

your letter is ea-iant to, me as implying that

evS w remote regions there are others, unknown to me,

havine th:% mental khmMp Whîch is shown by a wider com-

thain tbat of the - k, *alist

Respeictile -ýthe --i- expressed in your verses, it is

scarc Uy C&I Cor -me to say anything, unless to disclaim

a merit so bigh as that ascribed. 1 am not débarred,

however, from cS au the ren-

ýý 0
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daing of the ideas, which seems to, me admirable, alike Mi

its choicelof langly-sage,,and in the music of the versification.

I may add that the effect of your -eulogy is rather the

reverse of thatwhich, at first sight might be d

the effect being to produce a renewed sense of the incon-

gTuity whicI4 in ail cases, exists more ok less between

the author as in hîs worbrio, anà, the author as

he actually exists.-I am, very sincerely yours»

HERBERT SPENCER*

On the closing of the College in 1876, Allen,

with added întellectual capital, and',, modest

compensation for the abolition of his post,

returned to England, whither Mrs. Allen,

whose health had sufféred from, a tropical

climate, had preceded hîm by some months.,

His return was the resumption of a period

of privation which hç had not known since

the Oxford days. There was "no demand

for the solid yet attractive w xes which he

had to offer. Serious himself, he-too the

PUDUC senously. Three years of absence

had put out of touch with the literary

market, and. he had to learn through much

tribulation that science, outside ïts COMM
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mercial application, meant stwevation. « 1

produced,' he says, 'a hundred or more

magazine articles on various philosophical

and -scientific subjects, every one of which

I sent to the editors of leading reviews, and

every one of which was punctually «« declined

with thânks, or committed without even

that polite formality tp -the editorial wastem

paper basket.' Settled in lodgings for the

time being at Oxford, where he earned a

little by 'coaching, he used some of

his spare time 'in writing his first book,

Physiological Asthetics,' and some of his

spare cash-balance of his compensation

money-in publishing'it,,

The central idea of the book-the origin of

the higher pleasure which we den'"ve from

natural or artistic products-had, as shown-

in one of his letters to Mr. Richards,

occupied his thoughts while in jam C&

Mr. Ruskin had said that the question'

why we receive pleasure from some forms

and colours and not from others, is no more
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to be asked or answered than why we like

sugar and dislike woiýuàwood.' And Darwin

also, in speaking of the constitution of man

and the lower animals for the perception of

différences in colours and sounds, had

added, but why this should be so we know

no more-,ý than why certain bodily sensa«w

tions are agreeable and others disag'ree-m

able.' This was relegating the ongin of

the gustatory and other senses to, the realm

of the inexplicable; and hence, armed with

Mr. Spencer's Princîples of Psychology,'

Professor Bain's Senses and Intellect,' and

some current textbooks on physiology,

Allen showed how the foundation of

all sensation is in the laws of nervous

action. « I feel convinced,' he says, that

every Ssthetic feeling, though it may' in

cidentally contain intellectual, and complex

emotional factors, has necessarily, for its

ultimate and principal component, pleasures

of sense, ideal or actual, either as tastes,

smelis, touches', wunds, foi s,, or colours'
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(P,,193)., After showing the general relation

of pleasure and pain to our org ïsm and its

circumstances, a body of evidence was prem

sented in proof of the origin of existing likes

and dislikes in Ssthetic matters from the

action of natural selection. The argument

thus fell into line with the doctrine of Evolu-

tion, and w nted the following correm

spondence on the dedication of the book

zo Beaumont Street, Oxford,
Feb. 26 (z877).

Dear Mr. Spencer.-I have now in the press a short work
on 9 physiologicai À£sthetîcs,' which I hope to get out in i

wftks or two months, 1 venture to ask your leave to dedicate

it to you. - 1 believe eva7thing which 1 say in it is strictly in
Ma mordance with your vîews of psychoÎogical evolution, and

I have endeavoured to the best of my ability to secure

correctness in my facts by submitting the varîous chapters

to fisf-q in theïr pprticulu Unes, whose stanct' 1

bave been able to, obtain hm. 1 thin , therefore, that my

bSk wM not be one of which you need be ashamed to,

receivW the dedicatîon. As 1 know, h wever, that the

favour which I ask is not to, be lightly granted, 1 enclose

a short of my argument, from which you wM be

able to, judge of the general tenor and the extent of its

MEMOIR OF
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accorda.nce with your own vîews. 1 should be

obliged if you could find time to glance through it.

1 must congratulate you upon the - Lis- sue - even in its

present unfinisbed state - of your sixth volume. Its re-

ception by the reviews, though of course not -aaT, one

could desire, certainly shews the ense advance of the

public mind in the appreciation of socîological inquiry.

My post in jamaica has been abolished, and my intention

at present is to, remain in England.-Yours very sincerely,

GRANT ALLEN*

37 Queen's Gardens, Baýrswater, W.
28th Feb. -,1877.

Deu Professor Agen, - 1 -am greatly plemed with the

programme of your Physiologica.1 AEsthetics,' received

yesterday. It appears to me highly philosophical in its

conception and admirable in its arrangement; and further,

you have carried out the genemI principles in new directions

with great originality and insight. So far as 1 can gather
fv

from this sketch, the work deserves a great success, and

will, 1 thin be a very valuable development of Evolution
doctrines.

4îe _1, î, -1j e,You may therefore infer that 1 have great gratification in

assenting to your proposèd dedication. Indeed, 1 think I

Éball have every reason to, be proud of a disciple who,

achieves so, important an extension of the general theory

as this which your work promises to do.

I have just been wziung tô my American friend, Professor
Youman ahd have nam d to, him your forthcoming work

and the high op*u*on 1 have formed of it from the Pro-
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e. 1 have suggested that possüiJy c- d 1 mai&
Abe done with it in and have said that 1 wtadd

forward to him some of the early proof-sheets if yon would

let me have them, by way of enabling him to judgP., 1

have also said that I would request you to send to him

the gramme which ou have sent to, m% and which

1 now return. [ne rest of the letter îs it was

probably mutitated to satisfy some autograph-hunter.]

38 Queens Gardens, Bayswateri W.
MaY 99 ]t877.

Dear Mr. Allen,-l have been reading the earlier pot of

your book with much tiont and it thus far fulfils the

anticipations raised by the programme. Beyond the ad-

vance you make in the exposition of the thýory of Pleasure

and Pain, and beyond the iznportantý development

by your Of Play proper, WhîCý

becomes obvîous the moment it is pointed, out the part 1

have read strikes me by its fertility of illustration and ci

ness of on.

The only critîcism of moment tba has oýcur:-ed to/ me

respects. the arrangement,« certain minor the

on the Différentia of AEsthetics. me

that the sectîons entitled JEsthetic and

Education suspend too, much the Ê=eral" The

reasoning should, 1 thin , pass more the

definition of oesth feeffiffl in toJ "e"7,
ment of the special Ssthetic feefings deàlt with the next

1 responded to a letter M&.



the Head !gal-qt a 1 of the Salt and had

in a opunon of ess.

Have ym sent a icon of your book to the, Revue Phîlo.

If not 1 wül forw«ýu-u the COPY YOU

bave sSt me to the editor, ProL P*bot who wig'doubUe-ss

it.-Truly yom-e, HERBERT SPENCER. jý

The letter to Mr. Fry, probably handed by

to Allen for future use, was found with

the Spencer correspondence. Mr. Spencer

Of his s fitness as a teacher

and director of teachers. If he ca n

commil ide orally as well as he does

it by his ab as an instructor

mu be unusually high« His book still
r Se than nv rsati

his co on shows a

aritY with science in general such as would

fit for directing an education

having for its sci -ntific culture at

largeý

Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace acknowledged

a copy of the book -as follows
Rosthîll,, Dorking,

Oct. 7th, '8ý7.

BRY dm Siri-1 bave read the pames you marked,,

as wa as a good many other parts of your booix, with

IC'
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much pleasure. 1 was 1 sed with yow sug.

had not. OCC U LKI CEU to me) that fimits, M'i Our

sense of the word, are much more receut V 15

than flowers, they attract chiégy mammals and bàds

instead of ùsects.

There is, 1 admît, a parUal c c- ph aý- betw the

view that 9 red " excites animâls on Mt Of îts man chi 0,

contrast, and that yet the Perception of it by umn is receuL

The latter vÎew must, 1 believe, be and should

be stited, 1 thînk, even more hypothetically Uun 1 bave

put iL 1 have just been Mr. r 1 Et pet.

ing paper, which is almost wholly on Homiees colow terms,

or rather the absence of them. The e Ost

but 1 thinIr it only gx= to, show Uiat ImnzSge

was imperfect, and that 11colour' was too varied

and of too Me - ortance to, early man to, bave

a s»tematic n 'I'Flowers" and llbù»ds9 and

« insects e were despised, and the colours of more

objects, as the « sez4-1 9 sky3l earth," 9 irm,» 9 brass.' etc,,,

w not only not pure colours mI1ý)q but subject to
e 1 fi
nd ess fl -1 ons.

Your azks on « nuts 3 are very good. 1 quite over.

looked that case, and shall refer to you when 1 repdût my

paper vfith othm in a volume shortly.

1 think that all the cq1oured fimits which are

'eman 1 are eatable to some bù*4 étc. They are far too

nmonerous to be accounted for

thenks, belîeVe Me, yours

ALFRLED R. WALL&CF,
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Published, as has been stated, at the
ýk,ýautho:es risk, Physiological JEsthetics

unsuccessful,, The sale dîd

not re three hundred copies, leaving the

author some £50 to, the bad. But the book

escaped the inglorious fate of a «rem der'.

by out of print in a fire at the

publishers, who, awarded Allen r.S as comm
Dffl

But it had a 'succès d7estime, result-»

Mg, indheWy,, in cash as well as «kudos.'

& Not only did it bring me into, ediate

c among the leaders of

thought in London, but,' Allen adds, it also

made naine known in a very modest

way, and induced editors-those arbiters of

y fate-to give a second glance at my

lin 0 ate manusclipts., Almost

ately after its; appearance, Leslîe Stephen

(I omit the Mr. "honoris causa") accepted

twu papers of e for pub n in the

«'Cornlhil.l.» ýIIICàrving a Coconut" was the

uibr,, and it brought me in &'w dive ea&
E



That was the very fi money I earned in

-literature. 1 had been out of wôrk for

months, the abolition of post in j aïca

having thrown me on beam-ends, and I

was overjoyed at so much wealth poured

suddenly ià upon meS Other mag m*e

articles followed in due course, and before

long 1 was earning a modest-a very modest

and- precarious 'income, et enouzh to

support myself and family,

'You have done, es Leslie Stephen,
'what is very rare and very excellent in

journalism: you-have made a distinct place

for yourself, and have done a - real service 1*11

spreading some popular notions of scïence.

Few journalists can say as much for themm

selves.' d in that service Mr. Stephen had

given a helpi n-g hand, by according space to-

the science-made-easy articles which- were

produced by Allen, Rkhard Proctor, and

other gifted exponents of those results of

modern research which accrued from 1859
S.onw- still dallied at întervals with
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the Muses, and while staying at ýLyme

Regis, hîs w e-s native town, * the summer

of i8v, he composed 1 Pîsgah' (p ed in

« The Lower Slopes'), and sent it with the

"'-Klowing letter to Mr, Spencer

Broad -Street, Lyrne Regis, Dorset,

Aug. 16, "77.

Dear Mr. Spencer,-I had been lately reading the supple-

of your «Sociology, which you were kind

enough to me, and co, g themwîth certain quazzà-

prophetic passages in the « Bîology,' « Psychologyi' and

« Social Statics,' whereupon the enclosed Unes sugg

t1hemselves to my mindiv - As my metrical lucubrations are

fated never to appear in print, 1 thought you might, perhaps

like to see them in MS. In sending them, 1 need hardly

remind you " that lyrical poetry, being the

a7staUised form of a j1eeting emotional state, îs n..cessarây

somewhat one-sided. Like the « p 0 graphs

of a street, it fixes in factitious permanence the
.0 aspect of a changeful wholé. The sîde 1 have

shown here is the gloomy one: a emotional moment

would show ît in brighter colours.

Pray dont takethe trouble to answer or acknowledge

this note. 1 know the value of your time to, tnanît,v too,

vftâ to wish any of ît wasted on such personal trilles.-

Youm very Sincerely,
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Hearty as was the reception of h*s

science « 1 *ddles,' there was the old trouble

of space limits in the magazines, and rem

sulting uncertainty of income. Hence

Allen's willîng acceptance of -an offer of

continuous work for some m'nths under

the late Sir William Hunter in the prem

paration of his gigantic Gazetteer of

India,' involving removal to Edinburgh,,

.11 wrote,' Allen says, Iwith my own hand

the greater part of the articles on the

NorthmWest Provinces, the Punjaub, and

Sind, in those twelve big volumes.' Back

at Oxfôrd in 1878, he was thrown once

more upon fitful and fugitive w'ork, and,

casting about for new channels wherein to
,place it wrote to Mr. Andrew Chatto, ' most

generous of men, and one of earliest and

staunchest literary supporters--.,.* 0 to whose

kindness and sympathy I owe as much as

to any one in England'-a verdict which

every onéwho has had like relations with

Mr. Chatto will indorse,
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2 St. John Street, Oxford,

Feb. 69 978.

Deu Sir,-May 1 introduce myself to you as the author

of a small work on « Physiological À£sthetîcs,' and a contri-

butor, amongst other periodical , to, the,' Cornhill Magazine

I usually write articles of a simple tific sort-' Carving

a Coconu4 1 Analysis of an Obelisk,' « Dissecting a Daisy,'

are the contributions of mine to, the « Cornhill ý-but 1 have

a few lighter pieces by me which .1 am ous to insert in

some popular a e. One of these, 'An Epicurean

Tour," descnîbîng in an easy, chatty way, with copious

the various good things which 1 found dUrIng

a trip to America, 1 shfd be glad to forward to you for

consideration, îf you thought ît at aU Ukely to suit your

wantsi, . 1 1 do not send it herewith, because I know most

casual volunteer cont:îbutions are little secure of a reading

amid the many duties of editorial lifé.-Yours faithfully,

GRANT ALLEN.

It los needless to, burden a brief memoir

with letters of more or less the same tenor,

and it suffices to note that th'is offer led to

the Pleasant results ïndicated in the tribute

paid by author to Püblisher. The summer

of z878 foundAllen again aýt Lyme Regis,

where jerrard- Grant, his only child, was

born in July, Meanwhile, from the time of
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hisstay in Edinburgb4 he had filléd în-

tervals of leisure m prepanng another book

which was, an expansion of materials, col

lected for a chapter on the Genesis of

etics' in its redecessor. It was,

3r entitled « The Colour Sense its 0ngm

and Development an Essay in Com

parative ,,,Psychology, and was published,

in Trübnees « English and Foreign Philo

sophical Library,' in 1879. The terms were

'halfmprofits," a system the charm of which

Douglas jerrold said lies in its, leading to

IÉ no dîvis*on' between authors, and pub

lishers. At the endof ten years'the book

had resulted, in a totall'payment of so'em
thing -riter, who,

under £3o to its

saxmutically remarks thereupo As it

took m only eighteen months,' and inm

volved, little more than five or six thousand

cesthis result may be regarded as

very fair pay for an educated, mans time

labour, and should the res

ach of thoug4tless. critics for deserting
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the noble pursuit of, science in favour of

fiction and filthy luère.' Briefly sta»dy
the design of the book is to show that the

colour sense w man is no recent acquisim
tetion, but derived by h from his fruitffl

eating ancestors, who, by exercise of the

sense of vision upon bright-coloured food

stuff!sý developed a special nervous organim

sation capable of discrim 9 between

the varîous /Shades of colour. In one

chapter Allýn applied his rare gift of lucid

expositionto interpretation of the fascinat-

ing theory of flower -fertilisation, and

modification of forin and colour by însect%,,

which was suggested by Sprengel, and

elaborated by Hermann Müller'and-others.
tome colour sense of bees and bùtterflies

has metamorphosed the" world, and we-

must seek for itsý indications on every

p and moun of every country in the

earth' (p. 94). Following the story of

interaction between p t and imal to

the human period, en effected an easy
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conquest over the Teutonic theo'rïes of

development of the colour sense with*n

historical epochs. These theories were

supported, on purely philological grounds,

by Mr. Gladstone, and others equally con-

se eý who welcomed and backed argu-

ments, good, bad, or indifférent, against, the

inclusion of'-maen, 'body, soul, and spirit,'

as a product of evolution,

ong the letters which the book evoked,

the following, from the pen of the dis«

tinguished co-formulator with 'Marwin of

the theoýy of the ori in of species, has

chief interest
Waldron Edge, Duppers HiU,

Croydon, Feb. x7th, x879.

Dear Sir,-VM -many than for your book on 1 The

Wour Sense.' 1 have just finisbed reading it through, and

I have seldom read a book with more pleasure, it îs fun

of orîginU and suggestive -matter, and is admi le in its

dm rness and the thorough manner in which many aspects

of the subject are,,discussede

Of course, I total1y, dissent from your adoption of « sexual

selection as a 1 vera causa,' though of course you are quite

justified in foUov4ng Darwin rather than me as an authoety.

1 think YOU -lb&aâ*à many parts of your argument,

p 
î.
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especially the connection of brîght colours Mi animals with

the colours of the food.- 1 also thin you lay far too great

stress on our knowledge of the first appearance of certain

groups of plan and insects; but 1 sball probably deal with

'these questions in a notice I may write of your book.

1 must say I do not see the least force in what you say

as to the probable 11dentity' of colour sense in lourgelves"

and 1 insects.' For it is clear that the optical organs of these

two, have been developed 1 separately'; and îf the sensations

were « alike,' ît would be a 1 coincidence' which we have no

reason to, expect. Thefact that insects 'rentiate most

of-the contrasted colours 'by no mean proves, or even affords

any ýrobàbility, that their 'sensations' are anything «Iike'

ours, and. I still tain that the probability is they are

Iiiulike.' With Ibirds' and ourselves, on the contrary, we

may be almost sure the sensations are simila , because our

eyes and nervous systems are derived probably from a

common ancestor who had both well fairly developed,

A day or t*o ago, 1 received from a gentleman resîdinir

in Germany a - very clever article on the « Origin of the

Colour Sense,' in which he shows physiological grounds for

the belief in the great in riority of the colour sense in all

mammals, and the infériority even of ourselves to, birds,

I am very s rry you, did not put a good index to your

book. It ie most difficult to find any special point you

want, and causes endless trouble, 1 féel so strongly on

this that 1- thin the publication ofIndexless'books should

be Ifélony' without benefit of Clergyl [Compare with thÎs

mild 'penalty that suggested-was it not by Carlyle?-to

send the félon who makes no index to his book a couple
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of miles the other side of heü, where the devîl can't reach

hîm for the ilettles.-E. C.]

1 need not wish your book successY for Ît is sure to be

soccessfut. as ît well deserves to be.-Yours very aithffly,

ALFRED R» WALLACE&

orwn-In My M coillans M eP.S. al paper in

[September 1877], 1 fflke doubffiWy about the prehistoric

want of colour sen because the subject came upon me

addenly just as 1 had finisbed my Paper. 1 stR think, how-

evez, that colour bânduess' is an indication of imperfection,

and 1 hope evidence wül soon be to its equC

or absence in some semi-civilised race. 1 doubt

its being a Fil of civilisation, since civilised mm malces

more use of colour than savage man. It is an interesting

and nup question,-A, R. W«

In an undated letter -(why will people

omit a stroke or two, the absence of which
î texperto crede-often causes hours to

leÏ_ be spent m arranging correspondence ?

en was a great sinner in this line), pre

mably referrîng to the «Colour Sense,

Darwm says: I have read the whole of

your book with «« great interest." It con

s very many views new to me, and

highly ingenious, and some new facts.

1 -gm P-lad that vou defend sexual SeleC«
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t 0ion I have no fear about its ultimate

fate, though now at a discount. Wallaces

explanation of, for instance, the display of

a Peacock seems to me mere empty words.'

The tribute paid by Darwin, Spencer, and
leWalla'ce to, Allens onnnal contributions to

théories which he popularised is sufficing

answer to some critics who, let it be hoped,

through imperfect acquaintance with his
work, accord him no higher level than that

of a sk 1 scientific middle-man. That

his modesty cl ed , only this as his

fùnction is the greater warrant for, crediting

him with the independent collection of facts

whose value was recognised by the founders

of the doctrine of Evolution. In the préface

to the,, Colour Sense' he says:

« One of the m necessities of science at

the présent day is the existence' of that
'.à-r 1

organising class whose want was pointed

out by Comteý.and has bëen further noted by

Mr. Herbert Spencer. To this class I would

aspireý in a humble capacity, to belong. But
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the organising studentIcannot,âdso

be a specialist in all the sciences whose

results he endeavours to comordinate and

he must theréfore, depe d for -his d unon

the original work of i)them If specïalists

find technical errors in such comordiùàted

results, they should point them, out frankly

for correction and improvement, but they

should not regard them as fit subjects for

carpîng criticism,,* Iný this connection, it

not out of place to quote what the late, Sir

Fit2james St'ephen says in reference to

Gibbons «Decline and Fall': 'The

importance ofthe mistakes which have beén

discovered in it, shows' with what judgem

ment he availed himself of the researches of

others. If it is a reproach to use them, it is

difficult to see what is the use of ma.King

them Horae Sabbaticae,' ii. p. 39o). And

in fact, the service rendered by a skilful and

accurate exposîtor îs not to be lîghtly underm

rated in -these diays of specialisation in every

branch, and in all the minutiae of science, with
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its resuaung obscuration of the interrelation
1L _àa- Il all departments of knowledge. and

bluning of the - -se Of Unityand co uity.

Although The Colours of Flowr. r* as

IIIU%i&i-cttcu in the British Flora,' and

« Flowers and their Pedigrees,' were not

published until some féw r The

Colour Sense,' the development- of certain

theories in them whîch could be only

at in that book warrants refèrenceto them

at point, and, moreover, they further

1- -a- -1-t- Îate the laim made- on behalf of

Allen's Ungmal work, notably in botany. In

luat&Z& it is a privgege to be able to,

quote the weighty -Moýny of Dr. Sydney

H. Vmes, Sheraïdian Professor of Botany

the U ve-zut Oxford, who in, dest

-q E M n _Oqp to my request has sent me the

following meMorandum

« In botanî works-of which the most

imrtant are "The Colours of Flowers

(i8ft) and Flowers and their Pedi
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A showed t bat

(z886)-Gftnt call he powm
m in 0qu

high dcu W mirib

go to make the true natu

gives evidence of his exceptio ww Of

accumte ob*=-Ytttu''Ùn, which made the

firstmrate fieldmbotanist, that he undoubtedly

was. But he"was much more f1han f-hi%-

His observations in the field were but the

raw material upon which his e. and well-
-2traiù#d telfigence p :eeded to wuriLe

Each fact at once raiseil the question of

how? and why ? so that the study
i1ý *USof a single "common m S

various more or less comp ibrobl

to which he sought the solutions with no

small, degree of success.
ýqj3 ire

To e one Wor two Mu ms M

In kudying the colours of ers, he was,
010led, natu Amurally enough, to

ngm) e of the
questiçn of-the o th phylogeny

petals. The prevalent viewat the tixneý

mainly on Goethes theory of

was that the floral leaves were to be

pe t" 1114>1 14 14i .1
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back to, the foliage leaves; M* other wuru

-11-Pl'amorphosis in the leaves had
cllne. coursfollowed an e though it was

r cognise... by Goethe himseif, that

M 1- -3- norphosis-that is, the conm
l'as 

floralof the more bighly s

leaves into others of pler nature-might

and did actually occur. The evîdence for

îs that, as a ruleý the veg

precede the reproductive organs in ontom

genesis. The conclusion at which Grant

Initen and which he calls 91 heretica4l'

was quite the opposite of this., Basing himm

self npon the weighty phylogenetic evidence,

that the most cient flowers, e.g. those of

the Gymnospermsi have oný>- reproductive

leaves and no perîanthmlea-#eý he

the al-zer must have been derived, fiom

the the petal, for example, is a

degenerate or sterilised me n. Subsequent

,wjL - aters, though apparently without any knowm

ledge of Grant Allen7s work, have confirmed

and line of thought notably
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Pran «M), with special reference to, the

Ranunculaceae, and Professor Bower (ic894),

wÎth special retçrence to the higher Cryptoffl

gams, in a manner which is tending to

profoùndly modify our morphologital. con-

ceptions, though the subject is stili under

discussion*

her deeply interesting conclusion

to whîch he was led by the study of our

commonest flower is "that the Daisym

group, encluding these othere composites

h tinted rays, forms the very head and

crow of the qvegetable creation," Whilst it

is true that this view had been already

expressed, especîally by French botanist.%'

there is no reason to doubt that Grant

Allen d àt it by the force of his, own

remarkable insight.

It would be easy t à multiffiv instances of

this kind were it nécessary. ý Suffice it to

sey that the essential characteristîcs of

Grant en's botan* rk -are hîs adherm

ence to the phylogenetic method, and hîs-
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appre of the, importance of-ea careful

study of the relation of each d of plant to

its environment. It îs interesting to observe

that mu of the progress of the science,

ce he wrote, has bee'n made along just

these two lines. The pursuit of the phylom

genetic method has led, and is still leading,

to a more adequate comprehension of the

nitîes of the larger groups of plants;

whilst the study of the relation of the plant

to its enviroument-under the name of

oecology or phytonomics-has to, be
21Most a scence in itsel£

thIt ms natural to at owing to

the force of cfircumstances, Grant Allen was

not in a position to, -devote his powers

exclusively to the science for which he dism

such singular aptitude. But it is posm

sible that inthe guise of set scientific papers,

the exposition of his views would have lost

much of that irresîstible ha with which

his popular style of presentation is

endowecL , One cause for regret undoubtedly
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remains and that is that he was not able

to fulfil the promise made in the preface to

Flowers and' their Pedigrees," that he

would write a Functional. Companion to

the British Flora."'

To the theory that pétals' have generally

been formed from the expanded filaments of

stamens, Allen. added an ingenious specula-

tion on the original colour of the earliest

flowers. The fact -that the stamené*% of

flowers of the simplest, and therefore more

primitive, type, are yellow, led him to the

inference that the earliest -flôwers derived

from them, were yellow also. It was shown

that the changes in the colours of flowers,

which are of course chemically induced, take

place in - regular order, e.g. yellow flowers

becoming white or 'pink, and, then passing

through red. and purple to blue, this order

being without exception and never reversed.,

In acknowledging a ' Cornhill' article on the

subject, Darwin wrote: Many years ago I
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thought it highly probable that petals were

in all cases transformed stamens. I forget

(excepti.ng the water-lily) what made me,,

think so but I am sure that yoùr evolutionm

ary argument never occurred to me, -as it is

too striking and apparently valid ever to be

forgotten. I cannot help doubting about

petals being. naturally yellow: I speak only

from vague memory, but I think that the

.,filaînents are generally white, or almost

white, and surely it is the filament which is

developed into the petal. I remember some

purple and bright yellow filaments, but these

seemed to me to serve by addinz colour

to the white flowerO . Is it not the pollen

alone which renders most stamens yellow

at a cursory glance? Many thanks for

the pleasure which your article has given

me,

Darwin, ever generous in recognition of

the contributions made by others to the

strengthening of his theory, not only grati

fied Allen by a presentation copy of the
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10rigîn of Species," which was, of course,

accorded the place of honour on his well

filled ex dono, auctorum' shelf, but sub

scribed towards the gift of a microscope

with which a group of scientific friendsmade

him happy@

Such encouragement wa ome as it

was deserved, for Allen was on to have the

lesson that man cannot live b science alone

reinforced. Back in London in 1879, hejoined
Ji 'ly News.' The informàMthe staff of the 1 Dài

tion he had gained when preparing articles

for the 1 Indian Gazetteer,' se' ed him, in

good-istead, for leader-writing on the Afghan

campaign. But the strain and the late

hours which work on a dailypaper involved

told on his always precarious health, and

he accepted with relief the lighter de-

mands of weekly journalism, becoming a

principal contributor to,,'-London. Andrew

Lang, Robert Louis Stevenson, and other

coming men were on the staff of that

brilliant paper. However, as this letter"to
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Mr. Nicholson tells, that channel of suppërt

soon dried:-

22 Bonchurch Roadl, North Kensiiigton, W.

April 29,,'79.

1 write now to ask whether you happen to know of

any work that I could do. As far as recognition goes,

1 am doing very well-thîs vmk I have got into' the

1,Fortnightlyl ',and 1 am going soon to give a Friday

evening at the Royal Institution, But 1 - cannot make

money enough téýkeep us afloat. It strikes me you may

possibly know of some literary hackwork-index-making,

cataloguing, compiling, or anything of that sort-which 1

should be- very glad to, do. To tell ybu the truth, I am

very hard up for employment, as the little weekly paper on

which 1 used to work, « London,' has come to grief,, and

1 can find nothiùg to replace it. I am ready to turn my

hand to-anything, if oftly it'can be got. Can you help me

Éy any suggestion ?-Yours very sincerely,

GRANT ALLEN,

This letter, touching in its subdued « de

profundis' note, with never a word of comm

plaint or querulousness, may perhaps suffice

as a quietly rebukeful answer to the remark

heard ever and gnon, 'What a pity Grant

Allen took to novel-writingl.' Yes; «the,

pity of ite An article here and there at',

le
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uncertain intervals, while the calls of the

landlord, the butcher, and the baker,ýý and,

unfortunately, the doctor too, were, not

uncertain. A gratutous lecture before a

well-dined audience, beedless whether the

lecturer went back to Grub Street, or No

Grub'Street-wÈy this wonder that he took

the dowriward -path that leads to fiction'?

Some miscellaneous work which Mr.,

Nicholson, who was then librarian of 'the
jo

London Institution, was able to offer, varie-

by a trip to Guernsey to examine a schô'ol

there, helped to carry Allen along till the

autumn of 1879 But bronchial and other

troubles made it necessary tha-t he should

winter abroad, and consequently he left Lyme

Regis for. Hyères, where he remained till

May i88o,'working, as health permitted, at

articles for various magazines.

9 Boulevard des Isles d'Or,
Hyères, Feb. 29 (1880).

Dear Mr. Spencer.,-Many thanks for your note and kind

inquines. l' am glad to say that my health has on the

whole very decidedle improved since coming here, and
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that I hope tô return in theý spring fit- for work again,

We have not left Hyères, iqhich we -think on further

acq1iaintance is the best fitted for invalids of aU the
V

Riviva towns; but last weekýI had not been feeling so

well, and wanted change, so eýe went ôver to Nice for'

eight days, merely by way of a short trip,^ Our winter

here has been really deJightfùl,'ýand we are now enjoying

Most lovely spring weather. I îm extremely thankful that.

I have been enabled to escape'this very severe wînter in

England. 1 hope your stay in ggypt was a pleasant one,

and that you have returned strânger and fresher, to give

us a new instalment of the Sàçiology. From youi mi-

quines about the aloes, 1 am inélined to suppose you are

turning your attention once morefor a while to biological

questions,

As regards the aloe, 1 shall be very glad to get you the

leaf you vish for,ý and have no dq4bt I shall -be easily able

to do so. But wéý do not propo-ýe returning to England

tili the first week in May; and therefore I think (as you
may want mediat se) I had better

'it for some im e purpo

get the first one 1 can find, and seýd it to you by Parcels

Express. 1 suppose I am right in undtrstanding you to

meau the large prickly Agave, which grows all about the

rocks at Hyères, and has a flowering stem some fifteen feet

or sD high.-YourS My sincerely, GRANT ALLEN.

That Allen would not have joined the

raàks of professional novelists but for res

angusta domi' is almost certain, and the first
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steps wére taken with some littl-e relùctah ce,

because this meant quittance, at least for tlie

time being, of realms charged , with the

speculations and ïnquiriès dear to his heart.

But he wàs a better story-teller ý, than he

knew a most successful artist,' such is the

judgeMent of Mr. Andrew Lang, 'in the art

for which hé did* not care.' He ' cared, howm

ever, more and more for it as time went on,

taking a real pleasure in plot and coast'ucu

tion, and finding thât pleasure enhanced by

the opportunity which the novel afforded as

the vehicle whereby heedful ear might be

gained ý for views and opinions which, other-

wise, would obtain no hearing. In his

judgement, all fiction was, to borrow a term

from, chemistry, allotropic. He.used to say

that on two plots hang 1 all the law and the'

prophets' in story-telling. 'A loves B; B

loves A. Hence smooth sailing. A loves B;

B loves C. Hence complications.' Ou'r

Common friend, Cànon Isaac Taylor, tackltd

him one evéning> at Aldeburgh on the trouble
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which all -novelists must have in settling the

fate of their characters. For example,"ý» Our

villains ; what do you do with them Oh,,

replied Allen, 1 we make them into canons!'

The story of the stages by wÉïch he took

'the downward path' ('the upward path,ý one

may say 'so writes Mr. Andrew Lang,

1judging by many of his excellent stories,')

has been told and retold by himself; but, for

the completeness of this Memoir, his latest

version, given in the Introduction to 1 Twelve

Tales,' selected by himself, and issued shortly

before his death, must be given here:

1 For-many years after I took to the trade

of author, . I confined my writings to scienm

tific or quasi-Écientific subjects, having

indeed little or no idea that I possèssed in

the germ the faculty of story-telling., Buton

one occasion, about- the year i88o (if I

recollect aright), wishing to contribute ' n

article to «'Belgravia" on the improbability-of

4n e"int;lo haincr *h1p 4-n rprnoili-qp n Lhost as
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such, even if he saw one, and the impossi-

bility of his being able to apply any test of

credibility to an, apparitioifs statements, I

ventured for the better development of 'my.

subject to throw the argument into the form

of a narrative., I did not regard this

narrative as a story e. I looked upon, it merely

as a convenient method' of displaying a

scientific truth. However, the gods and Mr.

Chatto ; thought otherwise. For, a mohth or

two later, Mr. Chatto wrote to ask me if I

could supply Belgravia with another

story." Not a little surprised at this request,

I sat down, like an'obedient workman, and

tried to write one at my employeÉs bidding.

I distrusted my own ability to do so, it is

true but' "'"ûn--atto, I thought, being .. a

dealer in the article, must know better

than I -,.and I was far too poor a' craftsman

at that time to refuse .any reasonable

offer of . employment. So I did my best,
ci crassa Minerva." To my great astonishMý

ment, my second story was accepted
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and printed like my first: the curious

in such matters (if. there be any) will

find them both in the volume entitled

Strange Stories (published by Messrs,

Chatto and Windus).under the heàdings of
.."Our Scientific Observàtions on a Ghost,"

ahd, My New Year's Eve among the

Mummies."

From, that day -forward for some years I

continued at Mr. Chatto's request to supply

short stories from time to time to Belm

gravia,') a magazine which he then edited,

But I did not regard these my tentatïve

tales in any serlous light: and, fearing that

they might stand in.-the way of such little-

scientific reputation as I possessed, I pub"

lished them al.1 under the prudent pseudonym

ýof 11J. Arbuthnot Wilson." I do not know

that I should have got much further on the

downwardpath Which leads to-fiction, had it

not been for the intervention of my good

friend the late Mr. James P n. When he

undertook the editorship of the "Cornhill,"

0 0
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he - dètermined at first to turn, it into a

magazine of storles. only, and began toi look

ë ut him, for *frèsh, blood to press into, the

service. Among the writers he then secured

(I Èeem, to, recollect) were Dr. Cofian Doyle

and Mr. Stanley Weyman. Now, under Mr.

Leslie Stephen's editorship, I had been

accustomed to contribute to the Cornhill
A occasional papers on scientific subj ects and

one morning by an odd coincidence, I re

celved two notes simultaneously from, the

new editor. The first of them was a'ddressed

to me by my real name; in it, Mr. Payn

courteously but briefly informed me that he

returned one such scientific article which

1 had sent for his considération, as he

had determined in future to exclude everym

thing but fiction from the magazine - a

décision which he afterwards saw reason to

rescind. The second, letter, forwarded

through Messrs. Chatto and Windus, 1#1 a-S.-
addressed to me under my assumed na-me ofý

J. Arbuthnot Wilson." and bezzed that u'm
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known pérson to, submit to Mr. Payn a few

stories Tike your admirable Mr. Chung.

Now, this Mr. Chungwas a talé of a

Chinese attaché in Éngland, who fell in love

with an English girl: I had first printed -it,

like the others of that date,ý in the pages of

Belgravi-L" (;[..ater on, it was included in

the volume of Strange tories," where any

hypothetical explorer may ill find it.) Till

les'

that moment, I had never regarded my

Il 
fi

1 

r

excursions inté fiction in anyv rious light

setting down Mr. Chatto's liking'fôr them to

that gentleman's amiabiHty, or else o his

well-known scientific. penchant. But e

a novelist like W. James Payp spoke well of

My work-nay, more; desired to secure it

for his practically new magazine-I began to

think there might really be something in My

stories worth following up -,by a more serious

effort.

-'Thus-encouraged, I launchèd out upon

what I venture to think was the first voyage

pvàur merlo in ntir time- inta the Romance
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of the Clash of Races-since so much exw

ploited,, I wrote two short stolriés, The

Reverend John Creedy Il and "The Curate

of Churnside," both of which I sent tà Mr.

Payn, in response to his invitation,,.-,%, He was

kind enough'- to lïke them, -and they were

dû1y published in the Cornhill." At the'

Ûme, their reception was disappointing: but

gradually, since then, 1 have learned from

incidental remarks that many-people read

them and remembered them; indeed, I have"

reason to think that these first serious

efforts of mine at telling'a -story were among

my ,x»ost -successful attempts at the art of

fiction* Once.- launched as a professional,

story-teller by-this fortuitous combination of

cirtumstancýes, I continued at t trade, and

wrote a aumber of tales for the

and other, magazines, up till the year, iM4,Y
*hen I collected a few of them into a

volume of Il Strange Stories," under my ow-n

nam"or the first -time casting off the. veil

of anonym#y or the cloak of a pseudonym.
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In the same year I also, begag my career as

a noveilst properlysO callë-d, by producing

my first long novel, Philistia."'

A re-perusal of the eleven repnnt. ed stories

(the twelfth, 'The Churchwarden's Brother,'

is « etitl'r*ely new, never having appeared in,,

public -before on this or on any other stage')

shows that if the elementary materials to,

which the novelist is restricted are few,r
Allen showed ex'ceptional deftness in the'

various combinations he effected through

them. It also shows with what strenuous

unwavering purpose he made fiction thé'

channel of philosophy and science, while not

obtruding either to the detriment of interest

in the story,

The dozen samples referred to above were

chosen, Allen tells us,, as illustrating best in

différent keys the various types of tale to

which he devote'd himsel£ In making this

selectioât he sstood out9ide his work, and

took- (what few- m en can take), his ow
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ipaFallax' correctly, In 'The Reverend

Jëhn Creedy,' the key ote -is the persistence

of atavism, or reversi n to the original type;

in Frasine's First lommunion,' it is the

morality of the French marriage law--i'»n

legitimising offspring born before the mar-

riagé of their parents; in 'The Child of the

Phalanstery,' it is the weeding out of, the

unfit for the physical and moral wellbeing

of the community; in 'The Abbé's Repent»

ance,' it is the dominance of 'the man over

the celibate priest, ' and the self-sacrifice

on fall from - ideals opposed to Nature; in

Wo-Iverden Tower,' it is the old and not yet,

wholly extinct custoin of foundation-sacrifice,

or the walling-in of a victim to, the disturbed

earth-spirit when a building is erected in

Janets Nemesis,' it is the revenge of

Nature on woman's neglect or abnegation

of her highest function; in 1 Langaluià". it îs

the veneer of the 1 convérted',!ýçgro, and in

The Curate of Churnside' the veneer of the

converted' àcoundrel; -in ',Cecca's Lover,' the

41

-777
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liÉht ethics' of the Italia'n t

the dependence of morals; wl.

as that of, physical constitui

in 'The Backslider,' the dest

by culture'; in « John Cann',g

lust of gain",that overreaches

Greet's MaÈterpiece,' the, u

and -ÈýThe Churchwai
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collaboration with Mr. Allen. There was

something of "the supernatural" (which he

detested) in the romance, so he cut some

nerve or other of the heroine's, and rounded

the point in that way, though he knew that

he was writing false science. (It was the

inhibitory nerve' of the heroines eyelid, the

cutting of which . Jïad impossible consem

quences (p. igi).-E. C.) Anything was better

Ïhan the supernatural," even a consclously

false explanation. For >such reasons I used

to ' tell r. Allen that he- wâs really as

obscurantist as any Inquisitor. He thought

that the end -(science) justified the means.

Once, I think, hè did confésa to sormething of

this defect in conversation, or perhaps he énly

put tfie question by," as one of the many on

Which vie could never agree. He was a most

charming companion, and marvelled -much

that one could never- see the world as he

saw it. He. would give a e evolutionary

lecture, and I would answér, Il God is great."

There were irrecon-ciflablç differ ences V- 'To
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which Mr. Lang adds elsewhère'(«Daily

News," 28th Octouen i8qq) 'As one born to

differ from Mr. Allen in.,emost every con»

ceivable Pointi I never ccïuld irritate him by,

opposition, and thie I am anxious to record

as a proof of the wonderful sweetness. of his

nature,,' But, as his friend Mr. Purcell

hum'orously says: To 'fin'd * myself in agreem

ment with Mr. Allen on any question. what.,

ever, critical, social, political, would indeed

be a painful breach in a friendship -which has

subsisted for a quarter of a 'century without

one cloud of acquiescence, concession) ore j
retractation on either sidè. His philosophy

I denounce as heretical, yet delight in; it is a

Pl n tire to confound his detestable cut-

throat politics-; his panaceas for social illsý

I regard asdeadliest poison, yet I would noî-

have him drop them ýReview of The

Lower Slopes'- 1 Academy,' 31st March

1894)9
The long Sturm und Drang 9 penod w

now foiiowed by ye ârs into which, w'hatm
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ever of interruption to work might enter

through ill-health an-d-"-rýesulting moments

of depression (Imy right. lung will never,-

be quite right,' he says in a Aetter of& ' '41111 «
june i88o to Mr. Nicholson), he 'put an

âstoünding amount of labour. But fiction
him, provisi n of means for

was, wit 10

higher ends; and, while busyover the

short story or the regulation three-volume

novel, there was no pause in the pursuit

of studies, or in the gathering of facts,

bearing on -his cherished 'magnum opus'

--ýan 1,Inquiry into the Origins of Religions.'

Concerning the first (and, as évents turned

out, the offlyy- instalment of this work,

pgblished, in 1897 under the 'title «The

È#olution of the Idea of God,' he says in

the preface II have been engaged upon

c Ilecting and comparing mate#als for more

t 'an twenty years, -I have been engaged

in -wrung my book for ore than ten.'

Fôrtunately, as in some degree-lightenink

Méch labour, his memory-,ýtw&s of the

il - il'
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best,, Its capacity, contents, and accuracy

were such that, as Mr. Le Gallienne says

in his charming assessment -of the man,

the phrase became current whenever any

question wa's seekin'g answer, 'We must

look it up in Grant' (1 Fortnightly

Review, December i&», p. iw7). Be

tween *hiles he reports himself to-,Mr.

Nicholson as evolutionising for . the ý «I Ste
-7

jameWs Gazette," and a moüth, afier 'that

as--having undertaken the book on Angloffl

Saxon Britain,' to which- Professor York

Powell approvingly refers (p. 32Y while

there are hints of treatment of

other subjects in this letter to Mr..

Spencer,, written at Lyme Regis i4th

September' i88o

Many U=ks for the Appendix to First Principles,

which 1 have read with great interest. Most of the

criticism- prove, as you abundantly show, that theïr authors

are.ýrealIy incapable of understanding highly abstract

reasèning. It - is curious to sée how wrong even a man

like Leslie goes. I long ago noticed, in talking with1 % I
ordinary intelligent scholam at Oxford, that they always
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accused YOu of vagueness, and could not see that your
careftWy guarded abstractness of'statement wàs absoiuteiy

lit necessary in order to cover ail the ground of your wide
generalisations. They â1ways wanted to use' some more

concrete expression which "would linflit your meaning to
a- ýPart OnIY of its o#ginal denotation. The worst of it is,
replies Of this sort fail to strike any ordinary critic, just
be*ause of this necessary fimitati of und'erstanding,

May 1 venture tO, call your attention to an article of
mine in this mois ' CornhM Y on the c Growth of Sculp.
tureee which 1 think win interest you? 1 4ve never askedt il Ci,

you to read anything of the sort befère, because 1 know
how valuable your time is but 1 think in this case yon
would like to do, soi, as it carries out a few of your con.

clusions into a s ecial field,-Yours very'sincerely,

GRANT ALLEN,

È. Allen was no lover of that squalid village'
Londone 'Thère are those who admire it

For- myself, I love better the denseelym
peopled fields than this humain desert, this-
beflagged and macadamised man»made

solitude,' Tis a matter about which contený
tion is vain: « chacun a son groÛte' Soin 1881,
he settled ait Doýking, finding among the-

Surrey hills and vales exhau s ealth of
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» Nook' an ever-widening circle drawn to him

by a. 'agnetic sweetness and old-world

courtesy that disarmed -the most prejudiced,
ej

And, there, no light attraction and privileze

was his in theneighbourship of Mr. Mereffl

dith, who in a letter now before me says

You know how highly I prîzed Grant Allen's

literary work, and' the warmth of my feeling

for him personally.' That love of Nature,

with its penetration of many a secret, which

suffuses all the work of George Meredith,

findiiig, as it seems to soûle of us, it' fullestý

,,,qýxpression in his 1 Poems and Lyrics of the

joy of Earth' (the title itself is for the « healm

ing of the -nations'), and which, in the tàlks--
l'MMand gossipy essays of Grant Allen,.invested

every.yrayside weed with interest and déép

meaning, was a spiritual bond between them,

as it is between all *Who draw the inspiration

of life from the Great Mother,

Thé"somewhat relaxing air of Dorking,

however, told against him in the winter; and

as dryness and sunshine were his breath of

'SI
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life, he went southwards -for a' senes of
years to Algiers, or the Riviera, or Tyrole or
Italy, always 'redeeming the time,' storing

up material for novel, or essay on science orr
art, -or for historical guide-book Here i s a

dainty little letter from Algi "ers" to 1 his boy.,
His writing, always'marvello' :' S' 'Clear, jost
none of that virtue when -r-eýedý,ueëd to the
hand' now réproduced in fa* simile*

Lt
rimmu se r

Vb

ive, %0 %Zq& bK,.& t;%ýG t%&t;mo

L% 
V ki't t 0Y60
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Although somewhat anticipative, it is con-

venient to insert here the- impress4on made

by him, on féllow-sojourners, and thi' has

pleasant record in the following communica-

tion from Miss Bird, writing on behalf of her

venerable brother,- Dr. George Bird, whose î
frîendships embrace a» range of time inm

cludi'ng Leigh Hunt and Algernon Charles IÎ,

Swinburne,
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6 Windrnill Hill, Hampstead, N W.
x2th Jan.,- 1900.

Dear Mr. Clodd,-We promised you a few words about,

our--winters at-Antibes with Grant Allee. George'e hand

gets quickly tiréà, so 1 write for him. We have no letters

of Grant's,'Ud'- no specimens of his writing, except in-

tèresting inscriptions înthe books he gave us,

We first went to, Antibes in january iSgi,.,tempted-there

by a letter An .the « Pall Mall Budget' written by Grant

Allen, and entitled ý1 Why not Antibes ?' In this letter he

sets forth, in tempting colours, the ch.Ixms of the Cap

dAntibes, 1 the long low spit of dull olive grey land projected

into the sea between Nice and Cannes.' He gave an out-

line of the astonishing natural beauties, endless baysi grey

rocks, blue sea, snowW Alps, Esterels sunsets, and warmly

recommended the Grand H6tel du Cap, the only hotel on

the promontoryi as precisely suited to the necessities of

the sturdy invalid.' On the strength of Èhat letter we

went to Antibes, and bégan ane--mtim friendship with

Grant , Allen that was severed' only by bis death. We

spent four winters there; and, although drawn southward

by -the blue sea and sunshine, the real magnet was Grant

Allen. He was the first to discover to us the delights

of the place-wild and free, with no obstructive wire

barriers, and open to. all comers. His letter enticed

numerous other sunshine-seekers, and he tm always on

the alert tà do the honours of the enchanted region. , In-

deed on these occasions, he had almost proprieto ers y
When prevented from doing the honours, he charged

George to do thein for him. He was eager that the new-
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House Hill-an -ettLinence front which, the whole panorama'e

of sea and mountain was disclosed to best advantage.,

Md he loved to watch the sunsets frôm- the grey rock-

'bound garden of Mr. Wyllie-the most beautiful garden

in Europe-liberany opened to all comers at stated periods,

-and, to special friends, neverl;eosed,

There was always a sort of tussle as to who should

walk with Grant Allen-and no wo;àder-for could bis

talks on these occasions have been ieco:ùded they would

have furnished exquWite new chapters for « The Evolutionist

at 1mge, Y or 'Vignettes from Nature.' He would stop

at a rosemary-crowned bank, take *out bis pocket-Yý4ffé, and

begin to scoop, and from a s ecial spot, to untrained eyes

looking a mere grey tangle, he would dig out a cork-

shaped portion of earth and show you the nest of a trap-.

door spider. Ôr he would suddenly kick away a big stone in

bis path and reveal the snuggery ofý a scorpion; or he,

woüld gather a blossom, 'and handing round bis 1 in-

separable companîon, bis pocket lens, would dèscribe with

enth siasm. the subtle devices by which ý at a special moment

in its life the expanded blossom compèls the visit of the

pollen-ýcarrying bee or other insect. His keen eye was

always the quickest to discover the first anemone of the

spring or the earliest grape hyacinth. He knew exactly

not only where to look, but the day of the month -on

which -the opening -flower was ',due. His discourse'- on

natural miracles was permeated to the core by bis ev'lu4b

tionist views, inaking ope realise, that to the flower, as

to the insect, life is a struggle as c and inevitable
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as it is to human beings. George used to say that if he

had a son to educate he should like to give Grant Allen

ýý£iooo a' year to take the lad a weekly walk in the country.

Of course, you know how Grant Allen used to deplore

the fact that young people, even those with the so'called

highest advantages, are - brought up to k-ow next tô

n thing çf the natural marvels that surround them; and
et

he used feket la nghed at for, saying, 1 What a misfortune it

is we should let our boys' schooling interfère with their

educatioUP ,There was nothing in the shape of excite-

ment' in the life at Antibes. If we wanted shops or ga*eties

or gambling, we hàd to make a journey to Nice or Monte

Carlo, But the life at the beautiful Cap, except on rare

occasions, sufficed. Alm every .4qwe had- a picnîc,

each person carrying his own simple lunch. Grant Allen

nëver started with us-the morning was the time he gave

to, work. We named a favourite spot, and when his

task was over hè' and his wife (and his son w.hen there

for the- hàlidays) used to join us. The ' myrtle bushes

abounding at the Cap 'esupplied us with perfmed

couches. It was a fàiýourîte trick to, walk slowly back-

wards into these compact wiqd-cropped masses; and as we

crushed our way leisurely down, the air'became. charged

with delicious resinous exhalations. -The myâle bushes- were

so springy and eLutic, that after such apparent rough usage

they speecMy raised their héads again, , Unlike some writers

who, in company, ý ire dumb, Grant Allen never spared

If. but always gave the,.best that vras in him, always

g an interest on the put -of the fi and always

accommodating his ta to the lea intelligent among us.
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There was one curious thi:ng about him -le never

seemed to, read, Praétically he travelled without books.

Certainly he didn't own a dictionary. In his sitting-room

at Antibes there was barely a bookshelf, and no sign of

literature' except the current magazine and hewspaper,

and perhaps the last new poet, If he did use a book of

refèrence, ît, was Frazers 'Golden Bough, ' or the 1 Flore

Française of Gillet and Magne. This last-nmed was

annotated. in his small distinct hand, and the notes ought

to be invaluable for any new ëdition. 1 - have heard

him-sày the best reading, in the world was the « Con-

tinental radshaw,',,, and 1 have seen him sitting for long

spells on a rjourney south, entirely captiýîated by the

problems he found. in its Pages. But if he could do without

books, he could not do without pictures; bare walls iroze

« the genial current of his soul'; and he *W"Ould bring with

him autotypes of old masters or send to Lo'don for the m>,

to decorate hïs sitting-room. After the p*cm*c and the walk

came the tea, and many a visitor to his manyi-windowed room

vvill remember the flaming sunsets beyond the Esterels,

sunsets so gorgeous that artists declared they were too

matiec for the brush. One ofthe that charmed
Ihim was the view of Corsica occasionally visible at sunset:

he ivould *then rush to friends' to-onïà and beseech them

not to lose a sight so rare and glorious. Evening brought

the sociable hour in the big hall of the Cap, or the round

gaxne of romps for in which he y
joined. Or there would be a gathering in Grant Allens

room, when the- talk would turn on evexy subjec, ftom

the wickedness Of ground rents to the merits of the last
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new Poet. The commonplace and the conventional seemed

to vanîàh in his company,- and we loved to fonow him into

an ideal land where he vividly pictured things not as they

are, but as he hoped they might, become. At the Antibes

Hotel it was natural that the majority he met différed from

him, but to dissentients he was invç1xiably gentfe and for-

bearing. And it not unfrequenUy happened that a sharp

opponent, if not converted, would be turned into a respect-

ful listener. The countless letters he received from admirers

and sympathisers heartened him and made him feel his'

pioneer work bore ample fruit. He never deviated from

the one gteat object, of his lifé-«to make the world accépt

as a truisi in the next generation what it rejected
J, as a parajox in the present generation.1 He had the

singular power of reading 'countenanceà and diagnosmig

racial féatures., He would astonish people by saying, 1 You

are a Pict,' or 1 You come from Devonshire,' or 1 Your

father was French and your mother English' .. ý- and he

seldom went astray mi his definitions. We gave him

plenty of opportunity of practising this penetrating and

intuitive gift,

We count the day we first met Grant Allen as a festival

in our calendar, He seemed to endow his friends -with a

new set ;Îa7cultiies ; and now, 'ye ars after, we never take

our walks abroad w39out feeling how much we owe to

his illuminating talk and g companionship.-Yours

affectionately.. ALICE L, BIRD.

The admiiable little volume, entitled

'.Anglo-Saxon Britain,' in which, following
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his- bent, the record of political events

is subordinated to that of the growth of

,J
social institutions, was published in i8gi; in ýt-the- same year a reprint of scientific essays

under the titl of 'The lEvolutionist at
Large' was issued) concerning which
Darwin wrote 

01.1 have this minute read the last word of The Evoiutionist
at Large,' and I hope that You will not think me troubleso'me
if 1 tell you how much the whole has pleased me. WjýO

can tell 'how many young persons your chapters may- bring
up to be good wo g evolutionists 1 1 quite en you yourVY

IZpower of writeg-your words flow so easily.,, clearly. and
pleasantly. Some of ypur statements seemed to me rather

know that this much signifies in atoo bold - but 1 do not

work of the kind, and m, ay perhaps be an advantage,,

your views are quite new to me, and seem,-Several of

extremely probable. But 1 had -not intended to scribble *so
much.

One-chief -object--in- mY 'OMting has been to ask you, busy
as YOU ' are,. to send mee whenever You can spare time, a

évery few Unes,' saying how your health is ; for 1 was
grieved to have last, winter a very poor account of your

health.-Yours Isincerely, CH. DARWI K.

In :1882 another series, entitled 'Vignettes

from Nature,' was. issued; -and remember-
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ing that a critic, whôse cleverness is

qualified y a' certain supercilious cock-

sureness, spoke,, of Allen as occasionally

accuratep il is a satisfaction to have an

authôritathýe iùswer to that Èneer in the

ello*ing fýttérý:,

4 Marlborough Place, Abbey Road, N.W.,
2nd May x882.

Dear Mr. "Grant Allen,-Many thanks for your delightfül

«Vi ettes from Nature.' If Falstaff had been soaked in

Evolutioý a instead of sack, I think he might have 1 babbled

0 green fields'/ in some such genial fashion. 1 am not

quite sure whether you will take this as a compliment or

not ; but it is meant for a great one, 1 honest jack' b ' g, to,

my mind, a great philosopher,

I bavé no fault to find on the score of accuracywherever

1 have dipped or rambled through your book; on the con-

trary, I find much to admire in the way you conjoin -precm'*on-

with popularity-a very difficult art.

I hope you will think of what 1 venturéd to suggest

about «ýCo1in Clout's Calendar,' With a few illustrations

toi help ignorant people to, find what they ought to see,

1 would not mýsh for a better lure to the study of nature.

Ever yours very àithfülly, T, H, HUXLEY*

The w-r'ter of a memoir should 1 obtrude

himself as little as poÈsibie, since the
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reader is in no - wise concern'ed with him.

But-the personal note cannot be wholly

avoided. An4, relating matters, * due

ordêr, it may be said that- although' wé

had corresponded some time previously,

Allen and myself did not meet tiffi.

February 1882, That friendship had its

beginning in the knowledge of community

of taste* in scientific pursuits, and of

large, although not complete, agreement

on social » queetions, while its growth into

affectionate relationship 'was fostered by

ý1ntercourse as frequent as circumstances

permitted. To myself it brought adiianm

tages beyond my power to reciprocate,
jlmmmo% ý m contact

---- becaus-e-t-L-1czic W Uclavc

witlï an original and suggestive mind,

well equipped by a fortunate variety in-its

training, by singularly acute 'faculty of

observation, and by travel. Ainong the

occasions of close "toùch with him which

memory will cherish are a six-weeks'

tnep to 'Egypt in the winter ef 1889, and
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the Whitsuntide symposia at Aldeburgh

from 7.882 to 1898, when, with rare break

in ',the record, and then sorely -missed,

Allen: was -one of > the' little party that

ireà the sun with talking, and sent him

down the sky.' There was no 1 chiel amang

us takin' notes' of that talk, which ran

so full and fast and free, and the cliarm of

whïch was in its spontaneity. Always

thtom-'ong himself into the heart and fun

of,'things,. he initiated the custom of elect-

ing. a laureate of the occasion, the chôice

ýùiore thaà once, of course,, falling on

himsel£ The last p'oem which he wrote

im that capacity was at the gathering in

i&». Hitherto unpublished, it hasy perhaps,

fit place in this connection for the light

and happy way in which he speaks of the

friends who forgathered in différent years;

while the lât and -swing of its graceful

stanzas show *"*th what masteryý he, who

had no ear for music, could handle metre,
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WHITSUN AT ALDEBURGH

What care we at Whitsim, my Clodd,

For sage Presidential Addresses?

For Max on each Aryan god,Cà
Or Lang upon Psyches caresses?

What reck we if ages to come

Forget us> appraise us, or quotê us,

If our fame be sonorous or dumb,

As we skim on the Alde in the Lotus?

Not a craft with our pinnace can vie 1
On our agile white wings we are passing lem
Yet we Chronicle each as we fly-
For have we not with us our Massingham ?
« Ho, Sam, for a reef in the sail 1

We said, with the wind on our quarter 1
Pray silence 1 a story from Whale 1 là.

And another, to cap it, from Shorter!

On the ultramarine of the sky

Flake-white are the hurrying fleeces:

Holman Hunt, as you see them float by
In their infinite. airy caprices,

Has art any daintier tints

Èor the humours of Eurus and Notus

Than the colour that dances and glints,

As we glide on the Alde in the Lotus ?
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What whiffs of salt foam on our lips 1

J What odours of May and of orrjs 1

What gossip, as smoothly she slips 1

What tales ot Roàsetti and lqorris 1

Wbat memories cling toher thwarts

Of speech that of old was not tardy?

What nuggets of gold Mi her quartz-

Cotter Morison, Meredith, Hardy 1

Was it Giss'g who sat by me here

When Du Chaillu discoursed the gorilla?

Or Taylor who taught me to steer,

Ungrazed, 't, *&lt. Charybdis and Scylla ?

Haà Powell some saga to tell,

Or did Beddard prosect Lepidotûs,

Or Sully lure truth from her well,

As we lollèd on the Alde in the Lotus?

Bethink you, my host, how at Snape,

When the sky and the stream were no duller;

We moored by a tide-begot cape, »

For Moore to enshrine it in colour;

And Io-as the sunset unrolled-

A sbimmerîng broad El dorado 1

For the mud was as mountains of gold,

And as Tyrian purple the shadow 1

So, sM by her gunwmCe to-day

Ye slaves of the journaUst galley,

'Tis sweet to forget for a day
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What matter to you and to me

That the million outweigh'and outvote us,

If once in a year we are free,

As we float on the Alde în the Lotus?

in thé intervals bètween writing short

stories and scientific essays, the third

collection of these last-,named being issued

in 1883 under. the -- title of 'Colin Clouts

Cilendar,' Allen was busy over his first long

nôveL, 'Philistia.' After running in serial

form through the'«Gentleman's Magazine,'

it was published in three volumes in 1884,

'Cecil Power' appearing on the title-page

s the author. Allen's motives for the

temporary use of 'noms-de-plume'-from

J. Arbuthnot Wilson' to Olive Pratt

Rayner-'-were, first, the feeling that the

writer of, serious books and essays who

appears under his own àame as the writer

of sensational stories stands the risk of,

scant justice from cntics; -and next, the

satisfaction and amusement derived from

testing-the acumee of the, reader in dism
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covenng theý real author. Generally the

ruse was successful, although Richard

Proctor (who himself used more than one

pseudonym), meeting him at my house soon

after our frienâship, began, charged h m

with the authorship of The Reverend

John Créedy,' and Mr. Lang tells us that

he also detetted Grant Allen under the veil

of ' J. Arbuthnot Wilson.'

« Philistia' possesses -the inte'est attach

ing to all novels into which the autobiom

graphical element enters; and, moreover,

it gave larger scope for the conveyance of

its authoes socialistic views. The following

letters, telling of the steps in its prepara-

tion, and of Allen's feelings about its

reception, may be prefàced by one to

Mré Herbert Spencer, which, though of

eaËier date, has bearing on the matter

Broàd Street, Lyme,,
April 17 (1882)-

Dear Mr. Spencer,-Many thanks for -ftyour kind, Présent
Ï Il of Il Politicài 1 ns.p I have read part of it as it

appeared, and shall rSd the with great interest,
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To me it has'always seemed that the value of your method

and the importance of your results was at least quite. as

great Mi the department of human affâirs as elsewhere:

thedry light of scientîfic procedure is most wanted where

ihe intellect is most often warped by social prejudices.

But it îs not astonishing that the Englishmen who hold

India and would dragoon Ireland into subm*sm*on thin

otherwise.,

1 am glad to see another iÊstalment of the 'Sociology'

fairly completed, and-that one of the most necessary ones.

Though ï-dividual effort can do so, very little, it is yet a

great thing to have begun the political education of future

generations in this way, and to have clearly defined the

true, tendencies of industrialism. For Myself, I haWe felt

always thai the « Study of Sociology,' and the first -volume

of the 1 Principles,' helped me greatly to form my'political

opuuons, and to reject some really anti-industrial and non-

individualist conimunistic views, derived from France and

Germany, whîéh 1 had been inclined to when I first began

to tbÎnk about these things. It is a great point io be clearly

shown exactly which of one's aspirations are co t

with one another, and which - are mutually destructive.

There must bë hundreds who, like myself, would probably

never have arrived at these gen. ons themselves, yet

can recognise their -truth when presented with the evidence.

Even if yon only suéceed in making those who are already

in fibre -ind ts better understand the nature of their

own creed,"and the natural tendencies of their own type,

you will have done a great deal. More than that 1 suppose

you hardly expect, at least in the way of practical resulte
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For my ovýn part, I féel that your writings have often helped

to make me choose the right side in doubtfül ques#ons,

when perhaps if left to my own lights 1 might have wavered

towards the wrong one-especially where current Liberalism.

has .adopted, essentially militant methods. Pray eicuse Ithis

confession of personal adherence ; but I sometimes féël as

though in political matters yon must almost be discouraged

almost be- wearied of your task as a voice crying in the

wilderness; and every individual attentive hearer is here

perhaps worth the numbering. Among so much interested

and prejudiced political brawling, I for one am glad to look

for argument and convincing demonstration 'to * one calm

and u;biaffléd intelligence. Please don't acknowledjé this

letter.-Yours very sincerely, GRLANT ALLEN*

The Nook, Horsham Road,
Dorking (1883).

for your note just received. 1

try shortly to -send you a story for Belgravia.'

1 -write now, however, about a bigger piece of work

ch 1 have at present on hand. Mr. James Payn's kind

notice of my .1 Mr. Chung 'in your 1 Anc and still more

of two stofies 1 have since contributed to the Cornhill'

under his management-' The Bàckslider' and &The Reverend

John Creedy'-has induced me to set to work upon a three-

volume novel, which is now Mi an advanced stageof pre-

paration (as the circulars say), and will probably be finished

befère Christmas. Mri, Payn has kindly promised that

;thand Elder will publish it for me on fair terms; but
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some other pr ssmig -questions) he doesnt think he could

use it for the 'CornhW.' 1 a= anxious, however, to get

it first published in a magazine, if possible;, and if you

there is any probability that you might be able te

let it run through 1 Belgrav*a,' I should like to let yoq

have a* look at it before closing with his offer. 1 ought to

say Ïhat 1 want it to be published under a pseudonym-I

had thought, of a ladyà name-and that 1 wish its author-

ship to be treated as wnfidential.-Yours very àithfülly,

GRANT ALLEN.
Messrs. ChiÜo and Windus.

TO THE-SAMEO

(11883.)

Gentlemen,-Thanks for, your letter respecting my novel

« Born-' dût 1, of Due Time.' 1 am glad you are able to

accept it for the- & Gentleman!s.' The MS. has not yet

arrivgd, but as soon " às it does I will go over the earlier

part at once, and'let--ye. have the first few instahnents at,

the- earliest possible date.

As to a pseudonym, I should prefer some other than

1je Arbuthnot Wilson,' as 1 wish to keep my authorship of

this book quite private. What do you- say to Cecil

Strong' or 'Cecil Force '?-Faithfugy youfs,

GR.ANT ALLEN.

The Nook, Porking (1883).

Dear Mr. Chatto,-Many thank for your letter of hints

about my unfinished novel. 1 Philistia ' is certainly a very

taking title, 'md 1 shall be very glad to adoýt itl,,,- If you,
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want to, announce the novel in your piogramme for the

«eentlemans' (as I suppose you will), 1 it had better

be under that name,

As to 'not ki11ingý Ernest le Breton, 1 hàrdly see how

Qne is to get out 'of it. To me, it seems almost the only

Fi, 1ý* 1 possible end. If you feel very strongly that readers won"It
PIE

allow him to be . killed, 1 will try to find some other

alternative, but ît will be difficult to manage. If one m e

him recover or get on well in the world, then there would,

be ne « dénouement,' and, "as a matter of cha mcter, 1 doubt

whether such a peýson ever 1 would' get on well. How-

ever, 1 shall be gwded by you in the matter; and if you

thin it indispeqsable that Ernest should live, 1 wM try

to, work out another conclusion. I intended Erom the first

that Ronald should marry Selah ; and if Ernest doesdt die,

there is no reason. Lady Hilda shouldn't marry Berkely.

-Yours very'faithfully, GRLANT ALLEN*

The Nook, Dorkingt

Fridày (z884).

My dear Clodd, '7 Many thanks for your long and kind

çÉ cal letter. it is iwfully good of you to have taken so

much pains about it. I m afraid 1 can"t conscientiously say

I would have done as niuch myself for-any otlýer fello s

novel. Your strictures are-exceedinkly useful, and Very

much coincide with James Payn"s. As to the fate of

Ernest le Breton, however, 1 am so completely with you

that U*r-'the story as on*gùwây written he did actually die

of starvation, or so nething very like it, and itwas vaguely
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foreshadovied that Arthur Berkely died, or would marry

Edie after a due and decent interval. But Chatto -was

dead agaidst this melancholyending, and the actual ter-

mination, with its double m'ar'age. wag all arranged ti)
N*_

megt his views of what the public would ' imperatively

demand in suà a situation. So far, 1 have had'three or

four reviews, aU far more favourable than 'could have

anticipated, . especi4ly as the reviewers wére. evidenUY..1-ý,,

quite'unawarè that the novel was not by a" pýçrféct1y nei#
and lnca&prriLenced writér,

Pray do not measure my gratitude for your ý6n1 letter

by the shôrtness of my reply. I am liard at work just àt

present finishing a 4third' novel, and 1 have been writing

at it all day long to-day until (as you see) my fingers

almost refuse to form the letters as 1 write them.

-1 am ever yours very smcerely,

G*ANT ALLEN*

TO PROFESSOR G. CROOM ROBERTSON.

The Nôok, Dorking,
Feb. 23 (x&ý5)-

My dm Robertson,-You spoke so, kindly and en-

coura to me yesterday morning tîat you revived for

a moment hopes Ébout my -literary and scientific work

which I have long myself laid aside, But on soberer

second thonghts, I féel almost convinced . that it. would 'be

-bàt. fdi -me not to', try w-riting a really good n'ovel, for 1

won't succeed. I am content now to make a comfortable

living for Nellie and the boy by hackwork. Four or five
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years ago I couldn't do that : thanks to you and other

kind friends, 1 can now do it easily. Would it not be a

piÉy by pursuing,,a wîll-o'-thç-wisp of reputation to en-

danger my now fairly ensured position as a good sound

hack? The fact is, you think (in your goodness of heart)

far better of me than 1 now think of. myself. I ought to

have told you yesterday thgt 1 am profoundly convinced

I can never do any work above mediocrity, in the jude

ment of other people. Of course, I like the work myself

(1 know 1 am a bad critic), but it isn't good enough to

satisfy real judges,

Philistia' is to me a great proof of this. 1 put my whole

soul into it. Payn and others encouraged me to think 1

might write a novel. 1 fell to with the eager confidence ffiae

1 was produciâg a really good work. Thai confidence

and enthusiasm, 1 can never again replace. When it was

finished, 1 felt I had done my utmost. But Payn didn't iî>

care for it, and, what was more, even people sympathetic,

with myself and with the ideas it expressed weýWt-,taken

by it. I have put into -it My very be d it Ys quite clear

that the best isnt good eno 1 didn't write hastily,

1-- sati-qfîed -utterly n critical faculty, and 1 can't do

a ybetter. Indeed, 1 can never again do so well. Now,ý

this hasn't at all cast me down or disappointed me. 1

haven't so much ambition for myself as you are kind

enough to have for me. I never càred lor the chance of

literary reputation except as a, means of making a liveli-

hood for Nellie and the boy. I can now make a livelihood

easily and I ought. to turn to whatever wül make it best.

I shall doubtlewwrite more novels, many of which will
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hit the, public taste better than Philistia,' for 1 am learning

to do the sensationall things that please the editors. I am
0

trying with eac#, new novel to o a step lower o catch

the ma et. Still, your évident seriousness ye. erday has A

so far prevailed upon me that 1 think 1 will really try one

novel, following the dictates of my own nature. But what

1 fear is that not only will it not please thé public, but it

won't even please you-you who would be -so glad to be

pleased if only it were possible, I shall hesitate as to

whether it is right to throw away. upon such a forlorn

hope time that might be spent on almost. certain money-

getting for the needs of the family. Excuse this egotistical

letter.-Yours ever, with no end of -thank , p
G. 'A.

Letters of this sort, expressing moods,

and, therefore, - unstable states of mind, must

be taken with some qualification. Allèn's

strong bent towards science, and the con

sclousness of what,, unhampered, he might

have accomplished in it, invited contrasts,

causing depreÊsion to which his frank,

highly-wrought nature gave émphasis both

in --talk and correspondence. The mood

passed, and soon after this he was putting

heart and soul into a monograph on Darwin

pie, 0 e 1 0 e 4 40 moi 1 ' b 1 m-Pitffl
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which was published in the same year, and

aboÙt which Mr. Spencer writes as follows:

3 lmF4

38 Queen's Gardens, Bayswater, W.
22nd Oct. 185.

My dear Allen,-I am much obliged to you for the copy

of yôur fittle volume contributed to the series of 'English

Worthiesil' This obligation is, however, small compared

with that under which you have laid me liy various

passages. in the volume. Evidently yon have striven,

and successfülly triven to do justice all round, alik to

Darwins predecessors and- to his contemporanes. It is. a

thing which biographers very rarely attempt to do. They

habitually try rather not only to magnify their heroes, but

to dwarf or ignore other men,

I have all the more reason to thank you for what you

have done in setting forth in various places the relations

in which I stand towards the evolutionary doctrine, because

it is a thing which 1 have not been able to do myself, -and

which none of my friends have hitherto taken occasion to

do for me. Of course,. the contin misstatements publicly

made or implied, 1 have been, for these -five-and-twenty

years, obliged to pass in silence; because not onlý would

it have been in bad taste for me to take any overt step,

in rectification of them, but doubtless by most 1 should
Je

have been regarded with alienated feelings rather than as

one who had not.been fairly dealt with. Of course, too, it

has beèn out of the question for me to say anything about

the matter to those of my friends who well know that a
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rectification îs needed, and ftom whom one might fitly have

been expected. To you, therefore, as having been the first

to make any adequate representation of the state of the case,

1 féel all the more indebted.

Respecting your volume under its impersonal aspeéts, I'am

glad you have furnished so. good a samplé of what may be dis-

tinguished as philosophical biography-r biography which deals

with its subject as a product not only of family antecedents,

but of social antécedents,' and traces his development in

connection with the influence of his own time. This you

have done, .1 think, very satisfactorily-so satisfactorily, in-

deed, that 1 feel myself as now having a very -much clearer

conception of Darwins relation to biological science and

general thought than 1. had befère. 1 hope the book wîll

get ail the large credit -which it deserves.-Very sincerely

yours, HERBERT SPENCER,

The years from 188r% to ][go,& have a fairly

even record, and may be lightly passed over.

1886 was a busy one, the issues therein'

comprising lKalee's Shrine' (some of the

scenes in which are laid at Aldeburgh,

described under the name of Thorborough«

on-Sea) 'For Maimie's Sake"; 'In all

Shades'; 'Flowers and their Pedigrees,' to

which lasti-named.reference has been made
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by Professor Vines (see p. 77) and
Ït Common Sense Science,' the pýeface to

which is dated from 'Thoreau's Town)

Concord, "Allen, withhis wife and son,

pal a visât -to his old -home6 and to theAMV
States that year, writing on his return to

AUMMI
Mr. Charles Longman under date of Sep-

tember 27thZZ
Air

gai health by my four
I am back a n, much--set up in

months' holiday. 1 have- lots of articles"=* my head for the

-Magazine,' and one of them is now-actua4y in progiess,

Another, about Concord, ere we stopped with the Ldtlr----

rops in Hawthornes house, visited ýVa1den Pond and all

Thoreau's haunts, and lived with the memories of Emerson

and old John Brown, ought to just suit the taste of your

readersi .

Froin 1887 tO 1889. the ýoutput was mainly

in fiction-' The Devil's Die'; 'This Mortal

Coil,' etc., and in miscellaneous articles,

among these being one in the 'Fortnightly

Review' (Vol. XLVI. 1889) entitled Plain

Words on the Woman Question,' in which

Allen ventilated opinions long seething *n
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his mind opinions which, as hinted in his

letter to frofessor Croom Robertson, he was

111.eager to, proclaim through the medium of a

ii. ovel. But four eears were to elapse before

'The Woman who Did' was,, written', and

another,,,,two yearsi before it was published;

stray, es.says, of the type of A Glimpse

into Utopia' (reprinted in 'PostmPrandial

Philosophy'), in which the main theory of

that book was formùlated,* being, meànwh-ile,

issued to prepare the'way before The

publication of Force and Energy' (1888)
--hasb already spoken of, but thisr. further-

reference écasion to, note.thati here

as in the case of any other book adverselY-reew

-- viewed, Allen did not turn aside to answer his

critics,. He 1-strove with none,' not because,

in Landor's arrogant words, none were worth

bis strife,'-but because he -had learned what

ie learned soon, or never learàùed, the barrenm

ness of controversy. Delusions and errors

do not perish by debate; they perish under6
the slow and steady operatio' of changes to,

ri& 
1

Î
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whîch'they are unable to adapt themselves..

The atmosphere, purified of its noxious

elements, is I*fe-sustaining to truth alone,

and error dies of inanition. For.this* reason,

Allen refused,'as a general rule, to have anym

thing to do with propagaridist'associations.

Not long before his death he replied as

follows to a request from Mr. Charles Watts

for a contribution to the 'Agnostic Annual'.

II think that thought upon all subjects---«--

should be set foith by the ordinary channels;

advanced thoùght only loses by isolation.

None but Agnostics read Agnostic- review s,

and it is no use trying to convert the already

converted. Slow half-hints in the acknowm

ledged organs of thought do farmore good

in the end. I have never believed in fighting;

believe in -permeation.'

An excellent 'counsel, of perfection now

the battlé is half won;- but ït- is àb-vious that

if advance yet to be secured depended for

success upon admission of its views in « the

acknowledged organs of thought' it would
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be considerably handicapped. Most writers,

even when avoiding an aggressive tone,

and adopting, as 'a more excellent way,'the

allusive or suggestive method of conveying

their opinions, have, neiîêrtheless, experience

-of mutilation by e- 1*tors who, from comm'

mercial or timorous- motives, truckle to the

susceptibilities of illiterate and prejudiced

readers. As if any reform was ever inm

stituted, or abuse swept away,' 'ïthout

wounding some ignorant or bigoted person s

susceptibilitieà 1 Allen was for some ytars

a member of the Fabian Society, ut this'

comported with the attitude just indicated,

since.that organisation, working on the lines

of its epon' m, plays a waiting game, and

supersedes force by persuasion. And, morem

over, as will be seen as- --

was his interest in the movement, there

was growing concentration of thought and

energy upon the emancipation of woman

in other directions than those at which

Socialism primarily aimed.
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The Nook, Dor-ki'ng,
Aug. z3- (iffl.

ýî Dear Mr. Spencere-Many thanks for your kind present

of your pamphlet on Individualism. 1 have read, it all

through very carefully,, and 1 think 1 may'say with à1most

unvarying assent to every proposition it contained. When

j turn from the common political writing of the day to yoiir
mr

reasoned sociologîcal conclusions, 1 feel it is like turning

from the mediSval verbiage about lightning being due to a
A't conglobation of fulgureous exhalations by a circumfixed

humour, to the definite results of modern physics.

The only point where 1 do not find myself in com leté
lit

accord (and that is perhaps more due to your comparitive

silence than to anything else) is that 1 attach relatively more

importance to the initial injustice done by the permitted

monopoly of raw material in 'a few hands, It seems to me

that individualism, in order to be just, must strive hard for

an palisation of original condition by the removal of aU

advantages. The great reservoir of natural wealth,

that we sum up as land (including mines, etc.) ought, it

seems to me, to be nationalised befère we cm say that'the

individual is aUowed free play. [Allen was a strong UP-
porter of Mr. Alfred Russel Wallace's scheme of Land

ý&1_ % e__ a -_ -1 ---« -0
5--thwarte' in ýobi

fair share of raw material, he is being put at a disàdvan-

tage by artificial laws. But 1 daresay if one sets together

whit you have said in " Social Statics -' and in the 1 Principles

of Sociology' on this matter, the pparent erence is really

In all other respects 1 think your book carries
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the pitèfoundest conviction, and helps to keep one up àgainst

the àdvancing ph -of meddlescm-eness.

Excuse my writing at such length; but 1 know you

expect only to influence an individual citizen here and there,

and 1 believe you like to hear that a few such are actuaHy

helped on by what yon have written.-Yours very sm*cerely,

GRAXIC ALLEND

A land nationaliset yet buyïn.

two for his house and garden, and speculating -

in an acre'or two more; an unbeliever, yet

willing to take the oath by the help' of

God in a court of justice; a,,,perfervid

advocate of the independence of. man and

woman in all -the relatioàst of life, yet the

most devoted of husbands an opponent

(the case was argued between him and

Prince Kropotkin at' my house) of the

destruction of monuments and buildings,

however shameful the deeds associ&te«-with-------

them, Allen was from early manh-ood till

death a soul in revolt against conventions 9-li ç1-
that dwarf and corrupt, and against political

and economîc conditions that enslave,, The
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à" outcome of acceptance of the theory of

evolution explains why he was content to

watcb the slow grinding of the mills of Ip

progr.. and also why, when it was now
.JA

and again suggested that he should make
Ami

some bold stroke for freedom, he would

humorously say, « Vou forget that I wa'

brought up in the family of a clergyman

of the Church of England.' If, therefore,

he refused to take 'any active part in

movements which had his sympathy, this

was not because he lacked courage, but

because experience and reading of the past

had taught him to leave4 the betterment of

things to the disintegrating effects of tïme.

Here it may be opportune to print a few

entences from Herbert Spenceils 1 First

Principles,' which were AlleWs favourite

quotation from a 1'11II ýII

'Whoever hesitates to utter that which he thinks the highest

truth' lest it should be &.0o much in advance of the time, may

ýeassure himself by looking at his acts from au ïmpersorml
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the agency through which character adapts external arrange-

ments to, itself-that his opinion rightly forms part of this

agency-is a unit of force, constituting, with other such units,

the general power which works out social changes; and he

will perceîve that he may properly give full utterance to his

innermost conviction, leaving it tu va oduce what effect it

may. It is not for nothing that he has in him these sympathies

with some principles and repuÈnance to others. He, with aU

his capiacities, and aspirations, and beliefs, is notan accident,

but a prodùct of-his time. He must reSmmber e is

a descendant oCthe pait, he is a parent of the future; and that

his thoughts are as children born to him, whfch-he may not

carelessly letý die. He, like every other man, may properly

consider himself as one of the myriad agencies throýgh whom

works the Unknown Cause; and when the Unknown

Cause produces in him, a certain belief, he is thereby author-

ised to profess and act out that belief. For, to render in their

highest sense the words of the-poe t:-

0
« -Nature is made better by no mean,

But nature makes that mean over that art

Which you say adds to nature, is an art

That nature ma es.

-Ne Il the wise ait egffl 0

faith which is in him. The highest truth he sees he will féar-

le ssly utter; knowing that, let what may come of it,-he is thus

playing his right part in the world-knowig that if he can

effect the change he aims at-welli- if not-well also; though

not 1 so' well (p. x23)o

il VIF, qu'q e l
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in acknowledgin' Mr. Edmund Gosse's

'Life' of his father, Philip Henry Gosse, a

na,,Iuralist of deservedly high repute in a

past generation, Allen wrote:-

CoàkhazpDean3, JuIY 79 180.
ssi thànks for y kind present of

Myý dear Go e,-Ma'ny Our

your father's 1 Lifé,' and also for the flattering inscription you

have put Mi it. am now engaged in reading it, and find,

'às I anticipated, that it is a -most interêsting and apparently

faithful portrait of a most g personality. The very

traits which 'would deter some readers amuse and attract

me ; for 1 have never 'cared (born rebel that 1 am) for the

great oýýsations; it is the man who, in religlous thought

or in science, etrikes out a Une for himself that appeals to

MY SY*,,pathies. , Yoâr fathers marked and intense mwâ

dividuality takes my fancy. much, and 1 expeà to get

many usiýlul hintsfor character from your excellent Memoir.

-Yours very sincerely, GRANT ALLEN.

The admiration which Allen thus ex-
0I presses was the more sincere because'Mr.

Gosses individuality' took the shape of

adherence to the exclusive tenets of the%%

sect kno'wn -as « Plymouth Brethren,' which

would have stood 'four square to all the
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winds that blow' against so irreverent and

daring a creed as Allen put intoi mellifluous

and noble verse for recital at a dinner of

the,10mar Khayyâm Clûb a few evenings'

before-he penned the foregoing letter:

OMAR AT MARLOW

Too long have we dallied,. my Omar, too long,

With metres austere and iambic :

rapider masure 1 ask for my song,

AnapSstic, abrupt, dithyrambic,

The reddest of roses my locks shali entwine,

And-ho there 1 Luigi- or Carlo 1

A beaker this way of the ruddiest wine

That lurks in the celLars of Marlow 1

Is it chance, is it fate, that has guided our crew

To a nook by the eddying,ýe ,

Where Shelley gý!Fýdown upon ripples that woo,

And rüshès that listen and quiver?

Hé loved not to, look où the wine as it flows

Blood-red from the flagon that holds it

Yet who could so, pierce to the soul of a rose

ThÉough the chalice of bloom that, enfolds it ?

Not as he, not, as he, was the Seer of the East,

The Master and Mage that we follow

He knew, as he smiled on the amorous feast,

That the.world-and the wine-cup-are hollotv;
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But he knew that the Power, high-sceptred above,

Is more than the anchorite spectre

That the world may be filleil with the greatness of love,

And the wine-cup with roseate nectar,
îî

No saint-and no sot-was Omar, I wis,

But ýa singer serene, philosophic

For Philosophy mellows her mouth to a kiss

With each step she takes toward the tropic.

Pale gold is the gram in the vats of the north;

Lush purple thy grepe, Algeciras;

And the creed that is cold by the mists of the. Forth

Glows pink in the gardens of Shiraz.

Of fate and féreknowledge, of freedom and doom,

He sang; of the bud and the blossom;

Life, whirled in a flash fromîts birth to, its tomb;

Death, gathering all in his -bosom

Of Allah, who,-cloaked by the World and the Word,

Still veils his inscrutable féatures;

Of man, and his debt to his Maker and Lord;

Of God, and his debt toi his matures,

A rebel our Shelley! a rebel our Mage 1

That brotherly link shall suffice us;

'Tis in vain-that the zealots, 0 Prophet and Sage,

From his creed-and from thine-would entice us;

We seek not to s from the path that ye trod

We seek'but to widen its border ,

If systems that be are the order of God,

Revolt is a part of the order,
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But whither, oh, whither, my petulant Muse,

To heights that outsoar and surpass us?

Not thine to be, sprent with ineffable dews

On perilous peaks of P

Leave loftier themes of the fortunes of man

To our orients occident herald-,

Who grafted a rose of thy stock, Gulistan,

Upon English sweetbriar-Fitz-Gerald!

These three be the tutelar gods of our féast,

And,.to-nikht, 'twere a sin to divide them

Two bards of the West, and a bard of the East,

With one spirit to quicken and guide them.

So Luigi or Carlo, a beaker again,

This way, of your liveliest'Pommard 1

We'Il drink te a trio whose star shall not vvane-

Heres Shelley, Fitz-Gerald' and Omar!

The six-weeks"'tn*p to Egypt in November

till mid-December i8l-'% gratified Allens

long-cherished desire to see a country whose

monuments interested hi' chiefly for their

religious significance. The journey had its

drawbacks, partly on account of anxiety

about Mrs. Allen's health, and partly be

cause of the repulsive sides of Eastern

life - the dirt, the equalor, and the



mendicancy. But Allen never regretted

a visit which he had no desire to repeat,

and which yielded' a store of matérial

confir-mm*g him in the ghosf.-theory of

the origin . of religion learned at the

feet of Mr.. Herbert Spencer, The value of

that material ýwas enhànced. because the'

conclusions, - to which ît p ointed - seemed ý to

him to fall into line with those reached by

V Mr. Frazer in his 'Golden Bough,' a book

which influenced Allen profoundly. Agile

in acting on any hint, he made as has been

already stated, the central idea of that work

the plot of one of his best stories, The

Great Taboo'; but Mr. Fraxers- influence is

seen in more sober directions, ýas' in the

translation of the ' Attis and the 1 Evolution

of the Idea of God.' That he had aptly

learned'to, do 'the sensational things that

p lease the editors' is shôwn not so much

in the 1 Tents of Shem' (i8gi), wherein some

Algerian experiences are utilised,,as in his

coming-out the winner of the thousand,
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pounds prize offéred for a novel by the

proprietors of 'TitmBits,.' Most of his Wr-lïtm

in S, from a certain sprightliness and note

of aggressiveness, brought him nunÎbers of

ar ýproving or protesting letters, rarely, it is

probable, letters of the following laughter-

n;, ving type, which may have been penned
àthe individual who,- on hearing the

an n a ec ure on ea ed,

Vhat are Keats For charitys sake,,the

writeils narne and address (a West-end one)

are withheld
Oct. 15, I&J2.

Dear Sir,-Pardon the liberty 1 am taking. In your clever

story of The Great Ruby Pobbery' you mention Browning

being splendid for the nerves. Is there such a thing, would

yon give me the address to obtain. 1 am a dreadful sufférer

of nervousness, under such ircumstances you will. accept

my apology for troubling.-Yours >aithfully,

GRLANT ALLEN, Esq.,

Strand Magazine' Office,

So et@

What's Bred in the Bone (1891)

called forth a host of petitio's for 1Ïý

loans (always temporary!) from less for-
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tun'ate brethren -and sisters of the craft,

compliance with which would have cleared

his pockets of thri-ce the sum, pa-id him,

More agreeable letters followed theïssue

of his daring, and, in the j udgement of a

majority of critics, successful translation of

the 'Attis' (1892), 'the greatest poem in

the Latin langpage the en'est flower of

the Celtic genius infiltrated by the mystic

and m sterious charm of the Oriental

imagination.' (Allen had already suggested,

in a footnote to Physiol 1 AEsthetics,'

that Catullus was a Celt.) In this -venture,

the classical Ècholar, the poet, and the

anthropologist, were manifest, but it is to

the last-named that the motive of the trans-

lation is due. In an essay which follows the

text and translation, Frazer's Golden

Bough' is dexterously worked into the

argument of' the chapters of H erbert-

Spencees « Principles of Sociology,' wherein

the ghostmtheory* is formulated.. AU gods,

it is arzued. were originally khosts,
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and ghosts, as the spirits of dead ancestors,

supply the Igerm-plasm' of religion. The

prevalence of belief in tree-goU ls.explained

by the planting of trees on graves, the

ghosts of the-buried passing into the trees 'J'

hence, too, the probable origin of cultivation,

the grave being thé earliest place sown with

seeds. To those who regard ancestor-wor-

ship as a secondary stage in the evolution

of religion, the argument will remain as

unconvincing as it does to Mr. Frazer and

Mr. Andrew Lang (who, by the way, are

as- much, at issue with Professor Max

Müller 'and his'school as is Mr. Spencer);

while- to Mr. Herbert Spencer it supplies

a missîng link in his chain of facts. It *s

an advantage that the following letters

from these several , authorities (by whose

permission they are here printed). were found

among-Allen's papers

rn Avenue Road, Regent Park, N.W.,
26th Nov., z.p.

My dear Allen,,-I shail reay beg=" to think there is

some vwu'e in erudition, considering the use you
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are putting it toa -Would that most men who have fainfliar-
Ai
A ised themselves with ancient superstitions knew 'as well

at to- do with them 1

Thanks both for the book and for its contents. 1 really

féel personay indebted to you for strengthening so ad-

mirably the ghost-theory. You have supplied a link which

was wanting for although 1 have given réàsons for the

belief that the tree-worship was really the worship of the

inhabiting spirits, yet there lacked all explanation of the

way in which there -arose the idea of inhabitation. This

you have supplied in a most conclusive manneïr. Not that

you will convmce Max Müller and Co. Men in their

position are beyond the reach of reason' l'suppose you

are away in the sunny south, where 1 should very much

like to be with you, could 1 get there.-Sincerely yours,

HERBERT SPENCER.

Trinity College, Cambridge,
28th November z892.

t t My dear Sir,ý-Allow me to thank yoý for the kind present

of the « Attis,' and for .the more than kind dedication which

accompanied it. I confess it gave me pleasure, though I

cannot quite accept the position of authority in which you

would seem to place me. 1 regard most or all of 'niy -own

speculations on primitive religion as provisional, and likely

to be replaced by truer views when the facts of savage

life are more fully known. Hence 1 hold them very Hghtly

myselfand wish that others would do so too

Your translation of the 'Attis seems le.

It catches the spirit and flavour of the original, and there
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is a fine rush and sweep in the flow of the metre. 1 have

read with interest your instructive essay on the 0 * î of

Tree-worship, but 1 cannot say that I am convinced by ite

You seem to reject the theory of aniniism, and to hold that

the only spirits in which primitive man 'believes are the

ghosts of his ancestors. I, on the contrary, accept -the

theory of animism as established. Primitive man, it seems

to me, instinctively attributes conscious life to all, or to

most * anlimate objects, quite apart from any idea that the

ghosts of his ancestors are about, and may be in those

objects., In particular, he supposes that striking naturai

objects, such as the sun, rapid rivers, great rocks, and tall

trees, are the abode or the embodiment of ýowerfù1 spirits

whom it is desirable to propitiate. Thi§ instinctive belief,

it appears to me, is quite sufficient to account for tree-

,!vorship, sun-worshipe stone-worship, etc., and it is, in my

opuuon, a mistake to attemptto resolve these and all other forms

of primitive worship (as you seem to do) into ancestor-worship.

At the e time, 1 agree with you so far that 1 believe

ancestor-worship, or the fear of ghosts, to have been on the

whole the most important factor in the evolution of religious

belief. This view is perfectly consistent with attributing, as

1 attnibute, great though subordinate importance, to, tree«

worship, s'un-worship, etc., and with holding that these

latter worships have roots independent of ancestor-worship.

But I am only re-stating-the old theory -of which

you have apparently discarded. To show you that I have

not wholly overlooked- the importance of the primitive

ghost, at least in some of his aspects, I send you a copy

of a paper on Burial Customs which 1 wrote some years

MÊL--'- M
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ago, [1 On Certain Burial Custo's as 111 -1 ive of the

Primitive Theory of the SouV' -'journal of the Aüthropo-

logical Institute,' August ir

Again thanking you for your book, and for the verjy

kind terms in which you speak of my work, 1 -am, yours

very truly, J, G. FP,AZER«

GRANT ALLEN9 Esq,

Northcliff, St. Andrews, Fife,

NOv. 24 (1892)-

Dear Allen,-I have wTitten a Leless little notice of your

book on Trees [the refèrence is to a leader on the Attis' in

the 1 Daily News,' 28th Nov. i which comes to 1 this,

that it needs an encyclopSdic udy of burial customs

(many of which give vegetation o chance., as cave-burial)
c

and of tree-worship, before one can acce hypo-

thesis. In one remark of Mac onalds [the Rev. Duff

Macdonald's «Africana,' of which en made -considerable

use] he seems to make against yo view; they do worship

under a tree-if not, they erect a s ade. That is, « shade lis

what they want'in that climate, an a tree comes cheapest.

By every old bower, cottage, hall, r nüned site, you'Il find

an ash. Ancestral spirit? Not much; a Scots Act of Parlia-

ment ordered them to. be planted for spear-shafts,

The various Greek gods Idendritis' need looking up, I

-thin My own opunon is that tregs were worshipped for

all sorts of différent reasons, yours among them very likely,

There is a good instance in Kohl. Boilyas live in a tree,

let us say, you thin because* it grows above a grave.

Perhaps, or perhaps just beçause it lis çomfortable quarters,
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as Charles 11, and Gordon of Earlston dîscovered. Or is
7it an arboreal This might be easily and Plansibly

maintaîned. The fact is one lifetime would hardly be enough

for a thorough study of tree-worship alone, and Liddell and,

Scott would be a trifle to the space needed. 1 have not the

books nor the spirits for an investigation. 1 hardly know

a trochee from an iambîc, but 1 fancy you are right on

the metre.-Yours very truly, A. LANG.

Mr. Lang.. tells -me that 'the refèrence

in Kohl meant this. 'A Red Indian more or -a j

less revered a certain tree, not as connected

with ancestor-worship, but because it once

cuitseyçd'tô him.'

The féllowing letter makes brief refèrence

to the foregoing, and throws a glimpse on

Allen's life, abroad at this period

H8tel du Cap, Antibes,
Feb. z8, (z893).

My dear Clodde-For weeks 1 have been going to write

to you, but somehow time failed; and yesterday it vm

quite a pleasure to us both to see your dear handwriting

once more,

For ourselves, nothing very starding in any way has happened

to us. We have had perhaps a less nt group of visitors

on the whole this year than oftenest falls to as but even

809 we have had dear'Dr. Bird, who is al*ays delightfui,
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and his sister, who is, almost more so not to mentionS.
Spender of the « Westýainiter Gazette' and his mother;

Saunders, the Padical member; and Cla the Crofter

ma L who sits for Caithness both accompanïed by wives

who, added to the gaiety of the hotel while a pretty girl

or two has appeared as an oasis in' the desert of old maids

to lighten our darkness. (This confusion of metaphors

ýÏ. J clearly betrays my Irish origin.) We remain here till the

fifth of March, and then go on to, Florence. Thither, the

Birds will accompany us, Thence, I go on to Rome, but it

is nôt yet decÏded whether deaý Nellie will goý with me,

or remain in Florence, or take a middle course and stop

at Frascati or Albano. 1 am mugging'up my Baedeker in

anticipation, but 1 confess the vastness; of aU there is to.

see rather appals me. I wish you could have,ýbeen there

with me. Sightseeing is so much, pleasanter whe:à one
mai M

does it with somebody else whoee tastes are similawr.

Of literary news I have very little. 1 have done hardly

any work this winter, and the little 1 have done has not

yet appeared. I fike my articles for the 'Westminster

Gazette' [eese were reprinted under the title 1Posý-

Prandial Philosophy'], but 1 dont know how long th ê'

Editor will permit me to speak my mind out with such com-

parative freedom. 1 had most interesting letters about the

«Attis' from a great- many folklorists-amongst others

jaçobs, whom 1 have never had time to answer. Will you

kindly tell him, if you see him, that my silence is not due

to, intentionàI rudeness, but to, sheer inabîlity. Even with

the- àid of my typewriter, 1 find it hard - to get through all

1 have to do in the twentv-four hours. A man who would
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inventa day of forty-eight would be conferring a great

benefit on sufféring humanity. And yet, when one comes to

tbink how tired one îs'at the end of the existing day, any

addition to it would be rather terrible to contemplate. .

Love toý1M from both, my dear fellow. If our house 1 is

finished next spring, you must. sometimes run down and

reSte"wý1 us from a' Saturday 'to Monday,-In haste, evei

yours most affectionately, ýGPAN>T ALLEN@

The question of removing to a more.

bracing place t-han--Dorking had often.been

moôted, longing eyes being cast upon Hind

Head, whose '-radiating spurs are perfumed

with the aromatic'resins of garrulous, pinem
0

woods.' There Allen built a chax'Ming

cottage on the 'H*lltop'ýoverlooking the

Devil's P-unch-bàwl,' removing'' thither in

1893., The change justifi êd itself, because

it enabled him thenceforth to, remain in

England in the winter, -and to be free for

trips abroad in the'spn*ng, when the brighter

and longer days could be ut*lised for visits

-t(>--the renowned art galleries, whose conm

-tents descn*bed in his, unhappily, incomm

plete s ries of 1 Historical Guides.' Perugia
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does nôt appear among the places named in
the foregoing letter, but ït was there that in
the spring o to"quote îrom a prefatory
note, he wrote, « for the first time in
life iwholly and solely to satisfy my, own

ýî. taste and my own conscience, The Woman

who Did.' f3efore, however, sending, as Mr
Andrew Lang calls « bis, message in the

matter of Ethics to, the,,world and town'
from the Hilltopi Allen tarried on the
« Lower Slopes' to issue, under that title, a'
volume of verse, «Reininiscences o.f Excurm

sions roùnd the Base of Helicon, undertaken
for the most part in early manhood.' , In the
trowd of minor poets, wïth ple of voice,
but in some cases not âidch, to sing-,..about,
the stateliei; more subdued, and reflective
note of -A, Ilen's -verse caught the ear of only
a few. But it has, like all his work, eleffl

menti* that arresf and interest; it has the
distinction of a certain inevitableness; the
themes are senous; the feeling is -deep and

genuine. 'Content is reached only through
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discontent, and the motif' of the volume

(which, by the way, has one poem,.« In Coral
nd,'worthy of a place in every anthology

of light verse) is nôt so muchÀx the restate

,mett of the old question of the subjectiv*tyý

of the universe, as in the majestic sianzas

'In Magdalen T-ower nor in the group
on Evolution, from the fantastic ballade'

to the lines to, Mr. Spencer, as in' five

poems, from In the Night Watches' to
Sunday Night at Mabille,' which are the

outcome of Allen's burning wrath at Society's

heedless sacrifice of -woman fér her sisters

virtue. This is showi in the following

letter:
z2th Feb.'940

My deu Stead,-l am sending you my little volume of

*erses. There are three pîeces in it I very much you

to, read. Those three pieces are called 'Inthe Night

Watches.1 «Passiffora Sanguinea,' and «Mylitta.' If Y014

read those three, I dont care about the rest of them.

There are two men in England reany in earnest about

the horrible slavery of prckstitution, You are cine, and

am the other,,.- - Don't condemn without readwg. Read

those - three, 4nd, then read « Sunday Night- at iqabille,' and
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if you dont agrëÏ with me., at least .you will- féel we are

working together t -the same àinr, no mâter 4

what diverse and seemingly opposit methods.---.ýYours

sincerely, GRANT ALLENO

udeing from existing materials, there was

no considerable bulk froin which to select;

but- among the poems, copies of which, as

bas been remarked, Allen placed in the
lie. custody of Mr. Franklin Richards, is one

more personal than those published, which

before passïng from further reference to

The Lower Slopes' may have record

here

LA. DAME AUX CAMÉLIAS

To Alexandre Dumas, fils.)

One boolc of-yours 1 keep where'er I roam,

Prophet and friend and teacher, ýdear Dumas,

*A dogs-elared, thumb-marked, paper-covered tome,

La Dame aux Camélia

It lies Ippon my table day and night,'

For sober é&S" to eye skance

la pious awe the tale whose witching sleight

Corrupted godléss France,
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But fittle- heed 1 if they blame or, praiie,

For round thât book sweet souvenirs entwine

1 keep à for a mezâÔry of the days

When Ma=*«e fîrst was mine,

In those bright hours of new1y-wèddedlove

Mal*mï and I on many a siimmer. noon

Sat with one book between us where the grove

Slopes towàrd ý#e, tutnbling Rhôné-

Fast rosd the silent tears, and hotly fell,

TiU every drop in both our eyes was dried,

Ovér the sacred page whose sad wordsie.U

How Marguerite Gautier died.

And later when my Malmie's cheek was pale,
î

And weak her failing voice and low her breath,

And in her bloodless hands we read the tale

Of slowly creeping death,

Yet would she often raise her heavy head

To fix upon my face a tearful glance,

And whisper, « Read me from the book we read

Long, long ago, in France.'.

And now my Maù'me cheers my heart no more;

Her face is only with me in my dreanà

But evM little word she loved of yore

To me Uudce sacred seem
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Ànd so, where'er mylonely. steps may ro

Prophet and friend and teacher, dear Dum

I thank you for that paper-covered tome,

« La Dame aux Caméfias.'

154,

Mylitta' and i allied group, together

with articles of the type of the New

Hedonism' FortnightlY Review,' October

1894), were preludes to a concrete and

dram c présentment of Allen's views. in

« The Woman who Did.' But writing a book

is one -thing, and getting it published is

another. And when the publisliers would

have- none of it, it séems -that Allen, -whose

feelm*gs were theri at fever beat, threatened

to ý destroy the manuscript, whereupon his

oia menu iN icnoison onereu oo zaKe it inzo

the immortal custody of the Bodleian,,

Allen replied

Thanks for your flattering suggestion. But on reffection

1 'Il adopt a middle course. 1 111 keep the MS. during

lifetime, and ask my wife to pass it on to you after my

deýarture from a planet which I shall have smty cause to

itààgraumue,

But, finally, Mr. John Lane agreed to
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issue and so in iger, the défian't book

was launched with the inscription already

quoted « To my dear Wife; to whom having

dedicated my twenty happiest years, I dédi-

cite also, this' brief memorial of a less

fortunate love.'

On the fly-leaf of the copy which Allen

sent me, he wrote « This- - my Evangel,' and

it was with the ardour of a Paul or a

Francis Xavier that- he proclaimed his
goepel of freedom between man and woman

in all- their relations as the basis of -a higher

morality. The plot had no great element of

novelty; -and there were passazes in the

'book'- which furnished a'other illâtration

that the conviction of a mission is fatal to,

the play of humour. But the senousness

of aim was Ieyond question. The late

Bishop* Magéîé, in a debate on the liquor

traffic ie--the-H-ouse of Lords, declared, in

brave and memorable w'ords, that he would

rather séeEngland free than sober'; and,le
in like snîrk. Allen declared that he would
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Êather see England free than moral; Le.

that he would rather have sex relations

unfettered than bound by- conventions wh*ch

involved woman's degýadation. Better, he

contended, a society of free healthy mothers

than of enslaved prostitutesb a society in

which woman should not only be at liberty,

but encouraged, to «develop equally every

fibre of her own nature' than one exhibiting

the spectacle of a smug world winking

complacently at the 'substitution of -proý.

stitution for marriage through.the springm

tide of manhood.' With the recognition-*,

that, under certain circumstances, marriage

-is dissoluble, the old theory of its sacra-

mental character yanishes. But the State

says, You must be immoral if you would be

divorced,' and it* remains for the Legislatu- re

to enlarge the reasons warranting divorce,

so thaf anomalies, such é.g. as the refusal of

release to couples having a common desire for

freedom, may be abolished. In-AlleWs view,

however, çoncessions of this Sort were only
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for 'the present distreàs,' and ig 0 ing these,

he passed to àttack the policy of the ' adm

vanced' women who, clamouring for political

status and larger share in the pursuits of

men, th-ew contempt on that maternity, « not

to desire *hich should be a woman's shame,

vhether we have -wives or not - and

that/is a minor point about which I, for one,

am supremely unprejudiced-we must at

lêast have mothers'; and to, encourage re-

pr ssion of appetités which, next to hunger,

ar the most imperious of our needs, is -to

c nt.--ute to th d terioration of the race,

nd to the extinction of the best types of the

ce. In vï of woman's supreme and

special functions, Allen argued that Ilife

should be made ..as light and easy and free

Ifor ber as possible,' the care and support of

herself and offsprïng being, in th, la

resort, a charge upon the communïty,, As

hereafter showi, he insisted that the adopm

tion of his views involved neither abolition of

monogamy.no'r promiscuous intercourse,.but
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tended, through the exercise of a cultured

freedom, and a deepening senÈe of ýcommon

responsibilities to more assured peri ce

of relations,
a AR As

During long centuries, and Chnstianity

has much to answer for in the matter,

sexual'has been treated as opposed to the.

moral. Life, in Stoic phrase, according to

nature,' has béen restrained and tabooed by

artincial codes. of ethics, and, hence, , supi

pression has produced its inevitable results

n pruriency and nameless vices. And,

tomday, things go on in the old blind,mon;
blundering fashion the best-intentioned

seeking what is called 'the promotion of

public morafity' by cleanng the streets and

filling the music»halls, instead of striking

at the taproot of the infamy, namely, the

selfish economic, conditions by which even

some among these best-intentioned (let it'be

hoped, unwittirýgIy) profit, but which drive

women on the town,' and prevent men from

marrmnz tàrle,
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Matthew-Arnold, quoting Henri Martin,

describes the Celt as lalways ready t6
0

react aggi=t the despotism of fact'.; and

in his treatment of the marriage .question,

the Celtic element in, Allen woùld appear to

havehad unrestricted play. The economic

obstacles troubled him but slightly; his

enthusiasm obscured the enormous ýcom»

plexity of the problem. For human nature

being what it is, with still remoté approach

to expulsion of- '-the ape* and tiger,' the

effectiveness of his scheme must -- always1bê

limited to the narrow zone whére lofty conm

ceptions of sex relations and of m'tual

obligation prévýail. There will doubtle:s be

drastic changes in ciur ma'riage laws vâthin

no very remote period;' but- a survey of the

past, and à wide outlook -on the -present, e

little encourage ent to' Allen's hope t at

civilised manki d, to say nothing of b

barous people , will ever wholly displace

institution which however based on illogi cza

ow 
in 

ýhe
compromises, urther evidences- h " ' the

lit

14
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moral,^ as in the material sphere, evolution

is adaptation and adjustment.

But although ideal& may be impracticable,

approximation to them should none the less

be striven after, and those at which Allen

aimed are towards the freeing of the. spirit

from the bondage of the flesh. As George

Meredith.,,.finely says: ýThe différence bem

tween appetite and love is shown when, a

man, after years of service, can hear and

see and admire the possible, and àtill desire

in worship. S Then there is 1 a new start

in pur existence, a finer shoot of the tree

stoutly planted in the good, gross earth; the

senses running their, live-sap, and the minds

companioned, and the spirits made one by

thé whole-natured conjunction. In soôth,

a happy prospect for the -sons and ýdaughters

olf Barth, divinely indicating morè ' thali
C*

happi -ness ; the speeding of us, compact of

what we are, between the ascetic rocks and

the sensual whirlpools, to the creatiôn of

certain nobler races, now very dimly imm

Wf
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agined' ('Diana of the Crosswavs? cha p

xxxviie Pl, 3X Edition Iggr,
Allen had no illusions as tO anY immedi4te

fulfilment of his idea4 nOr as to its embod''.
ment in the exact shape which he designed.
He did not even urge the experiment u on

th0ý1*'Se who seemed wîllin to mÏke lit. No
man* 0r womanp he says, can go throu

gh
life in consistent Obedience to, any hig h
Principle., We must bow to circumstance.11
As for w-- at foll()ws

e ave no share in the son
Whereto we have led our heirs;
We have borne the bz=t of the ton,

But the fruit is theïrs.

For the- vineyards are 9OOdly and wide,
And more than a man =y Count';
But Our glraves shall be on the side
Of the Moabite moant,

weds on the marriage problem j4ave
added weight in th'e fact that his Own

domestic life waS of the happiest; the lov_e
Of wife knowIng no chano-iu- ecvv,,É%,
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ri' ened wîth the years, while zest in all to

whîch he pût his hand was quickened by «

the hopes wrapped up in the future of his

JI boy. However, the world knew little of

this, ahd believed the worst that it heard.

It argued that a man who attackedý the

institution of marriage and defended free
cl ed that

love must be a libertine; it de are

his sepatation from his wife was notorious,

whereas the fact is that he was never happy

on the rare occasions that he was away from

her. When an interview with Allen,

p ublished in an evening paper, closed with

the words, 'He ils happl«ly married'; the

compositor soothed his doubts, lby thus

punctuating it: ' He is, happily, married.'

The innumerable array of anSmic and-

tailorèd persons who occupy the fàce of

this- planet with so, m^ücIý propriety' (the

words are Robert Louis Stevenson's) had

their stale-and stock prejudices consulted,

as usual,'by the majority- of the press in

its reception of 'The Woman who Did.'
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the case of a widely circulated -news.

Paper the"book was sent to lq.r., Couison
Kernaha'. with a request that he would
cut it up a'd the author also'. Mr.

Kernàhan
saYS: "I told the.,editor that I

.,Wduld see tim further before d join the
-__u'coearýýly c -r-Pack thàt Yelped' at such" aan. There was a great deal in the book

frOl *hich I person.,Uly disSented2 but the
sPirît Of it, and the courage and sincerity
Of ite I certaini

Y sYmpathïsed with,
NýStead, tO whOm Allen 'ad sent a set of

advanca proofs, published a su
the sto with

cOPiOus extracts in the
Review of Re-views (March 11895)j because
believed that, the book was its Own

best antidote* But the m'OnOPOlists of the,blookstalls

serial ili Ireland refused tO sell the
declining,

as theY informed
Stead, to be made the vehicle for thedÎÈtribution Of attacks, upon the mos

fundaniental
institution Of the Christian

State4' the" rnnt+àa&4v. J'%r Ite- -a.
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article in the « Review of Reviews was

sent in proof to Allen through his nephew,

and elicited the followin letter

The Croft, Hind Read, Haslemere,
Wednesday.

My d Grantie, 1 return herewith the whole of the

proofs, about which I have no suggestion to niake, save

one verbal correction. Of course, as matter of busin

1 am glad to have so good an advertisement; but 1 confess,

so far as the personal effect upon Stead is concerned, 1 am

a little disappointed to have effected so, little. 1 hoped for

more acquiescence, once my position was clear, and my

"Cer desire for a > bigh;er ideal of life diade evïdent, it is

to me that a man who has been so much misunder-

stood and mlutgeunted himSff should have ý no greater

fellow-féeling for misconceived by the

general public. "Thought,' àaid John -Stuart MiU, 'wM
A

always sympat ise with thoqghtel 1 had hoped that est mest-

ness would also always And

how strange-that he should miss the 'Point thatI am the

toplead that the question of the chfid is the

Ë key of thë 1 1 have for the first Ume in the world's

history iniented the conception of :parental respoindbility,

and my-first reviewer positively accum me of overlooking

and ignoring it 1 1 rubbed my eyes as I read surelyï

thought, ly he muM be akînr Of some otheï perâon 1 Is

not the whole gist of the book its appeil

'nriMüdenitv-ý its e unon the fact that we have no
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right to, disregard ýthe dictates of parental respg)nm*bMty, to

become or ýeýe to become parents under the impulse of

ill e or inworthy motives, but simply because this m

oý that woman is or is, not the one poijýted out to, us as

the er fathér or mother of our châd-re-n? 1 confess the

whole review bewildered me; it sounded like the review Of

some other mans book'ývho had been malintaining the exact

opposite of my own propositions. However, 1 musWt run

on. l'm aft-aid Stead is unconsciously becoming the sa

bulwark of the on of prostitution d but go it, will, all,

the same, and « The Woman who Did îs the% first shot firà

in the wgr against iL

Forgive -11-9 » donh often Lue up like thîs, but thé

subject bas made me hot and excited, Use your ownN
discretion whether -you show tÉis letter to Stead or. not,

You know him beÙer than 1 do, and you know how he is',

likely to take a burst of righteous emotione Affectionate1Y

Yom$ Go X

'Hot and excited'-P that was his state
le

of mind for some time afteir the issue of

a book on which, as he said in a letter
W

to, me, he had staked his alh' He adds:

If ît fails to boom, I go under for evèr.
51,

hôpe, therefore, you will talk about it to V
your friends, no matter how unàcquies

Z
-cently. It is 'a ý sèrious crisis for me. and
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only a boom will ever pull me through,

The sequel shows that he greatly exagm

gerated the effect of the publication of the

book upon his futureý work, although for

about -a year the--'-oman who Did' and

« The British Barbarians' made a less ready

market -for his wares and if (which

is doubtful) these books cost him, any old

frîendships, they à ecured him, many

-.pathising tributes from strangers. In

contr to these there came this note

from a cle*cal acquaintance evôking a

dignified reply, of which, fortunately, a topy

was found among Allen's papersO

30th Dec. (180)o

S -I féel that 1 ought to let you know that itir, is a

great distress to me to, be unable to ask you to my house,

or to hold intercourse with youe But this is ùnp0

while you treat - my Divine Master as you are doing. And

1 ca=ot forgèt 'the Apostles comm 'If there come

any unto, you, and bn»g not this doctrine (the doctrine of,

même him not into, your bouse, neither bid him

Godspeedi, For he that biddeth him Godspeed is pýr-

taker of his evil deeds (à John x, zz).-ýro= idncerely,
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New Year's Day, z&fi.

Dear Sir,-T thank you for your candid and honest letter.

So far as 1 am concerned, 1 do not thin it was necessary

for you to wite it. No man is bôund to know another,

or to give any reas4à whý he does not know. him. The---

-Élight acquaintance that has existed between us

therefore have died out naturally without th"ëed for a

formal

you have -been at, the trouble to *rite, h 1

cannot but acknowledge ànd aàsweý your 1.ettier. Let me

say then at once that'ý 1 respect yôu far more for it than

1 can respect those who do not so ýu11y act up to* their

convictions. For my own part;, 1 am ready to form ac-

naintan with all men who honestly d i to, live justly

and rightly; but then, I have. no positive command Wd

upon me, as yon have; nor would 1 accept the command

of -any master, even an omnipotent one, unless it com-

mended itself to my own conscience. 1 recoignise that you

are acting in accordance with principle, and I readily admit

that, thinking and believing as you do, no other coum

is open to youe
1ý 1
Dare 1 venture to add ýone line of as to my

own standpointe Iro 'me, the' first religious duty of man

coligsts in the obligation to form a conception for

himsel of the universe in whîch he lives and, of his own

relation toi ît. He ought to sati* himself what he is,
ofwhence he comes, and whither he goeth. In

îuch fundamental importance, he ought not to ýrest content

with any second-oband or hearsay evidence. Hé ought not
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to believe whatever he is told, but to search the universe,
Ir

in order to see whether. these things are so. Many years

ôf--atudy, historical, anthropological, scientific, and Philow

so hical,, have convinced me that the system of the uni.

verse which you accept as true is baseless and untenable,

1 firmly and earnesUy believe that I am in possession of

truths, of the deepest importance to humanity and that 1

am working for the establishm -of a higher, noblere and

purer society than any yet contemplated upon earth. In

this beliéf 1 may be mista en, but 1 concelve it to be

correct, and, therefore, 1 féel myself justified in acting

upon IL 1 dont thin the theory of Christianity is histèri-

cally justifiable; and if it is no.t true, I cannot do other t'han

endeavour to point out its enability ýîo others, You, 1

take it for granted, have'equally investigated these sub-

jects, and have been led to form a opullon. We

must, therefdre., neceàsarily work one st the other

in tÊese particulars, 1 r epeat that, so far as I am con,.

cerned, such a' ce of abstract aim forms no barrier

t6 social intercourse, but I fu4y, reéognise that, in, your càse,
the opposite conclusion may be obligatory. I quite féel

thàt I canà0t myself ciate, with certain persons whosê

prmciples and actions seem to me debasing and degrading,

and that 1-do some violence to my sy=pathies by even
associating wiff' WÏ me

-Whe-ýippear tq to, be eneiniesôf41 human 1 can therefore onlyprogress and moral érdezý

respect the motives of your letter, though 1 regret, that
Al any honest and earnest person should feel himself unable141, to 'meet me on cordial terms of humaü fellowsbip, For

à. e

myself, 1 shall reg-axd you in future with the more r*qSct
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for. the candour and good faith-,wýth which you have

to me,-Faithfuny yours,

GRANT ALLEN,

The followin'g letter, wrftten to the.

Rector of Haslemere, --falts---fzÎto line with

the foregoing, the occasion g the

opposition,« that cleric to Allen's ho inam

tion ae Presidentof the Haslemere N#ýr'a1

History Society:,

JuIY 49 -'96.

Dm Sir,-May 1 venture to address you a few Unes of

purely personal explauation m"th regard to the question of

'the Haslemere Natural History Society? Let me begin by

1 have not the xlichtest feeling of resentm

towards yon for the part which you- thought it your duty to

tàke with regard to my election -as President. 1 fully under-

stand that yon were actqated by conscientious ;and

that yQu de*ed--to avoid wbat seemed to you a scandal in-

the parish intrusted, to you. 1 hope it is possible for us to

differ profoundly in principle without on that account imputing

to one another unworthy motives' -

AU I wish to say 1 regard our existÎng ---

tam*ly» and parental axmC a who
-. 629 -éethese various elem mts-marriage, lpruaui,&Iuon, seductién,

abortion, infan*cide, desertion, MeZýWmaçy, d1vorc and

c aimes. 1" aloo regaro It as. being amwem;le f«
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much husband-murder, wife-murder, suicide, and misery; as
well as for m'any terrible s and premature deaths,

besides inducing (through the effects of prostitution) a great
deal of bereditary consumption, cancer, and insanity. Re-

garding the whole existing system 'as thus cloiWi, bound
up together, 1 feel constrained to call attention to it as far as

can, because 1 feel that'many good women tolerate this
'-régime of vice and immorality simply because they do not
recognise and realise its evils. Now I ans--of-ccourse, aware

that to, you, who regard the institution of marriage as divinely
ordained, any attempt to inquire into its validity must

necessarily seem wrong ; but perhaps you can understand
that to me, who regard it ' erely as a human institution,

which has gràýwn up slowly like the Roue of Commons or
the em of leasehold.% it is highly desirable that people
should be roused- to iquire into the working of an arrange'72, ment which has so many drawbacks. 1 have spent many
years in a close study of marriage-systems and prostituùon-ý

ems, both in East and West; and having àrrived at what
1 thin solid conclusions, as to the means by which prostigLuiu()Ilp

with its attendant and evils, might be wholly avoided,
and a perfectly pure system introduced, 1 cannot refiain from

mak*ng my ideas public. 1 býeIieve them, to, be capable of
entirely getting rid of that terrible social evil, as ýv of
abortion, infanticide, and all the concomitant horrors; and
though in this belief 1 may, of course, be wholly mistaken,

yon will, I think, recognbe that it is my duty as a good
citizen'to ventilate ideas which seem to me franght with so
much good for the community, My feeling is that if this-

thing is nqt of God, it wM come to, naught but if it Of

r 1 * .
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God, the gates of heU shalt not prevail against it. M sole

ébject is to aroùse miquiry and interest; whichever of us is

right, surely only good can itimatey arise out of calling

attention to, this plague-spot in the midst of our cîvilisation.'

Pray do not take the trouble to answer this letter. 1 merely

wprite it in order to let you see more fully from what point of

view and with- 'what objects I approaçh this question. I

understand. that you cannot poqmdbly agree . with me ; I onlyU
desire that, you should not also misj dge me,' Kindly excuse

typewriting. 1 suffer ftom writers cramp, and can only use

even thîs machine with'my léft hand, my right being almost

useless.

In the hope that yon will pardon me for having -troubled Yeu

on the subject, and in the full belief that you, like myself, are

acting throughout for what you believe to be the highest

interests of uînanl*ty,"I v t subscribe myýelf urs

very. GRANT 'ALLEN.

The temporary -lull, in the demand for

Allen's work. had its recompense in giving

him opportunity to put into âhape some

of the mgterials which he had, been

long collecting for his book on the Origin

of Religions, and also to prepare for press

the earlier vol es of his serîes of - Hisw

torical Guides. Paris and Floren' ce'

were published z897, and quickly
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followed by the ^«Citiei of Bélgium and
1ý-Z s'Venice'; the 'European ToùrP issued

when. he was on.* his deathbed, -being the
.illast completed volum AU of these

contaiii some -Of his finest work, and are
to be unreservedly commende"d,h, weýe
not written to suipersede th fdinary guide-
books, but to, supple nt .hem, and the

plaft on which they 7are constructed shows
Allen at his best as an exponent of hisawý1 tori'pcal evolu'tion. First comes the inquiry,
'Why a tow ever gatherdd together at
all in that particular spot? Whit in-duced
the aggrerration of human beinÈs rather
there than elsewhere P Next, -« Why that

town grew to social or political, importance,

:and what 'were the stages by which it
assumed its present shàpe?' Next, c Why
it gave rise to that higher !form 'of handi-
Éraft which we, know as Art and, tâ wards
what particular arts it spècially gravitated ?
Finally, the books considered in detailthe

various - strata of the or develo:

ew
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of a own, « ex ng the buildings

en lui

and w'orks of art which they contain in

historical, order, and, as far as possible,

tracing the courses which led to their

evolution, stress being laid upon the orlgln*

and mean'l*ng of each structure as an

organic whole, and upon the allusions or

symbols which its fabnc embodies.'

Allen's endorsement of Mr. Herbert

Spencer's theory of ghostmworship-in, other

Words, of -the worship of ancestois, as the

basis of religion, has been 'hown in the

brief remarks on, the 'Attis,' and this
lie,«6%."tude was strengthened- by further re

flection and study, notably -of the Bible'

,.-Ihis familiarity with, which littlemread and

much -- Misùnderstood book was- unique.

In- acknow-ýedging a copy of Presîden

tial Address 'l'eolklore Socieý,y on the
session in

opening of the 1896, he LC

The Croft, Ha-siemere, May 7th.

My dur Clodd,-Thank you so, much for your Adcrem

1 have read it both with profit and easure.- Of course,- as

ce
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usual, we sPlit on the rock of anim m, but on Ulat'rock we

will build oùr discussion when 1 am once more under the

most hosýîtable roof of England at Aldeburgh. 1 am busy

just now at my long-delayed big-book-on religion, which

is sweffiâg, findp t-o the dimensions of Robertson Smithla-7 ýi

ýReligion of the Semites,' or even longer. Whee ït coules

out, the rock of î i iis going to be ground topowder,

like the images oÉ BaaL But of this more anon ; a hand-

less man cannot conduct co 0 by correspondence.

And, indeed, -why co anytbing?-In. La e, yours

ever, GRANT ALLEN*

Some conversations between Allen and

his friends upon the title of tÊe book led

to the receipt of this interesting letter

from Mr. Spencer, whosè wise suggestion

was adopted:-

Brighton, 2oth Feb., z897.

My dear AlIen,ý--I have ordered WMiams & Norgate toi

send you a complete set of the «Descriptive Sociology.' 1

am not quite sure whether' two of the parts are not just

Ç' now out of. print; but if so, they shal be sent as soon as
4new editions are

21J printed,

Let me beg of you not to use the proposed title ?or Your

new book, 'The Evolution of God.' It wM be a fatal step.

1 remember yem ago your having told me that the book
P q ire of advanc

you wanted to write, ed viewsY90

dare not' write Maà of the mistrous effect ch
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would result even supposing you could get a pubUMeré

W,4, the tinie came when you oustered courage and wrote

'The Woman who Did.' The book itself has had, 1 see,

a great success in point of numbers of léditions; for, doubt-

less, from what' the reviews indicated, great numbers of

people out of curiositý wished to see it, ând great aumbers

among them being those who utterly disapproved. But

having been widely distributed, there came the reaction.

You ascribe your recent absence of demand for your

fiction to the circumstance Uut you are 1 crushed out' by

younger men. 1 take the fact to be, however, that the

result yon had originally anticipated from writing such a

book has occurred,,and that the. true cause of this lack -of

demand for jour fiction is the - effect, of The Woman

who Did.

juÊt consader what a large number of fathers ahd mother.%

in, a family where the girls get books from the circulating

library, would say when they saw a new novèl of yours

lying on the t4ble, 'What, another book by GrantAllenl
îýî

Sengit, back; 1 wôn't have any of his stories in the house.'

And the local- would act upon this result, if, 'm*deed,

he did xiot anticipate it; and, naturally, also editors would

look- askance at your proposals.

Now, if you adopt the title 'The Evolution of God,' you

wM produce a kindred effect, even more disastrous." The

on is sufficient, t» shock not only the orthodox, but

no end of people who are Ïberal in theïr theology

and you would tend by using it still fùrt4er to diminish your

public.

Let me Iurther point ont to yén -that the title is illogicaL
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'You rationally trace the evolution of something you believe

in as a reality. But you do not belleve in God's reality,

l'Umm and-,therefore propose to trace the evolution of a thing

which, according to you, does not exist. What you mean

is 'Evolution of the "Belief in God."' This, though- a

startling title, is still not a necessarily hostile one, since

you may trace the evolution of a true belief as of a false

one. It would be quite sufficiently striking without neces-

sarily bringing on you such ruinous results.-Truly yours,

î HERBERT SPENCER.

P.S.-Perhaps the title Evolution of the Idea of God'

mighý be worth considering,

When the manuscript was ready for

press, Allen sent it to Mr. Benjamin

Kidd, author of 'Social Evolution,' who

had evinced interest in the work, and

offéred to submit it to the consideration

of Messrs. Macmillan. This he did, with

the result named in the following letter:-

The Croft, Tuesday.

IÎ My dear Clodd.-Macmülan's won't have my religious

à Bu% book. I enclose a letter from Benjamin Kidd which explains

their attitude,

Now 1 have ventured, without asking your leave

beforehand, to tell Macmillans to send it on to you. 1 am
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not going to ask you to "read'it-Heaven forbid; there are
hundreds of pages of it-but perhaps you might*at some time
manage to run your eye over the chapters and see what it is
driving at. There is no hurry about it; the book has waited
ten years aiready, and mankind will rio doubt endure to wait
ten years more for it. But 1 should liké to, know'what you

think I had better do about it. If you 1 could' suggest any
publisher likely to take it, I should be duly grateful. 1 am

Ï7beginning to get a little disheartened at last. Pardon my

bothering you with it, but--it is a big book, and has cost me

much time and trouble, which 1 should be sorry to see go to
waste for nothing.

Is it not a funny fate which pursues me, that whenever 1
do a piece of work 1 particularly like, 1 cant get a publisher
for it ? or, if 1 do, it proves a dead failure. .

Nellie joins in love, and I am ever yours very affec.
tionately, GRANT ALLEN,

Tne book was ultimately ]ýùblished by
Mr. Grant Richards, and an edition of seven
hundred and fifty copies disposed of in a few

weeks. As the price was twenty shillings

net, this result was satisfactory.- Mr., Her-

bert Spencer sent some encouraging words:

II congratulâte you,' he wrôte 'on its

achievement, I had no idea you had been

devoting such an immensity of labour and

.;ý' 0 ý 1 ., ý Mm . 0 e
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research to the subject, The bringing tom

gether of the evidefice in a coherent forin

and showing its bearing on the current

creed can scarcely fail tô have a great effect.

I hope it may succeed à well peicuniarily as

*t otherwise will'

Mr,Stead gave ample space to- an analysis
E of the ..book in the « Review of Reviews,

recelving the follownig reply to his inquiry

as to suitable illustrations

The Croft, Haslemere,.,
OCt. 209 '97-

Dear Mr. Stead, I am
-Manythanks féryourkind ljetter.

very glad to-hear that my book has interested you. Of course,

1 understand how différent is our point of view; but: on the

other hand, 1 -can set how much my facts and arguments,

a little différently approached, tell in the directiohs that most

interest you. And my evidence that Christianity in all its

-,essentials is far older than the historical Christ (if any) falls in

ze entirely with your own idea that the theological truths are

permanent and immarient in humanity. Still, I am relieved to

find that you can see this likeness in diversity, and am. very

much oblige« to you for making the book so prominent in the

Review of Reviews.'

4 As to P otographs, 1 am afraid I can be of very little

use. There is a woodcut of an Isis and Horus-not a good

one-on po XXII of Mrs. jamesoWs 1 Legends of the Madonna'
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(z89r edition:'Longmans) wbîch. may be -compared with the

Byzantine Madonna on p. xxxiv of the same book. But in

order to reaHy « show' thexesemblance,'one ought to have a

late GrSco-Egyptian Isis and' Horus, such as one siees at

Q)zîzeh, and by its side an early Coptic Christian Madonna

and Child from the same collection., 1 àhould-think the people

at the British Museum could help you in this matter; they are

almost sure to have photographs or engravints of some such

transitional figures. in this remote spot 1 have access to

nothing but my own books, so 1 am p*owerless to help you.

With regard to the diagram, it ought fo be drawn up with

every caution to the reader that its dates are extremely shadowy,

Prenuissig this, I would put the epoch of somet1#ngý rth

calling Man upon earth at from one to thrèe on years.

Accept iSooooo as a moderate average, date" of earliest

human history in Egypt or Akkad, not more than tep thousand

years ago. [Allen's estimate of the date when man - as

« homo sapiens-appeared may or May not'be exaggerated,

but recent excavations in Chaldaea warr a much eulier

date than ten thousand years for the presence -of man,

more or less civ**sed, in that region. For one result

of the University of Pennsylvanias Expedition has been

the disinterment, on the site of Nippuý, of written docu.

ments (Le. cuneiform tablets) proving that the foundin9
of the temple of Bel, and the first settlement in Nippur

are probably earlier than 7ooo B.C.] Rude Stone Age
71(Palaeolithic) probably began two or three milHon years ago

polished Stone Age (Neolithic) about eighty or a hundred

thousand years ago ; Bronze Age, about twelve or fifteen

thousand yeare ago; Iron A 'e, about four thousand, years
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ýgo- But make it understood that all these dates -are cow.

troversial, and that some authorities might, even, cut dowj2
JÀ the date of Man on earth to little more than two or three
ý1ý hundred thousand years,

As to Ro M bemg true Christianity, 1 used the word

evýhat careless1y,,ý aps) from the outsider' point of

view, just as you would describe the Turks or Afghans as

Itrue' Mussulmansý in contradistinction to the Persians or

othersectaries. justso I would distinguish the Itrue-Kirk of

Scotland from the Free Kirk or the U. P. By « true' I

here mean merely central or main ; and, indeed, 1 was thinking

of true Christians as opposed to those modern semi-Christian

bodies which are Mpidly verging towards a colourless

Theism, flavoured by the ethics of the Gospel, and a certain,

vague respect for the Man Jesus,

Our two points of view are roughly these-lyou' think

religion grew up thus by some divine fore-ordinance - V

think it grewup by false psychology; but we can both agree

that from, the beginning it contained the germs of the end,

and that the heathen themselves led up to and anticipated

Christianity.-Yours very sincerely,
GRANT ALLEN.

ýVj The book did n'ot evoke the discussion

which Allen expected. A art from the inffl

différence (far greater than he, thought)

abbut thèse high matters. on the part of a

public which in the degree that it cares at1
all, cares only for settled results, and for
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these- only when prepared in peptonised

form, the facts and inferenc ýs did not carry

conviction to the upholders, f the animistic

theory of the Origin of Rel gions. Hence

Allen appear* to have andoned the

scheme of devèlop«ing'. thel rzument in

further volumes at which hê hinted in the
J,

Preface. Moreover, he was busy ýin more'

remunerative fields. Editor&-were tempting

him with better prices tha' of yore for

stories; and to a generatiôn which -had

forgotten his science-made-easy articles, it

was, easy work to recast thèse as Moorland

Idylls' and Flashlights froïn Nature.'

.But fictïon prevailed, because, as he says

in a lettet from Cookham in the autumn of

1897 tO Mr.Charles Longman:

I don't find it quite so easy as I did to hunt up subjects for

scientific: articles. I have written about most Ëubjects on

which I have anything to, say. If- a subject occurs to me,

1 will let you have #* ; but 1 have been racking my brains for

some weeks to no purpose. I am just going to take a fort-,

night's holiday at Scarborough, however, and it lis possitle

with r2st (and bicycling, of which 1 am the latest victim) 1
V
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may get a free 'ht-or rather, a fit of freshness-and ex-
cogitate something. -Yours sincerely and penitently,

'J' GRANT ALLEN.,

Sis. keen and growing interest in art,
mainly as illustrative of evolution in the con-

éept-- hich mater'ial and spiritual con-
ditions'determined, made the preparation of

the H îstorical Guides' a labour of love, and
a warrant for holidays abroad. The senes,

lui which secured the 0
flattery -f imitation, rem

mains unfinished. It is, therefore, the mor'e

refreshink to record that on- one side of
Allens work a certain completeness was

reached, and that in a direction which

brought him pleasure. unalloyed. This was,
in the- contribution of an Introduction and
Notes to a book of which above eighty
editîons hâve already appeared - The
Natural History of Selborne.' Dealing
with a work which must be read in the

histonc, and not in the strictly scientific,
spirit,' Allen is sparing in the matter of
notes, contenting himself, in the main, with

-eý,j 
"I
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4correcting questionable orllerroneoussta-te-

ments in the texL In the 'Introduction

he é%ontrasts tht more limited and simp'ler

conditions under which the old naturalists

worked with thos'e enjoyed by their suc»

cessors of to-day. But the history of

scientific progress shows, as, for example,

in the case of Galilèo's discoveries, that

genius and insight, have achieved mar-

vellous Tesultà with the simplest apparatus;

-and even wherè the obscure collector has

gathered materials whose value he knew

not, these have often formed thetasis of the

superstructures which the master-builders

-in science have raised, In recording the

natural history and antiquities- of Selborne

and its néighbourhood Gilbert White started

with no a priori' theories, still less with

the intention 'of wrîting a book. He

troubled not himself about the origin of

life-forms; that all plants and - animals

were specially created by divine -fiat mas

no matter. of question with the parsonm
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naturalist. The 'science of comparative

hology, with its proofs of the derivation
of the Hebrew legend -of the Creation from

Accadian sources, was unborn; and.thé dis
turbing doubts as to, the perman ence of

species which Buffon had covertly ex

pressed, reached not the unruffied life of
iý 4 a Ham shire village. Nevertheless, the

things that Gîlbert White observed sug

gested reflections which, had they been

putsued, would have brought him face to

face with -problems whose solution it was

left for Spencer, Darwin, and Wallace to,

achieve. Allen gives a few cogent examples

of the old naturalist's unwitting approach

towards certain sides of the theory -of
natural selection and of the allied theory of

subtle interaction between organisms and

their surrou-ndings, 'He was one of the

few early naturalists whô -recognised the

importance of the cumulative effect of
infinitesimal factors on which

-a truth

.,6"ost the whole of modern biology and
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geology are built up. As zoologist, as

botanist, as meteorologist, as sociologist,

he is possessed in anticipation by the

modern spirit in eveiy direction. In this

~-,respect, it is true, he cannot be named

beside his fàr abler contemporary, Erasmus

Darwin; yet while Erasmus Darwin bas left

behind him great speculations, immensely

interesting to the'student of science and

philosophy, but not to the general reader,

Gilbert White bas produced a book which

ill continue to be read for years, both as a,

model, of observation and as the picture of a

man, a place, and an epoch' (p. xxxviii).

Two graphic lett -ers to his son, describing

the excitemént in Nérthern Italy during the,

riots of 1898, at the time when Allen was'

setting out homeward, may be inserted

here:

Hôtel de lEurope,
Milan, Sunday.

Dearest old Man, The riots here began on Friday. But

we heard nothing of them at Venict- and left there yesterday

morning in blissful ignorance. Arriving here, we found greàt ef
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crowds in the streetý, and were driven up by unfamill'ar ways;

shdpsallsshut;-nocarriages. We soon learntthat a barricade

had been erected in this very street, and that the military had

only carried lit a few minutes befère oui arrival. As mothei

had been ordered perfect rest and no agitation, this was not

very good for her. AU the afternoon, crowds formed, and the

soldiers patrolled tramp, tramp, trampe with occasional

dashes of cavalry. Having a front room with a balcony,

we could see everything. At eleven at night, a state of siege

was proclaiméd, and the streets cleared, but ineffectually.

AU the night through we slept fittle,' hearing the tramping

galloPM9 of soldiers, and getting up every now and then

to see if anything was happening. This morning, 1 proposed

to mother to go on to Géneroso, but she is so very tired that,

in spite of the state of siege, she pýeérs to rest here. Tc-

morrow, if nothing unféreýeen occurs, ive will start early,

and go for a week to the Hôtel Generoso-Kulm, Canton

Ticino, Switzerliand. You will have seen all the main facts'

of the row in the papers (sooner than. we know them here),

but 1 mention them just as showing how they affected us

personally.

Dear mother has had a serious breakdown in Venice, and

must be kept quiet and taken care of for months;--l-too have

over-worked m elf and given way, and must rest for some

time. We wül therefère probably not be home muchefore

the fSst of June. We don't aiticipate any difficulty in getting

away from here to-morrow,

Milan and all Italy are in a revolutionary mood. It wiU

not surprise me to find a Republic proclaimed in the nexttm
three days or so. MiL= g'ives the keynote, as the richest and

a . wm m 1 o e s !j 0, 12" WP*dW-'.ý q- -V " e oomemm -- -. "Mm v- W, mu -W" * - m * 04#Wmm«#" ý .ý ", 0 N ?0
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most industrial town in Italy. Izome only fonows.-In haste,

your I&ing,' DADS.

Lugano, Sunday75 P.M.

After g the above,(about zo this morning) at Milan

mother and 1 went out into'the Cathedral square, meaning to

go into the Gallery. -We found the place cut off by cordons

of soldiers, and as mother had by that time walked as far as

she ought, I took her back to the Europa. Then 1 went out

myself, but found cordons of soldiers blocking every way,

except for peo6!e going to -the -station, When I ggt back to

the Europa, they advised us to leàve, saying if we did not get

away to-day, there *as no knowing when we might, do so.

So we packed at ten minutes' notice, and caught the z2.3o

northward, without lunch. We arrived at Lugano at three,

or a little after, and drove to the Splendide in the Splendide

'bus, the conductor having assured us that there was plenty of Iî,

roome When we, got there, not a bed vacant. They sent us

on to the Parc, where the people showed us a room in a

distant dependance, without 'salle à manger,' and where

mother would have had to výalk a great distance uphill after

each meal. We were worn out by this time, and wished

ourselves back in the peace and comfort of revolutionary'

Milan. Lugano -was choke full. At last 1 found a room here

in a little German hotel called the Metropole, to-morrow

we pFopose, if we are well enough, to 9-0 up to Monte

Generoso. But we are -very weak and ill, and not sure

whether we can get rooms there. to letters, I think 1 will

telegraph where to send theni.ýý just, at present, we are very

sorry for ourselves., and "ttle down-hearted, We are in a
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cheerless place, alone, just when w

cfkig
Ths is a grumbling letter, but

j when one is ill and tired, and the fat
- one. UJnited love.--Ever your own

The latter half of 1898 f
comnmissions for work bol
¢nd at the turn of the ye~
rounds in the -art galleri<ut rest may be briefly'told.
Venice in the early spring
attacked with what appear
symptomns, but the exact
on his return home, puzzle<

- specialists. His conditior
mittent gleamns of hope, s]
the "fuli, became, week ai

grae ;anin tefinal stag
R which an autopsy proved

and incurable, he endured
fromn which, on the 25th

brought release. 1Tle vf
went was a cruel secqu f

0F

e need comfort and good

you knowò how one feels
es persistently go against
affectionate

DADS.

ound Allen full of
th grave and gay,
ar he renewed his
es of Italy. The'
During a stay in
Sof 1899, he was

ed to be malarial
nature of which,
d a succession of
n, despite inter-
hiared by him to
fter week, more
es of the malady,
was deep-seated

frightful agony,
October, death
ering he under-.

t.a life which
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never consclously gave p;tin to any living-

creature, and to whose exquisitely sensitive

temperament 'ain, not death,.was the kingp

of terrors.' Watching a moth in a, candle

flamé, he asked,

Why should a sob

For the vaguest smart

One moment throb

Through the tiniest heart

Stevenson's merciless treatment of Modes-

tine, pricked with goad àrmed with an inch

of pin, and with her-foreleg 'no better than

raw beef on the inside,' which i' described

in the Travels with a Donkey',' evoked a

Protest fro' Allen; while in his article on

The New Hedonism' ('Fôrtnightly Review,'

1894) he tells this story .

'I saw once at'the Zoo a pair.of,,,chim

panzees, the female -of which was dying of

consumption. When e keeper opened the Ï _411sict e kepkt
box where the two e the little

husband clasped his si 'i to his breast

Ji
with such -a pathetic' lookof mingled terror
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and protective feeling, that I said at once,

Shut down the lido" 1 could not bear to

intrude upon this almost human sorrowj

(Po -387)o
His feeling about death has explanation

in a remarkable article contributed to the

Pall Mall Gazette some seven years ago,

in which-he describes a narrow escape from

drowning in boyhood. He was skating on

a lake from which big blocks of ice had been
is).cut the day. before, and, ,unaware of th*Jw

went swiftly towards the dangerous spot,

which had been only slightly frozen over

during the night. He went through,

and was carried under the thicker ice

beyond, which, on coming to the surface,

he tried to b 'ak through by butting

hîs head against it., The result was that

he was stunned, then numbed by the
cold, and water-logged, so thât, but for

timely help, he must have succumbed. So

far as consciousness went, he was dead:

artificîal respiration end restoratives brought
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him back to lîfe, And, in his own words,.

«the knowledge that I have thus once exm

perienced* in my own person' exactly what

death. is, and tried it fùlly, has had a great

deal to do, I think, with my utter physical

indifférence to. it. I know " -h-W it feels

and, though it is momentarily uncomfortm
'l-10,00 ýCýéàble (I felt only a sense of cold and damp

and breathlessness, à- fierce wild struggle, a'

horrible choking sensation, and then all was

over), it isn't half as bad as breaking your

arm or having a tooth drawn. In fact, the
a àl dying itself, as dying, is

ctu quite painless

as painless as falling asJeep. It is only

the previous struggle, '.the.;--ý sense of its

approach, that is at all ýý'uncomfortable6

Even this is much less unpleasant than I

should have 'expected beforehand; and I

noted at the time that there was a total

absence of any craven shrinking-the sensam

tion was a mere phygical'one of gasping

and choking. , Whenever I have sto6d within

a, measurable distance of death ever since,
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le my feeling has been always thé same-I have

been there already, and see no causé to
J", dread-, it. Of course, one might' strongly

object to ,.a painful on acçount'of its

painfulness, and one might shrink, and

ought to shr"nk, from leaving one's family-

especially if young or insufficiently provided'

for; but death itself, it seems to me, need

have absolutely no terrors for a sensible

person.

In Allens case, absence of dread of death

was accompanied byabsence of belief in a
future life. This was the logical outcome,

not so much of denial, as of what would

seem congen ital incap' city to conceive that

there could be such a thing as the superm

natural. In a letter to the Echo,' on one

of the rare occasions that he troubled to

correct mis-statements about himself, he

said I am not, and never was, an Agnostic,ý---

For the Agnostic, in refùsin"t,her to.affirm.

or deny as to the existence of anything

beyond the phenomenal, and outsid the-
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range of human experience or of possible

knowledge, recognises that it may be. But

he expends go tîme uý.ôp it, holding with
J

Bacon that 1 The inquisition of Final Causes

is barren, andi like a virgin consecrated t'O

God, produces -nothing.' He says, I don't

know.' Allen, on the contrary, said, There

is nothing to be known.

Obvîously, there was nothing of the mystic

or the transcendentalist (using that term ï

in its Kantian sense) in his mental com, J
position. As an example, in his treatment

of Celtic folklore, although the magic of the

poetry attracted him, as it àttracts us all, he

threw the cold, dry light of analysîs on the

fairydom in èndeavouring to prove that the

romance of the Ilittle folk' is a confused

tradition of a dwarf race, whose nearest

re resentatives are, perhaps, the modern

Lapps. And further, his reaction against

the despotism of fact' in the crusade against

the institution of marriage was -largely

affected by undue insistence upon one sét
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of fàcts to the minimising or excluding
of others,

To apply to him what Cotter Morison saidî
of Macaulay, that « he had no ear for the

finer 'harmonies of the inner life,' doés not-convey 
what 

one 
intends;

quite nd yet
Allen-ýjmself would not have taken excepm
tion to ite For, again and again, in private
chat, he spoke of nev'er having felt awe or
reverence in contemplatin'g phenomena that
move the multitude of mankind to sactifice,-, o prayer.

He had a full share of the
wonder which accompanies boundless curiffl
osity, This wàs not) however, because he
felt himself in the presence of an inscrutable
-Power, -but because what he had learned

concerning the interaction and interrelation,-
of things spurred.him to more eager effort

to discover secrets which would bring
further revelation of the unbroken unity

of phenomena. This was al! that he cared
about. And he deemed it a' pueffle and

unworthy thing to use time in discussing
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the validity of a heap of trivial pseudoàwý
D

terles loosely grouped under the term

supernatural,'when the natural held unexm

plained matters - weïghty enough to, occupy

the lîfe of a man, were it lengthened an

hundrédfold. For within a man's very self,

to name but one or, two of. the matters

upon which Allen was wont to dilate, lie

hid the problems of heredity, with its înm fî

volved transmission -of physical characters

and mental tendencies, from generation to

generation, through the medium of a speck

of matter invisible to the naked eye ; the
gestion, since 'man

ystenous processes of di

is what he eats'-o and, still more mysterlous,

those of assimilation, so that in the change,

of particles, which the nervemcells ceaselessly

undergo, the continuity of the individuat,

abides.,

Whether in the dissection of a- simple
Ilower or of *an elaborated creed, Allèn, as

a consistent evolutionist, applied the same

method., The critical coûlness which he
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brought to analysis of thingsheld dear and

sacred was not due to wantonness, nor

tô disregard of susceptibilities, but to the

unshakable conviction that the methods of

science are universal in their application.

Hence things possessed for him a reality

which made hîm scarcely tolerant of the
'muzzy' philosophies wherewith men con»

fuse themselves and their fellows. There

may be aptly applied to him whàt Mr.

Mackail eloquently says of Lucretius: 1 His

contemplation of existence is no brooding

over abstractions: Nature is not in his vitw

the majestic înd silent figure before whose

unchanging eyes the shifting shadowmshapes

90 and come;. but an essential life, manifest«

ing itself in a million workings, "creatrix,

gubernans, daedala rerum." The universe
0is filled through all its illimitable spaces by

the roar of her working, the ceaseless, unexm

hausted energy with which she alternates

life and death' (1 Latirr Literature,' P. 77)0

And ïn face of the. gross, often revolting,
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conceptions of deity which -prevail among

the mass of mankind, civilised as well as
unciviiised, giving warrant to the taunt that

the best excuse for God is that He does not
exist,' Allen's lofty « prayer' will have echo in
hearts rebellîous as Èis own:

A crowned Caprice is god of this world;

On his stony breast are his white wkgs furled.

No ear to listen, no eye.to see,

No heart to feel for à- man hath he.

But his pitiless-arm is swift to smite:

And his mute lips utter one word of might,

« 'Mid the clash, of gentler souls and rougher,

Wrong must thou dé, or wrong must suffer.'

Then grant, 0 dumb, blind god, at least that we

Rather the sufférers than the doers be,

_Tf-the posse7ssï n -of any 'religion' be

accordéd to a man who, in words full of

awful import to. the orthodox lived without*

hope, and without God in the world,.' it must

be only as a fundamental part of his ethics,

Mr. Andrew Lang says that Allen was 'the

one man he knew' who, in a certain cnsis,
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acted like a Christian.9 That is, he was true

to himself, and therefore, not false to others,
j since all noble acts lie outside the creeds;

and the assumption that the impulse to

these acts is a monopoly of Christianity has

no warrant either în past- or present history.

The energies that men apply, or misapply,

î4 to the sà1vation of their souls and the souls

of their fellows in « a world of doubtful future

date,' men of Allen's type apply to, the

remedying of ills 1n the actual and the

present; to the delivery of the mind from

the -illusory', fears which render it «all its"Uri'
lifetime subject to bondage.' One of the

mottoes which Montaigne inscribed on'the

rafters of his tower *as, It is not sol much

things that torment man, as the opinion he

has of things,' and Allen was ever Ètrenuous

in effort to- redeem others from'the slavery"-

of conventional-aéquiescence.

But the outlook of these latter days chilled

his generous enthusiasm. 'Talks thaï passed

between us (Mr.. Le Gallienne makes * referm
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ence to the like in the opening pages of

his article)- took written shape- in a letter-,
to Mr. Herbert Spencer, who replies under

date of igth July iffl-: Your views as to the

present asPçct of the. W-orld are exactly my

views, and'yau have expressed them in a

completely parallel way. Two days ago,,,ln

answer to a letter of Moncure Conw'ay,

similarly expressing dread of the future and

rg*ng that I should take part in'an effort to

form a kind of supreme cout of select men tIl

to' pass opinions on international relations,

I said just as you say, that we are in course

of rebarbarisation, and that there is no

-prospect but that of military despotisms,

which we are rapidly approaching.'

And a man has, indeed, no small need of

faith at a time when all liberal movements

-have been swept by boisterous currents into

a backwater.' The spectacle is a strange one

for those who are old enough to remember

the advances of a past generatïon in matters

political, social, intellectual, and theolog«caL
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This modern spirit named Imperialism,
which sees itai êr ,à,jusýtification and immêeiate
fruitage in a material Prosperity and ever..
broadening areaý has'be' come impatient of
restrailà, ande heedless of the lessons taught
by vanished empires) brushes aside às -tranm
scendental and dreamY stuff the ideals whose

fuifilment depend not on the multwtude of
thlugs which a Pation possesses,, .1t is deat

to the fact that civilisation has -largely come
to mean the creation ofa heap of artificial

wants, with resulting discontent bécause
those wants cannot be gratified. 'Where

there 'les not impatience at iiinte there is
indifféren -ce about thè'deep matters* of social
and other reforms, in the 'Presence of which
a man can OnIY'possess his soul in patience'
and* nurse the hope. th-at the spirit of
aggressiveness and greed which now runs .

riot may yield to a genuine Imperialism, that
shall make for the general pea:ce and well
being of the world».

ieantime, in the unhappy band about
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of the name 'Christian,' let the tfioughtful

ponder who, most 1 acts like' one-the-t man ILI,
who echoes the 'patriotic" songs of the

music-hall, or the maNwho replies, as-Allen

did, to, a request that he would contribute
Cle,

an article on the defence of the Dominion

tothe Canadian-Year Book (1&)8)

You can know very little of my aims and ideals if you

think 1 would willingly do,,anything to help on a work

whose avowed object' is to, arouse military, enthusiasm.'

Military enth means for killing people.

My desire in life hasý been not to kill, but to belp and aid

aU mankind, -- "ce'ctîve of nationality, ciéed, languàge, or-
IýI _21_

colour. 1 -hatê',ààrï and ev g that leads to it, as 1

hate murder, rapiný, or the ill-treatment of wemen. 1-dislilce

siavery, liowever èloaked. uù- der the disguise of « Imp a lism.'

I contribute gladly to works designed to strengthen the

bonds of amity between nations- and to render war impossible,

but I cannot contribute to one which aims, at maldng peace-

ableCanadian, citizens throw themselves into the devouring

whir1pool of militarism.

The abolition of war is probably only

more- remote than the abolition of leg*

marriage, but protests against what Burke

calls «the thriving sophisms of barbarous
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national pride, and the eterrral fallacies of
V. war and conquest,' have their uses in curb

ng passions inherent in human ^nature.

Allen's views about militarism are involved

in his hatred of wrong - doing and his

sympathy with suffering, and in a world

whose institutions rest, in the last resort,

on force, he was a- pilgrim and a stranger.'

If he often expressed his views with un

palatablç plainness, it was because the
xq attention of the multitude -7can be arousèd

only through force of presentment.

Careful to observe by vrtue of an inboi-n

gentleness the courtesies of life, there was,

nevertheless, no hedging of opinion to

accommodate himself to his company. For
J example, he agreedý with George III. (it was=Z]h
î certainly the only thing in which he did

agree with that monarch) that a good deal

of Shakespeare was Isad stuff' Darwin, ît

may be remembered, found it lintolerably

dull,'-and, in generàl,,Allen was consistent'.

in mainta*ning that 'the writers of the
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Elizabethan age are not ,to be compared

to' those of our era. Free from the

vanities, narrownesses, and petty jealousies

which often accowýany the literary temper,

he was -generous to a fault in hi& assess- Y
ment of the work of hïs contempor'aries, and,

this, consequently, to the- occasional impair-

ment-cd bis judgé ment. They say,' he wrote lieIl',
jocosely to Mr. Longman, « that I discover Yl-

j-a new poet once a foi-tnight. If so, I must

have begun six * weeks ago, for my disffl

coveries up to date are Watson Davidson,,

Le Gallienne, and, to tell you the truth,

I am not -in the least- ashamed of them.ý.

He encloses a poem by u- new writer in

whom hesees, promise, and this was the

sort of thing he was constantly doing for

his fellow-craftsmen. His own struggles,

never hardening the heart, begot sympathy

with theirs,

The happiness. of his domestic relationà

has been touched uponp, and perhaps enough

has béen indicated, both in- the persona!
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tributes and correspo'dence printed in th*s

memoir, as -to, the afféction which he

inspired and the delight which his comm

radeship afforded. But my own intimate

relations with Allen for well-nigh twenty

years is warrant' for adding that a more

lovable, considerate, true, and sympathetic

friend therê could not be, while it would

be hard to, find his equal as suggestive

d inspinng companion, the catholicity of

C ose tastes and the breadth of whose

40 --- -dge, touched by. enthusiasm ever to,

know more, made his "Society a. perennial

délight. The man was greater than his.

books. His talk was, as- Lewes says of

Plato's dialogues,, full of 1 speculative yeast.'

For whether he dissected a flower or deffl

scribed -a picture,# or unravelled an etymoffl

légy; whether he analysed an indivïdual

character, or a race m temperament or

whether he expounded theories of- ongins,.

from origin of sex to origin of belief *n

spiritual beings, he was as suggestive as
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he was 'illuminative and instructive.

Touched by enthusiasm ever to know more

of a universe and its contents which begot
in him no t which

feeling of reverencei bu

fed bis sènse of wonder=such was Allen:

always learning. To 'quote from, Mr.

Érederic Harrison's address delivered at

Woking, when 'the body was committed to

the purifying action of fire'; 'no disease, no

exhaustion of body or brain, no care or

anxietyt no distraction from the visible 3 ï

world without, could stifle bis intense

eagerness of mind to follow out bis ideas,

to complete bis observations, to push on

the work in hand. Few men had, a more

frail and sufféring bodily frame. Not many

men have had more pressing cares and
14obstacles, -Few living men have under"

taken so bewildering a range of studies-

ever had, to, use a homely expression, so

many irons in the fire-irons, be it said,

of strange incongruity and divergence. A

man, too, of intense sensitiveness to the
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acts and thoughts of those around him, a

man of extraordînary sensibility to the

charms of Art and %>Nature ýa mind

peculiarlyresponsive to the most subtle

suggestions of any woýd, or book, or
à

person or flower, or creature that might

cross hi' path.'

His eagerness to be ever learning

was equalled only by his willingness

to impart all that he knew. The com

panions of his rambles will remember how,

when his eye rested on some plant that

held a lesson irr evolution in, its leaves or

petals, he would pluck it, stand still, and

make it the text of a'delightful sermon.

And, as the following letter shows, his

busy pen would set aside îts task to.

answer a question about. things which he

never weaned of expounding:

The Croft, Hind Hgad, Hasleinere,
Sat. (z3th April z4e

My dear Miss Cox,-No; your plant is 9-not'acryptogam,

and its em ance to, a fern is purely external. It is an
îè

us, and the apparent leaves or leallets are reall-Y
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branches. There are few or no true leaves, and the few

there are take the reduced form of scales. A true fern has

no stem to, speak of, and éÏach. frond comes up spirally coiled-

has, as we say, a cîîrciate vernation, If ý-yôu watch common

asparagus growing (and now is the time to do it), you wM

see, on the contrary, that it sends up, a stout true stem, with

scale-like leaves, and that the branches divide and become

very numerous, mostly leafless, but function-like leaves, as

in gorse and broom. A few true leaves or bracts, however,

occur on the-peduncles of the flowers. In flower, berry, etc.,

the asparagus is just an ordinary My. Garden sparagus

produces its branches evenly all like a spruce-fir

this climbing kind produces them flattened out laterally

against a wall, like so many creepers, such as ivy or

Virginia creeper. It'is this one-sided and flattened arrange-

ment of thé branches that makes the plant look at first

sight like a fern or 4ycopodium,

The article, with which you so kindly me,

has long been accepted by Knowles for the Nine-

teenth Century,' but I d'nst know why he is holding it

over from month to month. 1 have another on hand about

which I shall venture (after'that, one appears) to ask if you

will give me once more the benefit of your wide reading.

In haste.-Yours véry sincerely, GRLANT ALLEN*

(The refèrencie here is to a still unpublished paper on The
Last Trump-1

Naturalist, anthropologist, physicist, his

torian, poet, nôvelist, essayist, critic-what
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to, honest- work, and it should content a

man if tboee, who knew him, well hold

remembrance êf him dear. Such rememm

brance has Grant Allen in the circle of

friends wherein *-his, death has made so

large a gap-friends to whose lîps there

rises the lament of old--

They told me, Heraclitus, they told me you were

They brought me bitter news to hear, and bitter tears to shed

1 wept as 1 remembered how often you and 1

Had tired the sun with taUring, and sent him. down the #y.

And now that thon art Iying, my dear old Carian guest,

A handful of grey ashes, kdd long ago at rest,

Still are thy pleasant voices, thy nightingales, awake

For Death, he taketh all away, but these he cannot take,'
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Fcap. 8vo, limp green cloth, rounded corners, pp. 230.
Published at 3s. 6d. net.

The Type- Writer Girl. By OLIVE PRATT RAYNER.
London : C. A. Pearson Ltd., 1897.

Crown Svo, pp. 261.

An African Millionaire : Episodes in the LfMe of the Illus-
trious Colonel Clay. . . . With -66 Illustrations by
GORDON BROWNE. London: Grant Richards, 1897.

Crown Svo, green- cloth. extra, gilt top, pp. viii+318.
Published at 6s.

This story, with the illustrations, appeared as a serial
in the Strand Magazine.

Tom Unlimited: A Story for Children. By MARTIN
LEACH WARBOROUGH. London: Grant Richards,
18)7.

Crown 8vo, blue cloth extra, gilt edges, pp. xiv+-o.
With 56 Illustrations by GERTRUDE BRADLEY. Pub-
lished at 5s.

Grant Allen's Historical Guides: Venice. London: Grant
.Richards, 1898.

Fcap. 8vo, limp green cloth, rounded corners, pp. 272.
Published at 3s. 6d. net.
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WRITINGS OF GRANT ALLEN 2it
The Incidental Bishop. . .. London: C. A. Pearson Ltd.,

1898.
Crown 8vo, pp. viii + 248.

Linnet : A Romance. . . . London : Grant Richards, 1898.
Crown Svo, blue cloth, pp. vi+ 394. Published at 6s.

Rosalba: The Story of her Development. By OLIVE
PRATT RAYNER. London: C. A. Pearson Ltd., 1899.

Crown 8vo, pp. viii+312.

Flashlights on Nature. With 150 Illustrations by FREDERICK
ENOCK. London: George Newnes, Limited.... 1899.

Crown 8vo, pp. viii+312.

'Twelve Tales. With a Headpiece, a Tailpiece, and an
Intermezzo: Being Select Stories by GRANT ALLEN,
chosen and arranged by the Author. London: Grant
Richards, 1899.

Demy 8vo, sateen cloth extra, gilt top, pp. xii+352.
Published at 6s.

With the exception of the Headpiece, Tailpiece, and
Intermezzo, all the stories in this volume had been pre-
viously published.

The European Tour: A Handbook for Americans and
Colonists. . .-London: Grant Richards, 1899.

Crown 8vo, green cloth, pp. viii+294. Published at 6s.

Miss Cayley's Adventures. . . . With 79 Illustrations by
GORDON BROWNE. London: Grant Richards, 1899.

Imp. .6mo, dark-blue cloth extra, gilt top, pp. x + 330.
Published at 6s.

This story, with the illustrations, appeared as a serial
in the Strand Magazine.

The Natural History of Selborne. By GILBERT WHITE.
Edited, with Notes, by GRANT ALLEN. Illustrated by
EDMUND H. NEw... John Lane, The Bodley Head,
London and New York, 19oo.

4to, pp. xI+ 528. Mr. Grant Allen's Introduction occu-
pies pp. xxvi to xl inclusive.

Published originally in- 13 Parts during the year 1899.
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WRITINGS OF GRANT ALLEN,

Hilda Wade. With Illustrations'by ;oRboN BRÔI#Nit.
London: Grant Richards, igoo,

Imp. 16mo, dark-blue cloth ýextra, gilt top, pp. xiv+36o.
Published at 6s. ý

This story, with the illustrations, appeared as a serial
in the Strand Magazine.
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